
DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 13 January 2008

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 13 January 2008 at 08:00am PT for
60 minutes.

Roll call (Regrets: Paul Grosso)
  > We have quorum.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200812/msg00008.html (9 Dec 2008)
  * Notes from 16 Dec 2008 non-official meeting
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200812/msg00011.html

  > Accepted by acclamation.

Subcommittee reports (as needed) 
  * OASIS DITA Translation Subcommittee 
  * OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee 
  * OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee
  * OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee (Jae Sheddy)
  * OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee 
  * OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee 
  * OASIS DITA for Technical Standards 
  * OASIS DITA Adoption TC 

Business:

1.  ITEM: Discuss 2009 schedule
    * Acknowledge Stan's "teaching DITA" FYI to the group, latest version uploads
    * updated OASIS DITA TC Calendar reservations
    * First quarter review goals

    ACTION: Don and Gershon to write email to Mary asking OASIS for full content management
    system so that we can better manage multiple users working on spec DTDs and source 
    files.

    Jeff said he will work 2 days at home this week to progress on the arch spec. Will
    send updates end of day Friday.

    Discussed Gershon's offer to manage the spec topics in an Excel spreadsheet.
    Gershon and Don introduced the proposal, which was actually suggested by JoAnn
    (not on the call). Gershon to continue filling in the spreadsheet for the lang
    spec and post work in progress to the list for analysis and discussion.

    Revisit Gershon's spreadsheet next week.

2.  ITEM: DITA 1.2 Specification Review Assignments 
    * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Draft_DITA_1.2_Specification_Review_Assignments 

    * Action check: Don to contact Erik Hennum about his overview on controlled values.



      > Erik completed his overview.

    * Action check: Kris to email reminder to Eliot (which elements are for specialization?) 

      > CLOSED.

    > ACTION: Don to send email to list reminding TC members to update the review page to
    > reflect their review items status

3.  ITEM: Cascading/Inheritance of default values 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200810/msg00009.html (Ogden) 
    * deferred from last week 

    > Jeff: A summary was written after a meeting of a sub-group of folks about how
    > the values are derived.
    > Also ongoing discussions on similar questions, e.g. how values specified in maps
    > cascade to other maps. Robert also involved in these later discussions. There were
    > discussions about @toc, among others.
    > Robert: the questions raised may cover use cases DITA 1.2 cannot support. Robert
    > has a Wiki page on OASIS that lists the issues and discussions, and will bring to
    > TC after Jeff reviews the page (Jeff will review that page today).

    > Jeff requested TC members to review the summary linked to from the Wiki page (link
    > above) plus Jeff's summary (scroll down to the email sent 24 September).

4.  ITEM: Review 1.2 list for items that should be considered for 1.3 
    * Update the DITA 1.3 list on the Wiki (Gershon) 
    * Action check: Gershon to add his research into the DITA 1.3 Proposals table. 

    > CONTINUED. [Move to ongoing checks section of agenda]

5.  ITEM: "DITA goes Nuclear" thread 
    * Is anyone else in the nuclear industry using DITA? 
    * If yes, where should specialization go? 
    * Revisit this week

    > Robert: Nothing for DITA TC to do. Attempts are being made to pursue 
    > standardization outside of the TC.

    > CLOSED.

--Meeting adjourned--

6.  New ITEM: "Conref push for static output formats" discussion
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200812/msg00006.html
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200812/msg00007.html

7.  New ITEM: Behavior of q element
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00005.html and following (Anderson)

Ongoing checks: 



1.  ITEM: OASIS hosting of a Web GUI 
    * Review progress 

    > CONTINUED.

2.  ITEM: Request for input on DITA 1.2 use: 
    * Status of DITA OT 1.5 reference implementation of 1.2 features: 
      * http://dita.xml.org/wiki/plans-for-dita-ot-15 
    * Note new list below for collecting affirmations of use. 



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 20 January 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Quorum is present.

2. MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS BUSINESS MEETING
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00025.html
 Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by XXX; approved by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
No reports.

4. Reassign Jeff's items:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00027.html
Jeff Ogden cannot continue work on the architectural specification and the other documents that he was slated to work 
on. Michael Priestley suggested that we need a information architect, who will assemble the DITA map and farm out 
topics to others. This requires a broad understanding of the DITA spec rather than detailed technical knowledge about 
individual areas. 

JoAnn offered to create a spreadsheet of the 1.1 topics. Michael reiterated that there are substantial architectural changes 
between DITA 1.1 and DITA 1.2; because of this, the DITA 1.1 architectural spec topics will not be a very useful base -
- many topics will need to be rewritten and split up. He commented that he early on had created an outline for the 1.2 
architectural spec; perhaps Jeff has further amended it.

The general consensus was that we needed to get materials from Jeff Ogden before the next TC meeting. If we don't get 
materials from Jeff, we'll begin with Michael's original outline.

Action: Don Day will locate the outline, send it to Jeff, ask if he has any comments, and request that Jeff get any 
comments and materials to the TC before the next meeting.
Action: Don Day will send a note to the TC, asking for volunteers for the architectural spec.

5. Review Master Topic List--Gershon
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00030.html
Robert Anderson asked what is the point of doing this with the language specification, since the work has largely been 
completed. JoAnn Hackos stated that it would enable the committee to perform a rapid read through of the language 
spec and identify new places where usability improvements could be made. Robert stated that he expected to complete 
and post a new draft of the 1.2 language spec by the end of next week; he stated that this would be a good time for a 
new review. Michael Priestley commented that he had not previously seen the potential for the spreadsheet approach to 
drive a usability review.

JoAnn stated that she wanted people to discuss whether a spreadsheet would be a helpful mechanism to drive 
development of the architectural spec. Don Day stated that he wanted time to consider this. The item deferred to the 
next TC meeting.



6. Note to McRae about CMS
Don Day stated that he and Gershon has drafted an e-mail and would continue to work on this item.

7. DITA 1.2 Specification Review Assignments
* http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Draft_DITA_1.2_Specification_Review_Assignments
Don Day asked that everyone update the table about the specification reviews.

8. New ITEM: "Conref push for static output formats" discussion
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200812/msg00006.html
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200812/msg00007.html
Discussion from Su-Laine Yeo and Michael Priestley ensued. Michael clarified that there would be a master build map 
(owned by the information architect for the product) that the processor would call. How to handle content that should 
not be displayed anywhere? Su-Laine stated that this is a problem for anchorref  also. Possibly need a new attribute. 
Discussion to follow via e-mail. 

Meeting adjourned early so that people could watch the inauguration of the 44th US president, Barack Obama.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 27 January 2008

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 27 January 2008 at 08:00am PT for
60 minutes.

Roll call (Regrets: Jim Early)
  > We have quorum.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00033.html (20 Jan 2009)

  > Accepted by acclamation.

Subcommittee reports (as needed) 
  * OASIS DITA Translation Subcommittee 
  * OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee 
  * OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee
  * OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee (tentatively Feb 3)
  * OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee (tentatively Feb 24)
  * OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee (tentatively Feb 10)
  * OASIS DITA for Technical Standards (tentatively Feb 17)
  * OASIS DITA Adoption TC
    > The TC meetings have been moved to Wednesdays. Anyone on this TC who would like to
    > join the Adoption TC now that the meetings are on Wednesdays are welcome to join.

Business:

1.  ITEM: 2009 schedule; First quarter review goals 
    * AI (Don and Gershon): Note to McRae about CMS (initiated draft)
      > CONTINUED.
    * AI (Don): Send outline to Jeff for comments (sent, no reply yet)
      > CLOSED.
    * AI (Don): Send note to TC for volunteers (sent, many replies)
      > CLOSED.
    * reassign Jeff's items: 
      * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00027.html
    
    > CLOSED (carried over to items 2 and 3 below).

2.  ITEM: review Master Topic List--Gershon 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00030.html () 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00042.html (Gershon)

    > Gershon to update the spreadsheet based on the draft 1.2 TOC (outline) plus 
    > additional input from Michael on specialization TOC changes.
    > Gershon to add columns for writer assignment plus status and review columns plus status (done).
    > Don designated Gershon as the maintainer of the spreadsheet and will provide 
    > updates at the TC meetings.
    > Michael mentioned that the TOC should still be maintained in the Wiki. Gershon 
    > confirmed we're all on the same page about this -- the spreadsheet is to manage 



    > the topics, while the TOC is to manage the ditamaps.
    > Michael asked Gershon to update the dita map based on the updated TOC outline.

3.  ITEM: DITA 1.2 Specification Review Assignments 
    * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Draft_DITA_1.2_Specification_Review_Assignments

    > ACTION: Gershon to copy this data into the spreadsheet and then review the spreadsheet.
    > CONTINUED.

4.  New ITEM: "Conref push for static output formats" discussion 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200812/msg00006.html 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200812/msg00007.html

    > DEFERRED.

5.  New ITEM: Map structure and possible new attribute for conref push and anchorref 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00034.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Eliot, Bruce)

    > DEFERRED.

6.  New ITEM: Cross-references to Topicheads and Implicit Title-only Topics 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00039.html (Eliot, others)

    > Eliot defined the issue: The map has several layers of topichead and within the 
    > content you need to add a reference to the topichead. What does it mean to have an 
    > xref to a topichead in the map? The spec should then say the topicheads imply the 
    > title of a topic. Current DITA-OT HTML and PDF2 behaviors differ. TC members 
    > agreed that xref to a topichead is a valid use case and processing should generate 
    > an appropriate topic for the topichead and link to that topic as if the topichead 
    > was a topichead/topic pair. So the arch spec should say that topichead is 
    > equivalent to a topichead/topic pair. Clarification: topichead may also be a 
    > topicref with no @href. 
    > Another use case is the ability to xref to a map file. Robert asked what about if 
    > you need to reference a map that represents a different book?
    > Eliot: Use @scope = local vs external. 

    > Continue discussion on the list and revisit next week.

    > ACTION: Folks to contribute some more use cases to the list. In particular, use 
    > cases where users would not expect an associated topic to be created in the 
    > content area. 
    > Robert: Are there other publishing formats we have not considered where it could be 
    > considered differently -- in HTML and PDF we're covered, but what about other 
    > output formats? Don to follow up on this one.

    > CONTINUED.

-- meeting adjourned --

7.  ITEM: Behavior of q element 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00005.html and following (Anderson) 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00026.html (Anderson follow up) 

Ongoing checks: 



1.  ITEM: OASIS hosting of a Web GUI 
    * Review progress 

2.  ITEM: Request for input on DITA 1.2 use: 
    * Status of DITA OT 1.5 reference implementation of 1.2 features: 
      * http://dita.xml.org/wiki/plans-for-dita-ot-15 
    * Note new list below for collecting affirmations of use. 

3.  ITEM: Review 1.2 list for items that should be considered for 1.3 
    * Update the DITA 1.3 list on the Wiki (Gershon) 
    * Action check: Gershon to add his research into the DITA 1.3 Proposals table. 

4.  ITEM: Cascading/Inheritance of default values 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200810/msg00009.html (ogden) 



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 3 February 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Quorum is present.

2. MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS BUSINESS MEETING
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00043.html
 Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Chris Kravogel; approved by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
No reports.

4. New ITEM: Gershon to discuss web collaboration tools
Cisco has volunteered to offer a WebEx conference so that we can better deal with this spreadsheet.
Action: Gershon will arrange a recurring WebEX conference and send information to the TC.

5. New ITEM: review Master Topic List
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00030.html
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00042.html
Gershon will act as project manager about this item for the next few weeks. He has uploaded a new version of the 
spreadsheet, which now includes the DITA 1.2 outline. He also has received e-mail from Michael Priestley about 
changes that Michael and Jeff Ogden had discussed; he has not yet incorporated that material.

Michael Priestley asked that a DITA map be developed in tandem with the spreadsheet to facilitate development of the 
architectural spec. He also pointed out that we will need to develop DITA maps for each of the documents that will be 
bundled in specific packages.

JoAnn asked if the committee should review some of the topics that are currently marked as requiring major changes.  
There was a general consensus that this would be time consuming but valuable.

The spreadsheet that Gershon will have available next week will be a starting part for people to volunteer to work on 
certain topics or groups of topics.

JoAnn asked what the plan would be for tracking status of documents that subcommittees will be delivering. Don Day 
indicated that he thought that was a project management task for Gershon.

Michael P. asked whether the decisions made about packaging are reflected in the Language Specification. For the 
conceptual material, should we have a consolidated version? Or mini documents for each package? Michael suggested 
that each package have an "About the spec" topic.

JoAnn asked whether we would removing core topics about CTR from all but the Tech Comm package; she thought this 
might be a usability problem.



Michael commented that CTR is not essential to DITA. People are adopting DITA and not using CTR; they are 
specializations. Goal is to make it easier for people adopting a specific specialization to not be overwhelmed with 
material for other specializations that they are not using.

JoAnn commented that the Adoption Committee needed to look at the issue of how to keep people from being scared 
off, whether by one large book or 18 small ones.

Michael commented that we want to make it easy for people to create light-weight topics and DITA applications. Don't 
want to make the entry cost too high. The base package is  core DITA, which is topic + map.

Action: Gershon to ping chairs of subcommittees (Machine Industry and Learning and Training) and ask them to keep 
him informed about the status of their deliverables.
Action: Robert Anderson to send an e-mail to list about the different DITA maps for the different packages.

6. ITEM: DITA 1.2 Specification Review Assignments
* http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Draft_DITA_1.2_Specification_Review_Assignments
Don asked whether this should be tabled until after we have a new draft. Gershon asked that this be left open for a few 
weeks as we decide how to handle the Lang Spec.
Action: Gershon will fold the Arch spec information into the spreadsheet. Don will rename the agenda item as "Lang 
Spec assignments."

7. New ITEM: Steps-Informal request
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00001.html (Anderson)
This has been resolved on the list.
       

8. New ITEM: "Conref push for static output formats" discussion
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200812/msg00006.html
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200812/msg00007.html 
This item has been superseded by the item about "Map structure and possible new attribute for conref push and 
anchorref."

9. New ITEM: Map structure and possible new attribute for conref push and anchorref
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00034.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Eliot, Bruce)
There is ongoing discussion between Su-Laine Yeo, Erik Hennum, and Robert Anderson about some issues relating to 
this discussion. Su-Laine reported that there is an ongoing discussion about how to prevent content from appearing in 
two places; she has suggested adding an additional attribute. Discussion of possible names for such an attribute ensued. 
Robert Anderson suggested that this attribute be part of the topicref attributes group.
Action: Su-Laine will post a proposal to the list.

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 10 February 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Quorum is present.

2. MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS BUSINESS MEETING
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00027.html (3 Feb 2009)
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Rob Frankland; approved by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
Jae Sheddy gave a report about the work of the OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee. They 
are documenting specializations, some overlapping work with the Spirit Consortium. Michael Priestley asked if there 
had been interlock with the other committee; Jae answered that Seth Parks is a member of both committees. Michael P. 
stated that it would be good for both committees to issue a joint statement of support. Don Day mentioned that any 
public statement would need to be coordinated with Carol Geyer, OASIS Director of Communication.

OASIS DITA Translation Subcommittee 
The subcommittee is working on best practices for glossary; it should be issued for review in a month or so.

The OASIS DITA Adoption Committee is working on best practices for keyref. 

The Help Subcommittee is about to issue best practices about DITA for context-sensitive help. They are looking for 
feedback from the TC and Adoption Committee during the next two weeks. Their document as been retitled.

4. Announcement: New upload of the Language Reference
The ToCJS format is available. Robert Anderson is working on cleaning up the source files so that they properly use the 
keyref feature.

5. Review Master Topic List--Gershon
Gershon's latest spreadsheet was e-mailed to particular individuals, not the list. He will be sending the spreadsheet to the 
list in another day or so; people are encouraged to sign up. JoAnn asked for volunteers to work on this; Elliot Kimber 
volunteered, with a preference for specialization and linking/specialization. Kris Eberlein volunteered. Michael Priestley 
suggested that for areas of new content, if we do not get volunteers, the people who originally championed features 
should get involved. JoAnn asked Michael what areas that he thought would be challenging; he answered conref, 
chunking, and specialization. 

Don Day suggested that the constraint mechanism would be a good topic area for the Adoption Committee to highlight; 
it might also be very useful for the DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee. No one is currently 
assigned to write about constraints in the Architectural Specification.

Action: JoAnn to capture the sense of this discussion and forward it to Gerson. Gershon to upload the spreadsheet after 
he does his final edits. JoAnn will send a note to the list asking for additional participation.



6. Subversion
Subversion is an open-source document source control application.
Action: Stan Doherty will look into it and give a recommendation for how the TC should set up and use Subversion.
Action: Don Day will forward e-mail about OASIS and Subversion to Stan Doherty.

7. DITA 1.2 Language Spec Review Assignments
Don asked whether we needed to keep this page or whether we would be using a spreadsheet.
Action: Don will write Gershon and ask for clarification about what needs to be done       

8. Map structure and possible new attribute for conref push and anchorref
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00034.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Eliot, Bruce)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00015.html (Su-Laine's "rebooted" version and ensuing 
discussion) 
Su-Laine stated that she has not heard any discussion, except for a suggestion about the name. Don Day asked whether 
we were ready to bring this to a vote; he asked voting members whether they had additional questions or comments. 
Michael Priestley expressed that he was not comfortable with local-display and suggested media. Michael and Su-Laine 
agreed that this attribute is parallel to print and toc. Michael made a point about first or second-tier content. Elliot 
Kimber suggest content-role. Su-Laine commented that we should avoid using the term role, given the overlap with 
another attribute. Don Day suggested "usage." Su-Laine reminded us that we needed to consider the experience that 
users coming fresh to the discussion would have. Michael suggested processing-role or processing-usage. Elliot objects 
to using processing in any attribute name. Michael asked what term would disambiguate whether the usage is about the 
processor or the user?
Action: To be continued on the list, folks reminded mid-week to discuss the item.

Meeting adjourned.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 17 February 2009

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 17 February 2009 at 08:00am PT for
60 minutes.

Roll call
  > We have quorum.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00036.html (10 Feb 2009) 

  > Accepted by acclamation.

Subcommittee reports (as needed) 
  * OASIS DITA Translation Subcommittee 
  * OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee 
  * OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee
  * OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee

  * OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee
  > AI Don to write Ann to see if she can give us an update next week.

  * OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee
  * OASIS DITA for Technical Standards
  * OASIS DITA Adoption TC

Business:

1.  ITEM: review Master Topic List--Gershon 
    * latest spreadsheet: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00034.html 

    > We updated the spreadsheet. Gershon to upload updated version after making some
    > additional assignments
    > CONTINUED.

2.  ITEM: DITA 1.2 Language Spec Review Assignments 
    * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Draft_DITA_1.2_Specification_Review_Assignments 
    * Need Gershon's recommendation on how to handle Arch Spec assignments as well--can we redefine this item? 

    > Gershon to merge the reviewer list into item 1 (master topic list)
    > Moving forward, we will track the reviews via the master topic list.
    > CLOSED.

3.  New ITEM: Map structure and possible new attribute for conref push and anchorref 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00034.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Eliot, Bruce) 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00015.html (Su-Laine's "rebooted" version and ensuing 
discussion) 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00035.html (apparent latest proposal) 

    > Su-Laine: Robert's roll up is the latest summary of the discussion. The third link 



    > suggests names.

    > DECISION: attribute name: processing-role
    > DECISION: attribute values: resource-only, normal (default value is 'normal')

    > Notes:
    > 1. The spec should mention the default behavior.
    > 2. The TC decided that attribute names and values should be hyphenated in 
    >    the future, as a precedence.
    > 3. Need to address how this attribute interacts with @print=yes or @toc -- how is 
    > this handled? Processing role should win. (add to processing topic of arch spec)

    > CLOSED

4.  New ITEM: Cross-references to Topicheads and Implicit Title-only Topics 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00039.html (Eliot, others) 

    > Update the spec to include the expected (suggested) processing behavior in Eliot's 
    > note to the list.

    > Continue discussion on list.

    > CONTINUED.

-- meeting adjourned --



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 24 February 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Quorum is present.

2. ITEM: Behavior of q element
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00005.html and following (Anderson)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00026.html (Anderson follow up) 
Robert Anderson needs to meet with members of the W3 Consortium and learn why they have made changes.

3. New ITEM: Data types and default values
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00000.html (Anderson)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00017.html (Grosso's recommendation)
Paul Grosso and Robert Anderson recapped the discussion. General consensus that the specification needs to use XML 
terms and DTD syntax, but that there is a need for Adoption Committee to devise materials that help bridge the gap 
between technical specifications and information that general users need to know. Su-Laine Yeo asked whether the 
specification could point to Wiki pages for discussion. Don suggested that the spec point to specific, normative 
resources for XML information. Don Day raised the issue that the XHTML version of the spec is referenced by several 
help systems. Michael Priestley reminded us that we do not have the opportunity to post a version of the spec (whether 
official or unofficial) somewhere where people can add comments or annotate it. Michael Priestley suggested that we 
raise the issue again on general OASIS communication lists. Su-Laine Yeo again suggested that specific parts of the 
spec link to resources on dita.xml.org. Michael asked whether we could bring other TCs (such as ODF) into the 
discussion. Su-Laine Yeo also suggested linking the spec to non-normative sites.
 
Actions: 
1) Michael Priestley will send e-mail to Gershon, presenting background on this issue. 
2) Gershon will take this item to the OASIS DITA Adoption Committee, ask them to open discussion with OASIS about 
ways to make specification commentable. 
3) People should give suggestions of non-normative sites to Robert Anderson (via e-mail).

4. MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS BUSINESS MEETING
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00041.html (17 Feb 2009)
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Rob Frankland; approved by acclamation.

5. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
* OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee 
Anne Rockley will give a presentation next week.
* OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee
The subcommittee has released its report to the list. Contact Tony Self or Stan Doherty with comments. The 
subcommittee expects to ask for approval in two weeks

6. ITEM: review Master Topic List--Gershon



* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00034.html (latest spreadsheet)
We started the WebEx conference and Gershon walked through the spreadsheet, asking for volunteers. Robert Anderson 
and Nancy Harrison volunteered for localization topics. Bruce Nevin volunteered to work on topics that need editorial 
expertise. Robert Anderson volunteered for specialization-aware processing. Gershon volunteered for "Generating a 
domain attribute specialization" and its child topics. Robert Anderson will send Erik Hennum an e-mail and enquire 
whether he could handle the constraint topics; if Erik does not have the time, Gershon might take on these topics. Bruce 
Nevin agreed to take on the "Advanced specialization" topics. Gershon volunteered for "Limits of specialization and 
common pitfalls." Rob Frankland offered editorial expertise for the topics that Gershon is authoring. Don Day asked 
whether Gershon had been able to make use of the people who had volunteered in response to the general call. Nancy 
Harrison will review the spreadsheet and send Gershon e-mail about what topics she can work on.

Action: Gershon will e-mail people who had volunteered in response to the general call, point them to spreadsheet, and 
ask whether they could take on any topics.

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 3 March 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Quorum is present.

2. Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00046.html (24 Feb 2009) 
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Robert Frankland; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS

* OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee 

Anne Rockley reported on the work of the subcommittee. The subcommittee decided to split work into four categories:
    *Aggregation: Their audience requires a document-centric paradigm; structure is more important than reuse. 
    *Infotype simplification: Should there be further simplification to meet the needs of the business community?
    *Specialization: Are there existing specializations or are there core building blocks that need to be added to DITA to 
meet the needs of the business community?
    *Metada: Current metadata is tech-comm oriented and not useful for the business community. What can be reused? 
What will the business community need?

The subcommittee has put together a working paper; they will post it later today. Don Day suggested that a peer review 
be conducted by members of the DITA TC.

Action: Subcommittee to send an invitation to members of the TC for a peer review of the working document. Several 
committee members expressed interest.

* OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee
Stan Doherty reported that there was one week left during the review cycle. He encouraged people who have not 
provided input to do so.

* OASIS DITA Adoption Committee
Scheduled for next week.

4. # ITEM: Behavior of q element 
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00005.html and following (Anderson)
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00026.html (Anderson follow up) 
Robert Anderson reported that he had met with Don Day and IBM representatives; the HTML committee has decided 
that quotation marks should be rendered by style sheets.
He suggests that the DITA specification should recommend that authors do not add quotation marks; style sheets or 
other mechanisms should render the marks.

Action: Robert to summarize this matter and sent it to the TC.



5. New ITEM: Data types and default values 
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00000.html (Anderson)
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00017.html (Grosso's recommendation) 
No new issues; should have been listed as closed. But there are open action items associated with this item.

Actions:
1) Michael Priestley will send e-mail to Gershon, presenting background on this issue. 
2) Gershon will take this item to the OASIS DITA Adoption Committee, ask them to open discussion with OASIS about 
ways to make specification commentable. 
3) People should give suggestions of non-normative sites to Robert Anderson(via e-mail).

6. New ITEM: Cross-references to Topicheads and Implicit Title-only Topics
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00039.html (Eliot, others) 
Since Elliot Kimber was not present, this item was deferred to the following week.

7. New ITEM: Keys and keyref - URI syntax
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00007.html (Anderson)
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00019.html (Grosso) 
Robert Anderson reported that this hinges on what characters should be allowed in keys. Michael Priestley stated that 
the only limitation that he was aware of was that keys should not contain spaces. Discussion ensued about where keys 
appear. Robert also stated that the slash character must be avoided, since it is a delimiter in conref. Paul Grosso 
suggested that we avoid mentioning URIs. (Item closed for new agendas.)

Actions: 
1)      Robert will send e-mail to Gershon with a summary of how he thinks the TC will state the issue.
2)      Gershon will take the information to the Adoption Committee.

8. ITEM: OASIS hosting of Subversion for content control
Stan Doherty reported that he could help people set up client applications, but he is not close enough to the content to 
make recommendations. Gershon can make some recommendations, but he does not know exactly what we can do with 
the Web access.

Action: Gershon to play with Web access, put in some language spec files. Stan will try some clients. Return to this item 
next week.

9. ITEM: review Master Topic List--Gershon
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00034.html (latest spreadsheet)
Nancy could not find the source topics. Gershon clarified that she should be looking for DITA 1.1 topics. She will get 
back to Gershon in a day or two. People who have taken ownership of topics should go ahead and work on them; 
reconvene on this agenda item in two weeks time. Send any updated topics to Gershon. He hopes to get content in 
Subversion shortly.

Action: After Gershon gets topics from Nancy, he will update the spreadsheet and ask for additional volunteers.

10. Off-line discussion on stylistic issues
Several people have participated in an off-line discussion of editorial issues, for example: “Do we mark element names 
with brackets? Do we mention the element name?”

Action: Gershon will send an invitation for people interested in stylistic issues. He will start a Wiki page that will be the 
start of the writing guidelines. Will send note to the list. Add this to the agenda for next week. People can subscribe to 



the page.

11. New ITEM: Allowing appendices to be grouped 
• http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00047.html (Grosso, and following)

Need to be able to put a heading in the TOC to group the appendices. Don Day wondered whether something like a 
specialized book list would work. Robert stated that he thought a specialized element for grouping appendices would be 
most fruitful. Continue discussion on the list; try for roll-up next week. Gershon suggested that we vote on an exception 
and include this in DITA 1.2.

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 10 March 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Quorum is present.

2. Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00013.html (3 March 2009) 
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Rob Frankland; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS

* OASIS DITA Adoption Committee
Scheduled for next week.

4. ITEM: Behavior of q element (short update?)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00005.html (Anderson roll-up)
Robert Anderson has the information that he needs to modify the specification. Item closed.

5. Data types and default values (short update?)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00000.html (Anderson)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00017.html (Grosso's recommendation) 

No progress on action items. Robert Anderson raised the point that these should be separate agenda items.

Old actions:
1) Michael Priestley will send e-mail to Gershon, presenting background on this issue. 
2) Gershon will take this item to the OASIS DITA Adoption Committee, ask them to open discussion with OASIS about 
ways to make specification commentable. 
3) People should give suggestions of non-normative sites to Robert Anderson(via e-mail).

New action: Don to close this item and reopen it as two new action items.

6. ITEM: Cross-references to Topicheads and Implicit Title-only Topics
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00039.html (Eliot, others) 

Discussion ensued. The (one of the?)  technical problem is how to form a URL that points to a generated topic formed 
from a <topichead>.

Action: Discussion to continue on the list, hopefully with a proposal to be developed for discussion next week.

7. ITEM: Hazard Statement Width



*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00029.html (Grosso and ongoing)
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00008.html (Kravogel suggested actions)
Item deferred until a future meeting when Chris Kravogel is present.

8. ITEM: Allowing appendices to be grouped
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00047.html (Grosso, and following) 
Motion made to create a new element (specialization of <topicref> to enable grouping of appendices. This would 
involve change to scope of work for DITA 1.2: new work items and modifications to Language specification. Motion 
made by Don Day; seconded by Paul Grosso; approved by acclamation.

9. ITEM: SVN content management for TC drafts and assets
Item closed.
Action: Don Day will move this to the ongoing checks section of the agenda.

10. New ITEM: Mapref attribute resolution
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00007.html (Anderson) 
Robert Anderson restated the issue. Discussion ensued. Don Day suggested that we tease out what is 1.2 and what is 1.3 
items. Item to continue next week.

11. New ITEM: DITA Help Technologies Guide (DITA Help SC item for TC review)
*  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-help/documents.php (Doherty)
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00010.html (Yeo response) 
Su-Laine Yeo stated that she thinks there are many outstanding questions about vendor-neutrality of the document, and 
whatever posted under the OASIS name must be vendor neutral. She also has questions about some of the facts in the 
documents, and whether TC members have the level of knowledge to approve the content of the document. Michael 
Priestley asked whether the document was intended to be approved by the DITA TC committee (yes) and whether Su-
Laine's concerns would be alleviated by the fact of having the document published by the DITA Adoption Committee 
(no). Stan D. stated that perhaps the document should state that all vendors were offered the opportunity to participate 
(many didn't not have the time). Su-Laine asked what was the criteria for inclusion in the guide. She stated that the 
document refers to products that are not currently shipped. She also asked what fact checking was completed. Stan 
stated that the document was reviewed and tested by all subcommittee members. He also stated that the goal of the 
document was to encourage people to consider using DITA for help and to counter the perception that DITA was not 
suitable for help, that the document was intended to provide information not serve as QA certification. Michael Priestley 
raised the point that there were multiple options for publishing this document, and perhaps it would be better for 
inclusion on dita.xml.org as a set of case studies. Sue-Laine stated that she thought that issuing the document on 
dita.xml.org would be a good compromise; content on a Wiki is intended to be a work in progress and does not have the 
presumption of OASIS approval. She stated that she felt that the consensus-based group review process that had been 
used so far would not scale to a larger group that included direct competitors, and that a group in which direct 
competitors were supposed to agree on what would be written about each others' products would quickly run into 
problems.

Action: 
1. Stan Doherty to reply to Su-Laine's last comment on the list.
2. Kris Eberlein to post to the list about the Adoption Committee's response to this item.

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 17 March 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Quorum is present.

2. Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00027.html (10 March 2009) 
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Stan Doherty; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS

* OASIS DITA Translation Committee
JoAnn Hackos reported that the subcommittee is currently making good progress on a best practices document for 
glossary.

Action: Don Day to speak to John Hunt about having a report from the OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee 
next week.

4. ACTION ITEMS FROM DATA TYPES AND DEFAULT VALUES
No progress on these items.

Action: Michael Priestley will send send background information to Gershon about previous discussions with OASIS 
about the possibility of using the dita.xml.org site to comment on the language and architectural specifications.

5. ITEM: Cross-references to Topicheads and Implicit Title-only Topics
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00039.html (Eliot, others) 
Don Day asked whether we needed additional list discussion before bringing this to resolution. Elliot commented that he 
and Michael Priestley needed to come to agreement on some points, including clarification about what are the 
implications for the chunk attribute.

Action: Elliot Kimber will post something to the list.

6. ITEM: Hazard Statement Width
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00029.html (Grosso and ongoing)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00008.html (Kravogel suggested actions) 
Deferred to a meeting when Chris Kravogel is present.

7. ITEM: Mapref attribute resolution
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00007.html (Anderson) 
Don Day asked what are 1.2 items and what are 1.3 items? Robert Anderson restated the tenor of the last discussion: 
That an attribute set on a map reference is equivalent to overriding that value on the target of the map reference, that it 
cascades within that target map as it normally cascades. One clarification: If you have a map reference that has a scope 



or toc or linking attribute, is that the same as a map reference that inherits that value within a map? For example, a 
topicref with toc=no that contains a nested map reference, is that the same as setting toc=no on the map reference? 
Robert thinks that  the answer is yes, but wants to verify it. Anything beyond clarifying the language in the 1.2 spec, 
such as additional use cases, would be 1.3-level work.

Action: Robert Anderson will write a clear summary and send it to the list.

8. New ITEM: DITA Help Technologies Guide (DITA Help SC item for TC review)
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-help/documents.php (Doherty)
Stan Doherty has replied to the list with information about a new preface to the document. Kris Eberlein was unable to 
attend the Adoption Committee.

Stan Doherty made a brief pitch, explaining why the TC should vote on the guide. He clarified that the subcommittee is 
not looking for advice about publication or distribution, but is looking for the TC to vote on the guide. There are three 
reasons why the TC should approve the guide:
1) Demonstrate to the broader community that the TC is serious about outreach to people using DITA for help
2) Lay the foundation in the 1.2 framework for specializations and customizations intended for DITA 1.3
3) Want the support of the TC; the subcommittee is working in an area that is not traditional DITA country. The 
subcommittee has made an assessment, gone to conferences, talked with people, and has created enthusiasm around the 
topic; they want to capitalize on that energy. The guide is not perfect -- it is a first version -- but it is a very good effort 
and congruent with our charter. As such, Stan and the subcommittee ask that the TC vote today on the guide.

Don Day opened the floor for general discussion on the guide and Stan's comments.

Su-Laine Yeo commented that the order of the technologies mentioned in the guide is not alphabetical nor is it sorted by 
level of adoption. She asked why Arbortext Digital Publisher was listed first? Stan Doherty stated that he was not aware 
of a reason for placing Arbortext Digital Publisher first, reminded people that of the 15 tools discussed in the guide 13 
are open source or free, only 2 are commercial, and that he is willing to go back to the committee and reorder the map, if 
there is a perception issue. Su-Laine went on record stating that she believes that there is a perception issue associated 
with listing Arbortext Digital Publisher first. It is the most commercial technology, not yet released, and not yet in use 
by adopters. She thinks that it should be listed last. Stan Doherty stated again that he would be glad to go back to the 
subcommittee and consider the sequence of the map. Don Day asked whether Su-Laine had a suggestion for a fair way 
to order the technologies in the guide. Su-Laine suggested listing technologies in the order of popularity of adoption, or 
listing the open source tools first and the commercial tools last. Don Day commented that popularity changes, and asked 
whether alphabetical order would be acceptable as a simple and unequivocal sorting order. Su-Laine Yeo stated that she 
would find it acceptable if the tools were divided into open source and commercial sections (open source to be listed 
first), and then alphabetized within those sections.

Su-Laine stated that there are issues with trademarks, for example, XML is marked with (TM). Stan Doherty 
commented that all the trademarks have been reviewed by OASIS. About two months ago he sent the whole thing to 
Mary McRae, and Mary passed it on to a couple of people internally who said that there wasn't a formal process, and 
that if the subcommittee had done its best, that was due diligence. The general consensus of TC members on the call 
was that trademarks need not be marked with symbols in running text; that it is adequate to list them on a single page. 
Don Day commented that Stan has done due diligence, and that we shouldn't make this document adhere to higher 
standards than those applied to previous documents. Stan offered to remove all trademark symbols from the running text 
and send the list of trademarks to the list for additional review. Motion made, seconded, and approved by acclamation to 
make this standard editoral policy for TC documents.

Action: Stan to remove trademark symbols from the running text, list trademarks in one place, reorder the tools, and add 
the preface. 

Don Day asked whether people on the call had any additional comments for Stan. Su-Laine commented that Just 
Systems has many concerns about the scalability of the model -- people getting together and coming up with consensus 



statements about technologies. She stated that she understood that their had been one consultant and one product vendor 
in the group so far, and that several other product vendors have asked to be involved. Just Systems has serious concerns 
about the ethical and legal issues that are likely to arise if you try to get direct competitors together in a room and 
evaluate descriptions of each other's products. OASIS works very well for direct competitors to get together and come to 
agreement about things that are of mutual interest to their customers -- on many issues, it's quite obvious to all vendors 
what is in the best interest of the DITA community -- but that's quite different from talking about how to describe each 
other's products.

Stan Doherty responded that this is a future and contingency issue that can be dealt with down the road, when and if it 
occurs. He suggested that Just  Systems get involved in the subcommittee if they have interest. He urged the TC to move 
forward and approve the document.

Su-Laine asked whether there was a maintenance plan. Does the subcommittee plan to keep this document up-to-date? 
If so, what is the plan? Stan commented that the plan is listed in editorial preface, and that the subcommittee intends to 
update the document quarterly, if possible.

Su-Laine stated that the potential problems relating to competitors getting in a room and talking about each others 
products (especially future products), reviewing these products, negotiating with each other about what will be said 
about the products is a large and significant issue. She is concerned with possible violations of anti-trust laws. If we do 
not have a model for dealing with this, we don't have a maintenance plan.

Don Day suggested we table discussion on this issue for now, but wondered whether the way forward might entail 
having Su-Laine work with the subcommittee to establish policy for maintenance and avoidance of anti-trust issues. Su-
Laine responded that she wants to get OASIS more involved. The guide is not the type of document that they are 
accustomed to publishing.

X asked "In what way does this document or future incarnations of this document prevent additional competitors from 
entering the arena? That is what anti-trust is about." Su-Laine responded that the document itself does not prevent 
additional competitors from entering the arena, but that she is concerned about is the kinds of discussions that will be 
necessary in order to produce another version of this document that reviewed competitive products, where competitors 
would be reviewing each others' products. X replied that that is a different matter than anti-trust; that anti-trust has to do 
with a kabal freezing people out and setting prices. Su-Laine responded that anti-trust is anything that restricts fair 
competition and fair criticism of each other's products.

Stan Doherty commented that final editorial control is with the subcommittee. Also, none of the pieces in the guide are 
about one competitor making comments about another competitor's products. The subcommittee set clear ground rules 
to prevent that from happening. The subcommittee has developed good guidelines and working patterns. Stan begged 
the TC to trust the subcommittee.

X asked whether Su-Laine's concern has not with anti-trust but with disclosure of proprietary information. Su-Laine 
replied that anti-trust is when competitors get together and talk about what will be said about each others' products; then 
the potential for collusion with competitors arises.

Don Day asked whether the next step might be to ensure objectivity of the subcommittee, perhaps by excluding vendors 
from participating in the subcommittee.

Stan Doherty stated the subcommittee has talked about these issues. If Vendor A talks about vendor B, that's a problem. 
The subcommittee knows that. Vendor A  comes in, does a demo, and then Vendor A writes it up. In the editorial 
process, everyone sees what others are writing about. He reiterated his plea to "Trust us and get involved."

Michael Priestley stated that while he wants the document published, we need to have an answer prepared in case 
another company that is not on the TC and is not familiar with subcommittee guidelines decides to sue OASIS for 
collusion, because they were not involved, are losing market share, and decide it is a conspiracy. We need to protect 
everyone on the TC and their companies from law suits. We should take this to OASIS; legal issues are their 



responsibilities.

Stan Doherty reminded the TC that the subcommittee is seeking approval from the TC. If it's the will of the TC to make 
approval pending on a legal review by OASIS, let's go ahead and vote to do so. He doesn't want this matter to continue 
in limbo. Stan is not confident that OASIS will care about this issue; this is outside of OASIS's comfort zone. When he 
approached Legal two months ago, he didn't hear much. He sent the guide to OASIS Legal and asked for help with 
copyrights, etc. He and the subcommittee were aware of these issues and attempted to engage OASIS about them 
months ago.

X asked whether Stan or the subcommittee had explicitly asked OASIS about such issues as we have been discussing 
today; Stan replied that he had not.

Actions:
1. Stan Doherty to schedule meeting with Mary McRae, OASIS legal contact, Stan, Tony Self, and Su-Laine Yeo to get 
explicit approval that it is OK for the subcommittee to publish the document and where.
2. Su-Laine Yeo to post any additional concerns to the list promptly

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 24 March 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Quorum is present.

2. Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00055.html (17 March 2009)  
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Rob Frankland; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
John Hunt will provide a report from the Learning and Training Subcommittee next week.

4. Note fresh DITA 1.2 DTD upload from Robert Anderson
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00058.html (24 Mar)
Schema updates will be forthcoming.

5. ACTION ITEMS FROM DATA TYPES AND DEFAULT VALUES (ITEM NOW CLOSED)
Michael Priestley sent background information to Gershon Joseph; there is an on-going dialogue happening with Mary 
McRae.

5. ITEM: Cross-references to Topicheads and Implicit Title-only Topics
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00039.html (Eliot, others)
Discussion deferred until Elliot Kimber is present.

Action: Eliot to resume discussion on the list to help drive for TC closure.

6. ITEM: Hazard Statement Width
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200902/msg00029.html (Grosso and ongoing)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00008.html (Kravogel suggested actions) 
After a discussion of whether the issue was user error or a styling issue – and whether the DITA spec should refer to the 
ANSI spec – moved, seconded, and approved to have the spec contain language along the lines of “setting the hazard 
symbol width to be larger the hazard statement width is an error; an implementation might (but need not) generate an 
error message, and the an implementation might (but need not) recover from the error condition.”

Actions: 
1) Chris Kravogel will revise the text of spec.
2) Don Day will open a implementation page in the Wiki and start logging issues for a future implementation guide. 
He will log this as the first issue. 

7. ITEM: Mapref attribute resolution
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00007.html (Anderson)



* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00057.html (Robert's summary)
     o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00059.html (Nevin's response)
     o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00061.html (Ogden's response)
     o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00065.html (Robert's response)
     o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200903/msg00068.html (Ogden's response) 
Don Day asked Robert Anderson how close he thought we were to resolution. Robert suggested that he will add another 
summary. We’ll keep the item open and discuss next week.

Action: Robert Anderson will write another summary and send it to the list.

8. ITEM: DITA Help Technologies Guide (DITA Help SC item for TC review)
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-help/documents.php (Doherty)
The item has been withdrawn for the time being and so is closed as a business item. Stan Doherty has contacted OASIS, 
and the review steps are underway. Don Day asks that any other committees wait to further discuss this item until the 
results of the OASIS review are available.

9. New ITEM: The Case for Aggregated Editing (EBD item for TC review)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00014.html 
Steve Manning was not present on the call. Discussion deferred until a representative of the subcommittee is present.

10. New ITEM: Editorial Style
This was discussed at Feb 24 meeting; is the sign-up page ready yet? 

Action: Gershon Joseph will follow through on this by setting up the sign-up page.

11. New ITEM: Use of <term>
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00028.html (Kravogel, and following)
After a discussion of whether to expose this item on dita.xml.org (or hand it off to the Adoption Committee), Don Day 
moved to strike the sentence from current draft and add the content of note #34 to new implementation-issues page. 
Seconded by Gershon Joseph and approved by acclamation.

Action: Don Day will add the item to the implementation-issues page. 
 

12. New ITEM: Request for new <glossary-sort-as> element
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00060.html (Yeo) 
Don Day recommends that this item be added to the DITA 1.3 proposal list. DITA 1.2 scope is closed to all but must-fix 
issues and documentation.

Action: Su-Laine Yeo to add this item to the DITA 1.3 proposal list.

13. ITEM: review Master Topic List--Gershon
* Latest spreadsheet: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00064.html 
Gershon has added reviewers from the Wiki page. He asked that people who were assigned sections on the Wiki page to 
check column L of the spreadsheet and let him know of any errors. Both Stan Doherty and Jim Early are OK with 
assignments listed in the spreadsheet.

Gershon asked for a volunteer for the four localization topics; Su-Laine agreed to do so.  Next week Gershon hopes to 
do a demo with the Subversion repository. He also is working on an updated map for the architectural.



14. ITEM: OASIS hosting of a Web GUI 
Robert needs to follow up on this and report back.

15. ITEM: Request for input on DITA 1.2 use: 
* Status of DITA OT 1.5 reference implementation of 1.2 features: http://dita.xml.org/wiki/plans-for-dita-ot-15 
Note new list below for collecting affirmations of use.

Action: Gershon to move stuff down into the usage page. Gershon to add link to Adoption Committee page for people 
who intend to use DITA 1.2.

16. ITEM: Review 1.2 list for items that should be considered for 1.3 
* Update the DITA 1.3 list on the Wiki (Gershon) 
* Action check: Gershon to add his research into the DITA 1.3 Proposals table. 
Agreed to leave this item as is.

17. ITEM: Cascading/Inheritance of default values 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200810/msg00009.html (ogden) 
Closed as an item. Gershon added the information to a column in the spreadsheet.

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 31 March 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Quorum is present.

2. Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00075.html (24 March 2009)
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Gershon Joseph; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
John Hunt reported on the work of the OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee. 

4. Note new uploads below for spec outputs, schemas 

5. ITEM: Cross-references to Topicheads and Implicit Title-only Topics 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00039.html (Eliot, others) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00083.html (Kimber) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00084.html (Priestley response) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00085.html (Kimber further elucidation) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00086.html (Kimber's issue summary) 
Action: Eliot to resume discussion on the list to help drive for TC closure here

6. ITEM: Hazard Statement Width (closed, contingent on following actions) 
Actions: 
1. Chris Kravogel will revise the text of spec. (done) 
2. Don Day will open an implementation page in the Wiki and start logging issues for a future implementation guide. He 
will log this as the first issue. 

7. ITEM: Mapref attribute resolution 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00007.html (Anderson) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00057.html (Robert's summary) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00059.html (Nevin's response) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00061.html (Ogden's response) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00065.html (Robert's response) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00068.html (Ogden's wrap up) 
Action: Robert Anderson will write another summary and send it to the list. 

8. New ITEM: The Case for Aggregated Editing  
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00014.html 
Deferred until Steve Manning or another member of the EBD subcommittee is present.



9. ITEM: Editorial Style (can close contingent on following action) 
Action: Gershon Joseph will follow through on this by setting up the sign-up page. 

10. ITEM: Use of <term> (can close contingent on following action) 
Action: Don Day will add the item to the implementation-issues page. 

11.  ITEM: Request for new <glossary-sort-as> element (can close contingent on following action) 
Action: Su-Laine Yeo to add this item to the DITA 1.3 proposal list. 

12. SUBVERSION DEMO
Action: Gershon Joseph to add content to the Wiki to cover the basic tasks that users will need to do with Subversion.

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 7 April 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Quorum is present.

2. Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00000.html
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Jim Earley; motion carried by acclamation.

3. ITEM: Cross-references to Topicheads and Implicit Title-only Topics
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00039.html (Eliot, others)
* Action: Eliot to resume discussion on the list to help drive for TC closure here
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00086.html (Kimber's latest issue summary)
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00030.html (Priestley latest in thread--read back)
Don Day mentioned that there had been increased activity since he posted the agenda, thus not all e-mail exchanges are 
listed. The last e-mail on this topic was from Michael Priestley, who asked Elliot Kimber "Why is it acceptable for href 
and conref to mean different things, but not href and keyref?"  

Elliot: The fundamental question comes down to making a clear distinction between linking and addressing. The form 
of address shouldn't matter; what matters is that you are  pointing to a topicref and that topicref is acting as an 
indirection or not, depending on what the author intended. Or what the spec says the case always is. The objection that I 
had to Michael's last statement was that it's not whether we define what href means (different from what keyref means); 
the issue is that we define what it means for an xref to point to a topicref--by any form of address--or we don't. If we 
don't, we are continuing to leave it [what it means to have an xref to a topicref] ambiguous. If we state what it means to 
have a xref to a topicref, we're not changing the meaning of either keyref or topicref, becuase keyref has already 
established that topicrefs act as indirectors. And that leaves us with two choices: 1) We state that an xref to a topicref 
(by any form of address) is always an indirection to the ultimate target of that topicref, or 2) We state that an xref is 
either a reference to a topicref or a topicref target -- based on some value that the author of the xref specifies on the xref. 
And my proposal was that the type attribute provided such a mechanism.

Michael: I disagree, because of the example that I gave: A link to a topicref might resolve to a link to a target within the 
navigation pane. This would apply in a context in which there is a navigation pane, but it would not apply in a context 
where there was not a navigation pane. So, if you are saying that it would be a question of authorial intent, that wouldn't 
make sense, since you'd want it to resolve differently when you output to different media. You wouldn't hardcode the 
expected display semantics or the expected way to resolve the target, whether you ignore the intermediate step or link to 
the intermediate step depends on whether the intermediate step (the map) is an addressable target in any output space.

Elliot: But that's a problem with the notion of addressing navigation components at all; you already have that problem in 
DITA because you can have different output paths. There always can be artifacts in the rendition which could be 
usefully specified as link targets that you may not have a way of describing as authored. But it certainly -- the notion 
that there is, in any rendition, some sort of navigation artifact (TOC, separate topic view, whatever) seems fairly 
consistent to me. It seems hard to mention a useful rendition which would not have some sort of TOC.

Michael: Embedded help?



Elliot: Even embedded help has to have some way of getting to a larger context.

Michael: The larger context might be the application. And the application itself might not be Web addressable. This is a 
real case. If you are using DITA for context-sensitive help, in which something like hover help or text is displayed 
within the application screen; the application screen might not be Web addressable.

Elliot: Hold on. Web addressability is not the issue. What is the issue is whether a navigation relationship be established 
within a rendition context. It has to do with addressability and navigability in the context of the rendition.

Michael: It's perfectly reasonable for me to imagine a case in which you are publishing a collection of topics for which 
the navigation is going to be assembled based on metadata in the topics, rather than being a separately addressable map-
based artifact. One example here might be publishing to a MediaWiki wiki.

Elliot: I've offered a cross reference because I think that there is something at the other end of it that I want people to go 
to. I either author it because I have a reasonable expectation that thing is going to be there -- and normally that would be 
a topic -- And I can't think of a real use case in which I'd want to link to a navigation context -- then this inherently 
becomes a presentation-specific version of that link, and I think I can author that reliably the same way that I author 
anything else, by specifying output=print or output=help system that has an addressable navigation context. But I don't 
think that this should speak to the fundamental nature of the addressing versus linking issue.

Michael: What is the driving force behind defining the expected output behavior for xrefs to topicrefs in DITA 1.2?

Elliot: I am not defining the expected output behavior; I am defining...

Michael: Well, you are saying that it should resolve to whatever the target … Effectively the topicref should be treated 
as an indirection mechanism in that case, unless there is some specific attribute setting to say otherwise.

Elliot: Correct. And that's about the relationship established by the author between two pieces of information in the 
content as authored.

Michael: What are you proposing for DITA 1.2?

Elliot: That an xref to a topicref is always an indirection to the ultimate target of that topicref, unless you say 
type=something which means that the xref is really to the topicref itself.

Michael: What is the business case for making this something that we define in DITA  1.2 as opposed to DITA 1.3?

Elliot: There are two different things: 1) From a xref, it doesn't matter whether I use href or keyref to point to a 
<topicref>; it means the same thing. Whatever it means, it means the same thing.

Michael: To clarify, for an xref to point to a topicref with a keyref, in my mind, would have to mean that the topicref 
pointed to another topicref.

Elliot: No. Here's the thing. A keyref is a pointer to a topicref that defines the key. That's all it. The keyref by itself is 
not a indirector; it is the topicref that is the indirector. The fact the I referenced the topicref by keyref is irrelevant for the 
point of determining whether that topicref is a keyref is an indirector.

Michael: That's your assertion.

Elliot: Yes, and this is an assertion that is based on the fundamental principle of hypertext systems, which is that form of 
address is not important, the form of address does not determine the semantic of relationship.

Michael: This brings us back to the question that started the call; why is it OK for  conref and href to behave differently?



Elliot: Because they represent different semantics. Keyref is a shorthand for having a separate set of elements, one for 
each of our existing elements, whose only semantic is use by reference of the corresponding real element. So, if we have 
elements like that, they would use attributes called href and keyref, because again the form of address is not important -- 
what is important is the semantic of the relationship established. Conref and conkeref establish a use by reference 
relationship; href and keyref establish a use by navigation/link relationship

Don Day stopped the discussion; he suggested getting interested parties together on a phone call to define a proposal for 
next week's meeting.

Elliot: The keyref feature is the single most important part of DITA 1.2. Without keyref, DITA 1.2 has litle additional 
value for people for whom DITA 1.1 cannot satisfy their business requirements. It's vital that we get keyref right.

Michael: I need a statement from you about what you want changed in DITA 1.2. Let’s not argue the basic architecture 
of the universe if we do not need to.

Action (7 April 2007): 
----------------------
Michael Priestley will arrange a phone call with Elliot Kimber. Other TC members who are interested in this issue 
should contact Michael and let him know of their interest.

4. ITEM: Hazard Statement Width
All action items are completed. Note the link to the new DITA 1.2 implementation issues: http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/dita/DITA_1.2_Implementation_Notes
This item can be removed from the agenda for next week.

5. ITEM: Mapref attribute resolution
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00007.html (Anderson)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00057.html (Robert's summary)
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00059.html (Nevin's response)
        o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00061.html (Ogden's response)
        o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00065.html (Robert's response) 
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00068.html (Ogden's wrap up) 

One point still open; Robert is following up with people within IBM. Hopes to send out a summary by the end of the 
week. There is an open question about how the scope attribute should be resolved when it is on a mapref.

Action (7 April 2009):
----------------------
Robert Anderson will write another summary (with a lot of context about the discussion, where it originated and where 
it went) and send it to the list.

6. ITEM: Editorial Style 
This item is deferred until Gershon Joseph is present.

Action (?): 
-----------
Gershon Joseph needs to add the Editorial style page to the Wiki.

7. New ITEM: Proposal for new Tech Comm. Subcommittee:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00002.html



Don iterated that our discussion today would be general, awaiting Gershon's return later in the month. He asked how 
might we assess interest in this proposed subcommittee and determine who the constituency might be?

Kris Eberlein gave a brief summary of how this emerged from an Adoption Committee  meeting: Several members 
commented that the material in the architectural spec that they find most useful is the tech-comm specific topics: 
concept, task, and reference.  Now that the techcomm material is being removed from base DITA and into a tech comm  
package, Adoption Committee members were concerned about how that material would be maintained and cared for.

Discussion about packaging ensued, and whether each package needs a subcommittee.  

Michael Priestley stated that both Machine Industry and Learning and Training had subcommittees. In the list of 
doctype shells, the technical content collection is listed as as explicit collection. It subsumes both the software and 
programming stuff and the machine industry task.

Paul Grosso raised a point about whether we we talking about subdirectories versus subcommittees. We have 
subdirectories for base, machine industry, learning and training, and bookmap. Are we suggesting to have a 
subcommittee for everything that is not base?

X (Bruce Nevin?) stated that his interpretation of the request for a new subcommittee was the fact that technical 
communication was a very large part of the adoption user base

Michael commented that he had been looking at the list of doctype shells. There the main splits are base, technical 
content (includes bookmap, classification map, machinery task), learning and training (which contains learning& 
training-specific versions of general task and bookmap). The subdirectory or shells should not dictate our subcommittee 
structure, but as we split our the base DITA content from the specializations -- so that we can talk clearly in the 
architectural spec about base topic and base map -- that does mean that we'll have a separate package for technical 
content. Having a subcommittee that would be willing to focus exclusively on the technical communication content 
(including concept, task, and reference) and their usage does seem reasonable and parallel to learning and training, 
which is also discipline-specific.

Don reminded us that the point of this discussion was to raise awareness and help focus discussion on the e-mail list.

Nancy Harrison stated that she also thought that care and maintenance of the technical communication material was a 
legitimate concern. DITA started with technical communication. The TC needs to be committed to owning and 
maintaining anything that it removes from the base -- or turn over the ownership to someone else.

Don suggested that perhaps another scope for a proposed techcomm subcommittee would be to propose and vet any new 
domains proposed by people contributing into the techcomm space.

Michael stated that he sees a case for the tech comm subcommittee; historically, DITA  arose out of tech comm, so we 
had a lot of tech comm people focused on it. Now that it is being adopted into more and more communities, it makes 
sense to have separate meetings, one to talk about pure architecture and another to focus on techcomm-specific concerns 
and messages. The packaging per se is not the driver; the packaging and proposed subcommittee are both reflections of 
the same need. We need to be able to focus separately on 1) the core architecture and its applicability across domains, 
and 2) specific domain implementations of the architecture.

Chris Kravogel raised concerns that spliting into so many subcommittees would make it difficult to maintain an 
overview of DITA as a whole.

Don stated that the proposal has a level of appeal and support; he recommended continuing discussion on the list. We 
should consider if there are people beside the TC who would need to be involved, other professional societies, for 
example.



8. ITEM: Review Master Topic List
* Latest spreadsheet: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00017.html (updated this week)
* Subversion clients:
 o Tortoise SVN: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00018.html
 o Eclipse and oXygen: http://lists.oasisopen.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00021.html
Don Day mentioned that Gershon Joseph is out for the next two weeks; how shall we best manage interim work? There 
was a brief discussion of who would be responsible for conducting regular builds of the architectural spec; Robert 
Anderson made it clear that this was not in the realm of his responsibility. Since it is unlikely that any builds will be 
needed in the next two weeks, this issue can be left unresolved for now. After discussion, we agreed that Don will 
handle responsibility for the master spreadsheet until Gershon returns.

Action (31 March 2009):
-----------------------
Gershon Joseph to add content to the Wiki to cover the basic tasks that users will need to do with Subversion.

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 14 April 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Quorum is present.

2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS BUSINESS MEETINGS
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00045.html (7 April 2009)
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Stan Doherty; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
* OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee 
Chris Kravogel gave a brief report. The subcommittee is now working on what they want to see in DITA 1.3:
        o Values and tolerances 
        o Filtering and attributes for conditional processing
        o Elements for maintenance, spare parts, diagnostics, and troubleshooting
        o Updated attributes for hazard statement

4. ITEM: Cross-references to topicheads and implicit title-only topics
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00039.html (Eliot, others)
* Action (7 April 2007): Michael Priestley to arrange call with Eliot to bring new proposal to list.
Don reported that Michael Priestley and Elliot Kimber had a good discussion. Elliot reported that they had come to a 
basic agreement. Elliot has sent Michael a list of proposed changes to the Language Specification, which Michael 
currently is reviewing.  
In essense:
1) An xref or link via href to topicref is always a pointer to the topicref. This is independent of whether the topicref has 
a keys attribute.
2) A topicref is only a redirector when it is referenced by a key (not a href)
3) The spec currently is silent about what it means to have an xref or a link to a topicref; they propose that the spec state 
that processors may treat the reference as a direct reference to the topicref, but can also choose how to implement it.

Action (14 April): Michael or Elliot will present a summary to the e-mail list which  we can vote on next week.

5. ITEM: Mapref attribute resolution
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00007.html (Anderson interim summary)
Robert reported that his e-mail (14 April) summarized the two outstanding issues: 
1) Cascading/inheritance of attributes through map references, such as toc and linking
2) Treatment of scope attribute and whether scope cascades through to the target map (similar to toc and linking) or is 
inheritantly part of the reference (similar to format and href)
No discussion ensued.
Action (7 April 2007): Robert to write a final summary. 

6. ITEM: Case for aggregated editing



* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00014.html
Anne Rockley and Steve Manning were present, and Steve gave an overview. Change management issues are greatly 
amplified in a business environment. Reuse is not the initial driving factor, although business users will eventually 
develop an interest. The typical users are not used to creating topics; they create documents. They started with 
assumption that a CMS would be in place, and that enterprise business documents would be authored not by teams of 4-
5 people but at a corporate level. 

The basic scenario is “What would be needed for user to open a topic-based document, and have it look like a 
document, although they actually would be editing topics?”

They started thinking of using ditabase, but then began thinking of using map as the key aggregator. This would create 
an onus on tool vendors to devise solutions to create the "virtual document" to be presented to the user, which presents a 
lot of technical problems. They came to the idea of creating a specialized version of map, maybe a specialized version 
of ditabase.

The subcommittee wants feedback from the TC; they had a flurry of responses from individual TC members, but is now 
asking for additional discussion and feedback.

Su-Laine Yeo: What's wrong with simply using ditabase?
Steve: It potentially could, but has an impact on reuse and collaborative work unless a CMS is in play. For example, 
RFPs, different people or divisions (marketing, sales, engineering) own different sections. So you want to maintain 
individual topics, but also be able to assemble then on demand to present them to the business user.

Elliot Kimber: From an architectural standpoint, this shouldn’t be necessary. You are in a hard place. The standards 
committee can't take a position to accommodate users whose tools don't support the standard. We can't implement 
design solutions that are workarounds for non-conforming tools.

Don Day: Remember that this subcommittee needs to publish its findings, and that its report may be a summary rather 
than a request for architectural changes to the standard.

Don: Since you need the ability both to validate at the per topic basis -- but also to "bundle" topics – can you take 
anything from the process that the toolkit uses to create the merged file?
Steve: We looked at that as a potential interim solution. But how do you reverse that structure? How do you take a 
single flat file and burst it out into the right individual topics?

Don: Are you trying to “veil” the processes from the general XML editors?
Anne Rockley: We were trying to focus on DITA-capable tools in the business environment; our assumption is that 
users would be working with a DITA aware tool, but some people will be working with general XML editors that are 
not DITA aware, such as XOpus and other tools that people use to edit Web pages.

Elliot: If you are creating an aggregation of topics in a single file, and then recreating the topics from that single file, 
you need to capture the original topicref attributes from the map … A possible solution might be a domain 
specialization from data that provides a place to put all the properties from the original topicref elements. This wouldn’t 
require adding attributes to the topic element.
Steve: That might be an excellent solution.

Anne: We see our focus as addressing the question of “How can overcome some of the hurdles?” Lots of companies are 
adopting DITA for business documents; others are rejecting it. So while we might not be suggesting changes to the 
DITA architecture, we want approval of OASIS as we publish recommendations or suggestions.

Don: Do people see problems with the directions that Steve and Anne have outlined? Any land mines to avoid?
Elliot: Has a general objection to ditabase approach; it's unnecessarily crude instrument. People should be able to 
develop shell DTDs that allow the aggregation of the topic types without the full openness of ditabase.



Paul Grosso: Avoiding understanding topic-based writing is, in the long run, problematic. I hate to have the TC approve 
a document that advocates avoiding understanding topic-based authoring or the underlying paradigm shift.
Anne: Not all documents in the enterprise business environment are topic oriented. This is a huge initial acceptance 
issue, much larger in this context than in tech comm. 

JoAnn Hackos: Resolve for edit view in Arbortext Editor has been used for years. Why can't we suggest similar 
implementations to vendors?
Anne: That's one of the possibilities, to suggest certain implementations and best practices for vendors. (A lot of the 
other tools do not have this functionality.) Are we in agreement in OASIS that we can put forth this idea as a 
recommendation – that vendors should implement such functionality if they want to move into the enterprise business 
document space?
Don Day: We did set up the subcommittees to represent the needs of the individual, constituent communities. Recently 
we’ve been running into issue of whether we can actually approve statements that would seem to be OASIS actually 
recommending different tools. We need parse the discussion so that it comes out as a recommendation, or direction, 
guidelines rather than absolute tasks. We have talked about a DITA conformance suite, which would provide vendors 
with a standard target for how they handle DITA – while the means by which they represent DITA for different 
communities could be entirely separate. Useful to provide domain-specific guidance to vendors.

Don: Very useful discussion, might help other subcommittees that are struggling with recommendation to move 
forward. Will leave this on the agenda for next week, need to have more discussion.
 
Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 21 April 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Quorum is present.

2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS BUSINESS MEETINGS
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00076.html (14 April 2009) 
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Gershon Joseph; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design scheduled for May 5, then Enterprise Business Documents on May 
12.
Action (21 April 2009): Don to schedule reports from these subcommittees.

4. ITEM: Cross-references to Topicheads and Implicit Title-only Topics 
Action (21 April 2009): Michael Priestley to respond to Elliot’s e-mail; Elliot Kimber to send a proposal to the e-mail 
list.

5. ITEM: Mapref attribute resolution 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00007.html (Anderson) 
* Latest summary of issues: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00074.html (Ogden) 
Action: Robert Anderson to send the final summary to the list.
Robert gave a brief overview; there are three open questions:
1) Do multi-valued attributes override or merge when they cascade from map to map?
2) While @base and attributes specialized upon @base do not cascade within maps or topics, it is unclear if @base or a 
specialization based upon @base cascades from a map to a topic or not.
 General consensus:  Leave this undefined and let the application choose what to do. The spec should specify that 
these attributes do not cascade, although implementation can choose how to handle it.

Further clarification by Paul Grosso: 
"Correct.  Michael pointed out that you don't know anything
about the desired semantics of a base specialization, and
it might not be appropriate to cascade (e.g., an id), and
Michael preferred that we err on the side of not cascading
when cascading might have been desired than cascading when
cascading was not desired. 

We figure we'd revisit this in DITA 1.3."

3) How does @scope behave when cascading from map to map?
 General consensus: It will not cascade, since the scope attribute is specifying whether the target is available – thus 
not something that cascades onto the target.
Action (21 April 2009) : Robert to write up summary based on this discussion; vote next week.



6. ITEM: Editorial Style (can close contingent on following action) 
Action: Gershon Joseph will follow through on this by setting up the sign-up page. 

7. ITEM: Proposal for new Tech Comm. Subcommittee (Visit on April 21st meeting) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00002.html 
JoAnn will announce this on Monday at CMS/DITA NA, can schedule a lunch for both OASIS and non-OASIS 
members.
Action: JoAnn and Gershon to move this forward at the CMS/DITA NA conference

8. ITEM: review Master Topic List--Gershon 
* Subversion clients: 
 o Tortoise: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00018.html 
 o Eclipse and oXygen: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00021.html 
* Action: Gershon to add content to Wiki regarding basic tasks 
• Latest spreadsheet: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00017.html (no updates this week) 
Work in progress. JoAnn has largely finished the introductory topics and will upload them this week.

9. New ITEM: Specialization spec packaging (Kravogel via Gershon) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00075.html
Action: Gershon and Chris Kravogel to rephrase the question and post it to the list.
Meeting cancelled for 28 April 2009, due to members’ attendance at CMS/DITA NA.

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 5 May 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Regrets from Robert Anderson, Stan Doherty, Su-Laine Yeo, Elliot Kimber, and JoAnn Hackos.
Quorum is present.

2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00093.html (21 April 2009--updated)
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Michael Priestley; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
Jae Sheddy reported on the work of the OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee. Work on 
documenting the specialization is currently stalled, as committee members are busy with their day jobs. Freescale is 
already using the specialization in conjunction with IP exact (XX); they will demonstrate it as soon as their product is 
publically released. They have been able to auto-generate register tables and are working on writing the language 
specification for the specialization (which is DITA 1.1-based.) LSI is working on upgrading to DITA 1.1.

Steffen Frederiksen reported that he has been working with people from the pharmaceutical industry; he will be 
proposing a subcommittee later this month.

Action (5 May): Don Day to line up a report from the Enterprise Business Document Subcommittee for next week.

4. ITEM: CROSS-REFERENCES TO TOPICHEADS AND IMPLICT TITLE-ONLY TOPICS
• http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200901/msg00039.html (Eliot, others) 
• Action (21 April): Michael to respond to Eliot; Eliot to send a proposal to the list. 
• http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00003.html (proposal for vote)
Paul Grosso stated that he wants more time to consider Elliot Kimber’s e-mail, since it looks as if Elliot’s proposal 
involves changes to DITA 1.2 in areas where the TC had agreed not to make changes. Michael Priestley stated that he 
thinks that no changes are suggested for 1.2; the wording changes proposed are clarifying the status quo by stating 
clearly that cross references to topicref elements are not clearly defined and so are processor dependent.

Michael reported that he and Elliot wrestled with the issue and arrived at an OK accommodation. The clarifications that 
Elliot wanted make clear that the behavior of an xref to a topicref is undefined; they include adding language to the 
specifications to clearly state this. They discussed two scenarios:
1) Treat it as a reference to the topicref, if the map becomes an addressable, targetable artifact on output
2) Treat it as an indirection if there is no artifact generated on output
Since the creation of an artifact is dependent on target media, it doesn’t make sense to specify how the xref should 
behave, other than to state that it could be treated either way.

They also agreed to clarify the following points:
1) If one refers to a topicref by href, that actually is a reference to the topicref.
2) If you refer to a topicref by keyref, that actually is a reference to the thing that the topicref is addressing.
This is true even when you have a topicref with both an ID and keys defined.



Elliot reviewed the language spec and identified places where he thought wording changes would be needed to clarify 
these two points. In the process of reviewing all the href content, he also found a few places where behavior is not 
spelled out.

Don Day interjected that he thought many of Elliot’s comments should be treated as general documentation comments 
that came out of a technical analysis.

Paul Grosso stated that he thinks it is unclear what is proposed for the basis of a vote.

Don stated that he thought that the documentation issues should be noted by the editors of the specifications and added 
to comments that are currently under inspection.

Michael stated that he thought the TC was not ready to vote on the issue, that there is enough detail that people need 
more time to consider it before voting.

Paul raised the point that the subject line mentions “implicit title-only topics,” but that on quickly scanning the e-mail he 
did not see any reference to such.

Michael commented that the issue had earlier been split in two, with the decision that title-only topics did not need 
resolution, since you can get the desired effect by using the chunk and copy-to attributes. The issue left is how cross 
references to topichead elements behave.

Action: TC members to look at the e-mail and consider both major point and suggestions for documentation changes. 
Need to make sure that both specs incorporate these changes appropriately.

5. ITEM: MAPREF ATTRIBUTE RESOLUTION
• How does @scope behave when cascading from map to map? 
• Action (21 April): Robert to write up summary based on 21 April discussions; vote when it is posted.
Deferred; left as an open action for Robert Anderson.

6. ITEM: EDITORIAL STYLE
Action: Gershon Joseph will follow through on this by setting up the sign-up page.
Gershon reported that this was still open and that Kris Eberlein had volunteered to help; he expects for this to be 
handled this week.

7. ITEM: THE CASE FOR AGGREGATED EDITING
• http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00014.html 
• http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00099.html (TSelf comment) 
Deferred until Steve Manning is present. Members should read Tony Self’s comment.

8. ITEM: PROPOSAL FOR NEW TECH COMM SUBCOMMITTEE
• http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00002.html 
JoAnn hosted a round table at CMS/DITA NA 2009, and the proposal was announced several times. Gershon reported 
that the round table was not well attended since other meetings are going on. Most people said it was great idea, 
although fewer people stated that they will join OASIS and actively support the subcommittee. They are still looking for 
more people to participate, although there is a big enough core of people from the DITA TC and Adoption TC to move 
forward. JoAnn is planning to send e-mail to her mailing lists. Gershon will start writing a charter. Gershon stated that 
he planned to send an e-mail to Cisco people, and asked that folks on the call consider similarly contacting their 
constituencies about participation on the Tech Comm subcommittee. Don and Michael agreed that they should contact 
councils within IBM.



Don asked for other information about the CMS/DITA conference. Gershon reported that Kris Eberlein and JoAnn 
Hackos moderated a panel about DITA 1.2 that included Michael Priestley and several other TC members; the panel 
aroused tremendous interest. Michael further commented that prior to the panel, many people had told him that the 1.2 
panel was what they were most interested in. When Kris Eberlein asked who in the audience was using DITA, maybe 
150 audience members raised their hands. DITA users are interested, passionate, and driving this stuff forward.

Michael also reported that a proposal for a new subcommittee on mashups emerged. There were several sessions about 
combining DITA content with standardized data sources, including a presentations by Seth Park (? standard) and Hal 
Trent (retail catalogues with part descriptions, part numbers, and prices). Seth proposed a subcommittee and there was 
immediate interest. The idea would be to standardize mechanisms for explicitly combining human-readable content and 
data sources in a way that can provide a common base for infrastructure across industry-specific extensions.

8. NEW ITEM: ELEMENT-TO-ELEMENT RELATIONSHIP TABLES (EXTERNAL LINKS)-Element Relationship 
Tables 
• http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00000.html (Kimber) 
Action (5 May 2009): Gershon Joseph to log the item in the DITA 1.3 issues list.

9. NEW  ITEM: WHAT SHOULD BE IN THE ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATION? (Eberlein) 
• http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00001.html
10. New ITEM: Specialization spec packaging (Kravogel via Gershon) 
• http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00075.html
Kris Eberlein stated that she would find clarification about what should be in the architectural spec helpful. Currently, 
the text of the architectural spec contains more information about what purposes the document is NOT intended to serve 
than any content that clearly specifies the charter of the document. There is overlap between language spec and 
architectural spec also.

Chris Kravogel stated that this is a hot issue for the Machine Industry subcommittee also. He suggested combining 
discussion of the agenda item concerning specialization spec packaging here also. Kris Eberlein stated that as the 
number of specifications grow, we need a clear idea of what they should contain

Don Day raised the concern that we are behind schedule on DITA 1.2, and that there is significant interest in the release.  

Gershon stated that he thought that Jeff’s rework of the TOC had removed some duplication; also, that there was other 
material (minimalism, information mapping) that could be removed from the base architectural specification. Michael 
and Kris stated that they thought such information should find a home in the documentation for the Technical Content 
package, along with material about concept, task, reference, glossary, etc.

Chris Kravogel mentioned that the Machine Industry subcommittee has developed several specializations for DITA 1.2: 
hazard statement domain (part of base package), task requirements domain (technical content package), and the 
machinery task specialization (machine industry package). The subcommittee thinks that they need to other guidance to 
people about how to implement these domains but are not sure WHERE they have to deliver WHAT information.

Michael Priestley noted that the machinery task specialization was now part of the technical content package, so that 
they subcommittee only needs to deal with two destinations. He reminded us that we needed specifications for the three 
packages (base, technical content, and learning & training), not for each DTD. He suggested the following content for 
the packages:
 o Base: Topic, map, utility and map group domains, hazard statement
 o Technical content: Minimalism, topic orientation, concept, reference, three tasks (general task, constrained task, 
and machine task)
 o Learning and training: Its own content



Action (5 May 2009): Gershon to update the doctype shells page with feed back from Michael, also to 1) add heading 
styles to make the collection headings clearer, and 2) clarify expectations for the various spec documents. Gershon and 
Michael will include Robert Anderson and Jeff Ogden, since they were involved in the last changes to the page. Michael 
Priestley will draft a clear, crisp definition of the charter of  the architectural spec; he also will draft a one-paragraph 
description of each document, including the architectural spec.

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 12 May 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Present: Robert Anderson, Stan Doherty, Rob Frankland, Paul Grosso, Elliot Kimber, Chris Kravogel, Bruce Nevin, 
Dana Spradley, Su-Laine Yeo, JoAnn Hackos, Gershon Joseph, Michael Priestley, Jim Earley, Don Day, Steffen 
Fredericksen, Seth Park, Jae Sheddy. 

Quorum is present; 100% of voting members.

2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00008.html (5 May 2009)
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by JoAnn Hackos; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
JoAnn Hackos reported that the Translation subcommittee is reviewing Kara Warburton's best practice document on 
glossary.

4. ITEM: # ITEM: HREFS TO TOPICREFS (was "Cross-references to Topicheads and Implicit Title-only Topics")
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00011.html (Eliot, final position)
Elliot clarified that we now are explicitly stating that the behavior is processor-specific; there are no technical changes, 
just documentation clarification. Ready to be endorsed by the TC and submitted to the editors for the specifications.
Don Day moved that the e-mail be forwarded to the editors, seconded by Bruce Nevin; approved by acclamation.

Action (12 May 2009):
---------------------
Gershon Joseph and Robert Anderson, as editors of the specifications, to ensure that appropriate changes to the 
documentation occur.

5. ITEM: MAPREF ATTRIBUTE RESOLUTION
* How does @scope behave when cascading from map to map? 
There is an open action for Robert Anderson:

Action (21 April):
------------------ 
Robert to write up summary based on 21 April discussions; vote when it is posted.

Robert reported that he has not done this; he will send summary to this list; it will be ready for vote next week.

6. ITEM: EDITORIAL STYLE
Action: Gershon Joseph will follow through on this by setting up the sign-up page.
Kris Eberlein created a Wiki page at http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/dita/DITA_1.2_specifications%3A_Authoring_and_editorial_guidelines; item is closed.



7. ITEM: THE CASE FOR AGGREGATED EDITING
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00014.html 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00099.html (TSelf comment) 
Deferred until Steve Manning is present. Members should read Tony Self’s comment.

8. ITEM for 1.3: Element-to-Element Relationship Tables (ExternalLinks)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00000.html (Kimber)
Marked as closed contingent on Gershon Joseph logging  this item on the DITA 1.3 issues page.

9. New ITEM: PROCESSING-ROLE ATTRIBUTE (Anderson)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00080.html
Robert commented that there had been clear discussion and general consensus on the list that the default value for the 
keydef should be resource-only.

Motion made by Robert Anderson that on the <keydef> element, the processing-role attribute should default to 
resource-only. Seconded by Bruce Nevin, approved by acclamation.

Action (12 May 2009):
---------------------
Robert Anderson to figure out if there are other outstanding issues concerning this item.

10. New ITEM: CRITDATES REQUIRES CREATED (Kimber)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00094.html and following
The <critdates> element currently requires that you have a creation date; Elliot Kimber has a client that wants to  use 
critdates but they don't always have a creation date -- and they don't want to always have a creation date. To Elliot, this 
seemed that DITA was imposing an inappropriate business rule. Gershon Joseph commented that always having a 
creation date made sense when DITA was fundamentally designed for technical document; now that techcomm has been 
moved out from the base and generalized for a broader audience, new use cases (such as this) are arising.  
Don Day commented that this could be viewed not as a technical change but as a relaxation of the content model. He 
asked whether this change is attainable for the DITA 1.2 schedule? Paul Grosso commented that Arbortext code just 
froze.

Motion made by Don Day on Elliot Kimber's behalf that the TC revise the content model for <critdates> with 
appropriate revisions to DTDs and documentation; seconded by JoAnn Hackos; approved by acclamation.

9. ITEM: WHAT SHOULD BE IN THE ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATION? (Eberlein) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00001.html
10. New ITEM: Specialization spec packaging (Kravogel via Gershon) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00075.html
Good discussion last week; item closed contingent on completion of open action items from last week.

Actions carried over from previous week (5 May 2009):
----------------------------------------------------- 
1) Gershon to update the doctype shells page with feed back from Michael, also to 1) add heading styles to make the 
collection headings clearer, and 2) clarify expectations for the various spec documents. Gershon and Michael will 
include Robert Anderson and Jeff Ogden in this work, since they were involved in the last changes to the page. 
2) Michael Priestley will draft a clear, crisp definition of the charter of  the architectural spec; he also will draft a one-
paragraph description of each document, including the architectural spec.



10. ITEM: REVIEW MASTER TOPIC LIST--Gershon
Gershon directed people's attention to the Wiki page at http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/dita/DITA_1.2_specifications%3A_Authoring_and_editorial_guidelines; he encouraged members to 
contribute comments and questions to the work-in-progress. All authors, editors, and reviewers of topics should become 
familiar with this page.

He noted that Kris had uploaded the Excel spreadsheet to SVN; be sure to lock this file in SVN before making any 
changes.

There is a section titled "Audience and purpose for the architectural spec" that contains talking points that  Gershon and 
Kris discussed last week; he is also aware that Micheal Priestley has an open action item to draft information about the 
charter for the architectural spec.

Gershon then raised the question of what should be in the Language specification versus what is in the architectural 
spec; his personal opinion is that the lang spec should discuss elements and attributes that are in the DTDs and schemas; 
anything beyond that (processing expectations, etc.) should be in the architectural spec. Right now there is a lot of 
overlap; many topics in the lang spec go into more detail, and that detail should  probably be in the architectural spec. 
He asked for discussion from the floor on this point.

Elliot commented that this seemed like a reasonable break down. When he was doing the research on the href item, he 
came on many places in the Language Spec that said "See the architectural spec." While this is clumsy, it makes sense 
to for a standard to centralize all of the complex processing semantics in one place.

JoAnn Hackos commented that she agrees with Gershon and Elliot's comments. She went on that a problem with the 
architectural spec, like any dictionary, is that the content is disbursed. You cannot easily get a good overview of how 
something is supposed to work. The Language spec also suffers from the fact that it -- by its very nature -- does not 
explain how things work together as a unit. She'd like to see the architectural spec written from a user-oriented, 
scenario-driven perspective. If you read the Yahoo! group, you see that users are beginning with a DITA 
implementation when they don't understand how maps work. The architectural spec should start with simple scenarios -- 
what are the basics of how maps function, for example -- and then go into the more esoteric scenarios  for how people 
might implement maps. Need to do this for each section of the specification.

Don Day asked whether we had time to do something like that; general consensus that we did not. Robert Anderson 
raised the point that the audience for the architectural spec was not the end user but implementers and tool vendors.

JoAnn Hackos raised the point that many implementers are single people in companies, often end users; not every 
implementer is a consultant.

Bruce Nevin commented that he agrees that JoAnn is identifying an important gap for documentation, but he is not sure 
that it needs to be filled by the architectural spec. Maybe there should be another document to serve this need.

Robert Anderson asked whether a scenario-driven document could be written by the Adoption Committee; the 
architectural spec should be oriented towards people implementing the tools that work with DITA, stating how each 
piece should work.

Micheal Priestley commented that there should still be room in the arch spec for usage information, to make sure that 
the implementers understand what they are trying to implement. Don't need step-by-step instructions but should have 
topics that describe the intended overall flow, how we anticipate people using DITA, so that the implementers don't end 
up meeting the letter of the law but missing the spirit.

Stan Doherty commented that the 1.0 and 1.1 architectural specs have been used by end users. If we are changing the 
definition of the audience, we need to explain that audience change and let people know where material useful for user 



and soft-technical implementers has been relocated.

Don Day commented that the overview for the architectural spec is one place where we should explain the audience 
change.

JoAnn commented that she has been moving information about minimalism and where DITA came from; Michael 
commented that we had agreed that material should be handled in the Tech Comm package.

Robert Anderson commented that it has always bothered him to put "See the architectural spec" in the language spec; he 
is glad that delivering the language spec and the arch spec together will enable linking between the two documents.

Gershon commented that the specialization topics will be task-based, since that is how Michael had reworked the TOC. 
He's not sure whether we need to do the same sort of hand holding on maps.

Michael commented that someone implementing a specialization is *very much* the appropriate audience for the 
architectural spec; someone authoring a map is not. Yet implementers reading the architectural spec need to understand 
how people will be authoring maps. He also thinks that usage guides organized around communities (tech docs, business 
documents) seems like a good fit for the Adoption Committee.

Don Day commented that we might have the opportunity to move information to a different timeline by moving it to the 
Adoption TC; this would enable us to refine our model for the architectural spec and language spec.

Gershon reminded people that we also will need to use the page for style issues. Stan Doherty offered to send that 
guidelines that the Help Subcommittee to Gershon and Kris.

Open question of whether the arch spec is authored using DITA 1.1 or DITA 1.2; Robert commented that the lang spec 
uses keyref heavily. Consensus to use DITA 1.2 for the arch spec.

Kris asked that JoAnn check updated files into SVN, so that she can look at those topics in conjunction with the updated 
map topics and start work on editorial points. JoAnn commented that she was just back from vacation, but would do so 
shortly. She has changed files and topic types, so she will need to delete the old files from SVN and then add the new 
files.

Actions (12 May 2009):
----------------------
1. Kris to add an "Editorial guidelines" section to the Wiki.
2. JoAnn to update her files in SVN.
3. Kris and Gershon to update "Audience and purpose of the architectural spec" based on today's discussion.
4. Stan Doherty to send the editorial guidelines for the Help Subcommittee to Kris Eberlein and Gershon Joseph.

Meeting adjourned.
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-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 19 May 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Present: Robert Anderson, Stan Doherty, Jim Earley, Rob Frankland, Elliot Kimber, Su-Laine Yeo, Kris Eberlein, 
Gershon Joseph, Michael Priestley, Don Day, Steffen Fredericksen, Jae Sheddy, Steve Manning, Bruce Nevin, Craig 
Hughes

Quorum is present.

2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
*  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200905/msg00020.html
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Bruce Nevin; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
Anne Rockley sent regrets; we will have a report from the Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee on May 26.

Steffen Fredericksen announced that he expects to issue a motion to create a Pharmaceutical Subcommittee by the next 
TC meeting (May 26). Don suggested that he post materials to the list under the announcement of “Proposal for 
initiation of pharmaceutical subcommittee.” This will be on the agenda for May 26th.

4. ITEM: MAPREF ATTRIBUTE RESOLUTION
* How does @scope behave when cascading from map to map? 
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200905/msg00019.html
Robert summarized; the general consensus was when you have a <mapref> element that points to another map and the 
scope=peer, the scope attribute applies to the map reference itself; it does not cascade and apply to topics in the map. 
Same behavior for scope=external. A group within IBM had interpreted this otherwise, and Robert needed to check with 
them.

Motion that we formalize the proposal “that scope attribute should not cascade through map references; its presence on 
the <mapref > indicates the scope of the map,” Seconded by Elliot Kimber; approved by acclamation.

Action (19 May 2009):
---------------------
Robert to ensure that the question of how scope behaves when cascading from map to map is properly addressed in the 
language and (if necessary) the architectural specifications.

5. ITEM: processing-role attribute (Anderson) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00080.html
There have been additional recent e-mails about this item that Robert Anderson has not had time to digest. Paul Grosso 
had asked that a decision not be made until he was present.
Robert summarized:
1) Does the processing-role attribute cascade to nested <topicref> elements or through references to other maps? 
Robert’s thought is yes; he’s not sure whether people have objected to this.
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2) Does the processing-role attribute cascade through <keydef> down to its children? Robert’s thought was “If it 
cascades anywhere, then it cascades through <keydef>.”
3) Which attributes does the processing-role interact with? When processing-role=normal, there is no change from 
current behavior. When processing-role=resource-only, print=no and toc=no; also the topic should not be linkable or 
searchable. 
4) When the processing-role attribute forces other attributes to take on values (as in #3), does that become an explicit 
attribute that cascades through? If processing-role=resource-only on a parent and processing-role=normal on a child, the 
toc attribute is forced to no on the parent – does that toc attribute cascade to the child as well? Robert thinks that it 
should not, based on the principle of “least astonishment.” And is this sort of markup valid at all? Is there any reason to 
have children of a parent topic that has the processing-role=resource-only?
5) What does it meant to have processing-role=resource-only and print=yes? In such as case, Robert thinks the print 
attribute is ignored. Or processors should issue a warning.
Deferred until next meeting, when Paul Grosso is present.

6. ITEM: THE CASE FOR AGGREGATED EDITING
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200903/msg00014.html 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200904/msg00099.html (TSelf comment) 
Steve Manning started with an overview of the problem: The typical business-enterprise-document authors do not create 
topics; they create documents. Dealing with topics (rather than documents) is one of the key stumbling blocks in getting 
DITA accepted, so the subcommittee identified idea of aggregate editing as a key aspect of the authoring experience. 
This led the committee to look at mechanisms by which they could support users’ needs for aggregated authoring:
1) Changes from vendors to support an aggregated editing approach; users could open a map and see a virtual 
aggregated document
2) Additional functionality through the DITA Open Toolkit or separately to read a DITA map file, aggregate topics 
together in a temporary file for editing, and then burst them apart back to the originating topics.

One thought was to put together a spec for vendors, but Steve is wary about this approach as he is concerned that it 
might be interpreted as favoring one vendor over another.

The subcommittee is having a vendor demonstrate this type of functionality to them on their regular meeting on May 
25th. They also have encountered DITA users who have created scripts to aggregate topics from a map into a “master 
topic,” for purposes of both creating an aggregated editing environment and enabling them to validate the document as a 
whole.

Don commented that in the future, he thought that activity on this item could be tracked as part of the regular 
subcommittee reports. He then asked if there were comments or questions from the TC. 

Michael Priestley commented on the three options that the subcommittee had proposed in their thought piece:
1) Using map as a key aggregator will be more complicated than it looks; it would need to maintain *multiple* 
different virtual documents rather than one, each with separate DOMs and schema validations per DOM. Ideal solution, 
but would require each vendor to rework their support for XML from scratch. Huge work item and so probably not 
realistic
2) Using ditabase as the aggregator would require the tool (editor or CMS) to manage the reuse. Michael has serious 
concerns with this approach, since one of the key values of DITA is how it standardizes the reuse mechanism. Would be 
walking away from conref and map-based reuse and leaving it up to the tool, which would inhibit interoperability and 
break the promise of portable reuse relationships.
3) Round-tripping between maps and ditabase. This is the idea of managing aggregation as a specialized map that is 
limited to the types of hierarchy that can be expressed in database, and then have a preprocess step that is standardized 
rather than tool dependent. This leaves people with the problem of mismatched domains but avoid tool-dependent reuse. 
This seems the most promising solution.

Steffen Fredericksen raised the point that he thought that an aggregated editing environment (which obscures the nature 
of the topics to the author) would highly increase the likelihood that the topics would be written in a very context-
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sensitive way that would inhibit reuse. He also commented that it would increase the likelihood that authors would 
overwrite over authors work on any reused topics.

Don Day commented that he sees lots of overlap with the proposed publishing subcommittee; the scope of this issue 
might be larger than enterprise business documents.

Elliot Kimber commented that publishers who want to conveniently author narrative documents have a similar 
requirement; he has addressed this with clients by creating shell DTDs that enable direct topic nesting. However, this 
sort of solution does not address the issue of having distinct topic types with distinct content-model constraints that can 
be edited in an aggregate way without unifying the content model.

Jim Early interjected that this is tool dependent; whatever the content model allows, if the tool supports it in an 
aggregate form, then it should be able to do that.

Michael Priestley stated that map-based aggregated editing will work in a single organization where domains and DTDs 
and content models are arranged ahead of time. This is the scenario that we need to focus on, but it requires a closer 
coordination between the participating doctypes than is required in other scenarios. With map-based aggregated editing, 
we might need to have additional requirement that domains need to match across topic types.

Elliot: This is awfully close to creating local shell DTDs that implement the coordination.

Michael: But that doesn’t handle the map-based aggregation requirement. I am focusing on the map-to-ditabase round 
tripping, and in that context, database is equivalent to “local shell DTD.” Need to specialize map to allow for predicable 
round tripping -- eliminate <topicgroup>, for example, and other elements that do not have an equivalent in the content 
world. The transformation doesn’t present any technical problems, and the resulting document, because it has a normal 
DTD will be editable using normal tools.

Don: Want to keep liaison between Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee and the emerging publishing 
subcommittee. Both groups might work together to propose profiles of some sort that help tools manage how they 
interoperate with single topics, collections of topics, or aggregated topics; by profiles, I mean ways of declaring from 
outside of the standard ways in which the standard can be used in a consistent and verifiable way. Since there is no 
decision for the TC to make, this item will be closed.

7. ITEM: REVIEW MASTER TOPIC LIST--Gershon
Reminder again that we are maintaining spreadsheet in SVN; be sure to lock the file before making changes, since we 
cannot merge this file as we can merge TXT files.

No formal writing guidelines yet; have received material from Stan Doherty that the Help Subcommittee used.

Gershon queried authors about their progress and issued a reminder for authors to check in material as they go. Elliot 
Kimber has volunteered to take the specialization topics previously assigned to Gershon.

Actions (19 May 2009):
----------------------
1. Kris, JoAnn, and Gershon to create values for the Review Status column in the spreadsheet.
2. Kris to ping Erik Hennum about the topics that he is currently assigned in the spreadsheet. Either Gershon or Elliot 
could take on these topics and ping Erik if help is needed.

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 26 May 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Present: Robert Anderson, Jim Earley, Paul Grosso, Elliot Kimber, Bruce Nevin, Dana Spradley, Su-Laine Yeo, Kris 
Eberlein, JoAnn Hackos, Gershon Joseph, Michael Priestley, Don Day, Steffen Fredericksen, Anne Rockley, Mark 
Poston, Seth Park, Nancy Harrison

Quorum is present.

2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00030.html
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Bruce Nevin; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS

Anne Rockley reported on the work of the Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee. Still investigating aggregated 
editing; some vendors have demonstrated how their products support aggregated editing. Other work efforts include a 
paper about types of business documents  and an investigation of the effectiveness of out-of-the box metadata for the 
business community.

4. ITEM: processing-role attribute

    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00018.html (Anderson)
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00021.html (Joseph)
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00022.html (Grosso)
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00024.html (Ogden)

Robert summarized the open question: "Can the processing-role attribute cascade from map to map"? Suggested that we 
state that this is something not defined and processors can choose to handle it as they wish. Michael Priestley provided a 
use case. A user has a single map that defines both a TOC and keys, and another user wants to pull in some the keys but 
not the navigation; in this situation, the second user would want to declare that the map is resource-only. Paul Gross 
asked that Michael send e-mail outlining this use case. Gershon also commented that he had requested use cases for 
items 4 and 5 in Robert's original e-mail.

Action (26 May 2009):
---------------------
Michael Priestley to send e-mail about use case in which processing-role should cascade from map to map.

5. New ITEM: Proposal to initiate the formation of an OASIS DITA PharmaceuticalContent Subcommittee (DITA-PC-
SC)
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00032.html (Frederiksen)

Steffen Fredericksen provided background about the rationale for starting the new subcommittee. Pharmaceutical 
companies are struggling with multiple government regulatory standards being imposed. Information has to be delivered 



in various formats, including SPL structured product labeling format, Product Information Management (PIM) for the 
European Union, ECDD for FDA approval and more. All of these standards are rendition standards, but none suited to 
be a common, backbone standard for storing, editing, and working with the data. Quality of documentation is absolutely 
essential for the industry.
The timing is essential; there is lots of work currently being done on common standards, thus the right time to introduce 
DITA. As of 25 May, he has mailed (to OASIS) a list of 27 people from pharmaceutical companies who have given an 
initial yes to particpation; 11 other people are considering participating. Has the beginning of a charter, but wants the 
newly-formed SC to work on the charter

Don Day clarifies that a completed charter is necessary to initiate the SC, but the SC can then flex it out more 
completely. Items required are a name, statement of purpose, list of deliverables, and name of chair. Steffen stated that 
they will have two co-chairs, himself and James Averback

Nancy Harrison asked whether the information that the pharmaceutical companies generates contains the results of 
clinical trials, and then commented that there is an overlap with medical records. Steffen stated that the subcommittee 
would begin with the core area of submissions. Don Day suggested that the subcommittee add a roadmap to their work 
items.

Steffen Fredericksen proposed that the TC approves the creation of the subcommittee; seconded by Anne Rockley; 
approved by acclamation

Action (26 May 2009):
---------------------
Don to send Mary McRae a link to today's minutes when published, which will initiate the process of setting up Wiki

6. New ITEM: Meaningful Values for type= on xref and topicref
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00033.html
Elliot summarized the main point: Whether values for the type attribute should be qualified with the module name. Need 
to qualify common type name especially on an xref or another other place where type would be used to reference an 
element that is not a topic. Discussion on whether this should be required or just recommended for non-standard types.

Action (26 May 2009)
-----------------------
Elliot to write a statement about meaningful values for type on <xref> and <topicref>. Keep open for next week.

7. New ITEM: Section div in LI?
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00038.html (Kimber and following thread)
* http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/25904/12021.html (original proposal, thanks Robert)

Continue this to next week, to enable people time to read the e-mails.

8. ITEM: REVIEW MASTER TOPIC LIST--Gershon
Decision about deadline: 3 weeks from today for completed first drafts (16 June 2009)

Action (26 May 2009):
---------------------
Kris Eberlein to notify authors about the 16 June 2009 deadline

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 2 June 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Present: Robert Anderson, Jim Earley, Stan Doherty, Rob Frankland, Su-Laine Yeo, Kris Eberlein, JoAnn Hackos, 
Gershon Joseph, Don Day, Chris Kravogel, Seth Park, Nancy Harrison, Eric Sirois
Regrets: Michael Priestly

Quorum is present.

2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00000.html (26 May 2009)l
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Gershon Joseph; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
Stan Doherty will present on the Help subcommittee for 9 June 2009. We'll also add an item about the proposed Tech 
Comm committee for the next meeting; JoAnn Hackos has gotten interest from people with EMC and Gershon has 
arranged for a Cisco representative. Gershon asked that TC members put out feelers within their organization for people 
who might be interested in participating in the new subcommittee. Don asked who is interested in the mashup 
subcommittee: Seth Park (Freescale) and Hal Trent (Comtech). Seth is working with Michael to draft the charter.

4.ITEM: processing-role attribute (Anderson)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00047.html (Priestley case)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00048.html (Ogden response)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00050.html (Anderson response)

Robert summarized briefly. The only open question is whether the processing-role attribute cascades through the map. 
Robert and Michael are in favor of this; Jeff Ogden said that he could go either way.
Robert made a motion that processing-role attribute should cascade through map references; seconded by Gershon 
Joseph; approved by acclamation.

5. ITEM: Meaningful Values for type= on xref and topicref
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00033.html
Action (26 May 2009): Eliot to do a write-up.
In Elliot Kimber's absence, this is left open for next week.

6. ITEM: Section div in LI?
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00038.html (Kimber and following thread)
* http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/25904/12021.html (original proposal, thanks Robert)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00006.html (Kimber update, in absentia position for today's 
discussion)
Robert Anderson summarized that Elliot's latest update is out of scope for DITA 1.2. General consensus that this is a 
large feature change and should be considered as a DITA 1.3 feature proposal.



Action (2 June 2009)
---------------------
Gershon Joseph to add this item ("Section div in LI?) to the Wiki change about potential DITA 1.3 features.

7. ITEM: REVIEW MASTER TOPIC LIST--Gershon
Authors meeting scheduled for 3 June 2009. Elliot Kimber has contacted Nancy and Erik Hennum about their 
specialization topics. Writers have introduced submaps; need to update spreadsheet to reflect the maps.

Kris Eberlein mentioned that she had built a CHM file of the architectural spec and would upload it to Kavi.

Gershon brought up a e-mail that he received from Seth Park, who had met up with a vendor that claimed support for 
DITA although they did not understand xref or conref. We'll be looking for a new home for this information, which 
currently is essentially hidden in the 1.1 architectural spec.

JoAnn asked whether other people had seem implementations that showed a lack of understanding of fundamental 
DITA architecture.

Action (2 June 2009)
---------------------
All TC members to post to the list about implementation that they are aware of that reflect vendors' lack of 
understanding about fundamental DITA architecture. We'll use this information to help build a better architectural spec.

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 9 June 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Seth Park.

1. ROLL CALL 
- Quorum met

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS BUSINESS MEETINGS:

* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00009.html (2 June 2009) 
Motion made by Don Day to approve the meeting minutes as posted; seconded by Rob Frankland; motion carried by 
acclamation.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT: OASIS DITA HELP SUBCOMMITTEE
Stan Doherty provided updates regarding:

A) General comment about continuing activity to promote DITA for help by attending various events.
B) Planning for DITA 1.3
     *  Which features of help systems are candidates for formal by the specification modification. Examples include 
support for context-sensitive ID's to determine the default target for different events.
     * Processing features that do not necessarily affect the specification, such as plugins for bread-crumbs, 
expanding/collapsing menus, previewing target URLs from the navigation, and other features that help systems include.
C) DITA Help Technology Guide: Scott Prentice serving in an editorial role. Mary McRae went through legal and 
policies w.r.t. proprietary vs. non-proprietary technologies. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT: OASIS DITA FOR TECHNICAL STANDARDS SUBCOMMITTEE
SC on hold until it can get more participation. Contact Robert Anderson if you are interested in participating. Don 
mentioned that the SC has a broad application for people implementing various standards documentation.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT: DITA PHARMACEUTICAL CONTENT SUBCOMMITTEE
Don reminded the TC that the Pharmaceutical SC petition was approved. The first SC meeting will be soon.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6. ITEM: REVIEW MASTER TOPIC LIST--Gershon (June 15 close for input this iteration)
Gershon Joseph provided an overview of recent activity:
Authors met last Wednesday and discussed deadlines, guidelines, setting expectations. Gershon also mentioned two 
issues, which were discussed at this meeting: 1) using task-based descriptions or rules declarations for describing 
specialization and constraints in the arch spec and 2) Authoring and editing guidelines. These discussions are 
summarized as "6.1" and "6.2"

All deadlines are captured an maintained on the wiki: http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/dita/DITA_1.2_specifications:_Authoring_and_editorial_guidelines

The most current releases of the specs and DTD/XSD can be found on the wiki frontpage: http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/dita/FrontPage



FORMAT FOR NEXT WEEK'S REVIEW 
Discussion regarding the most appropriate way to indicate change requests. Kristen Eberlein offered to regenerate the 
CHM and asked if it was sufficient to review the CHM and comment on a wiki. For small changes, it may be easier to 
edit the HTML (using an obvious text decoration); for more substantive changes, it may make more sense to describe 
the change on the wiki. There was not a strong resolution. Please check with Gershon if you have questions.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DISCUSSION 6.1: TASK-BASED DESCRIPTIONS VS. RULES DECLARATIONS
Eric Hennum described the concern about using "how to" information for describing the architectural rules of 
specialization. 

Eliot Kimber seconded the concern and suggested that "how-to's" should be relegated to other information sources, 
perhaps created/distributed via the DITA Adoption TC. Eliot further explained that after reading the task-based 
description of the constraints domain, it is difficult to understand what the rules are. The basic argument is (I 
paraphrase): If someone trying to implement the constraints domain reads a description of how to use the constraints 
domain, it might not be clear what the rules are. Eliot's suggestion is to have a topic that explicitly declares the rules of 
specialization for those consumers.

Michael Priestley added that the previous approach was to address specialization in terms of specialization in use, in 
design, and in processing. Further, that split in information made it difficult to understand the full picture. Michael 
suggested that the arch spec should lay out the activities required to create a specialization. If we take this approach, we 
must rework the titles (from task-based to rule-oriented). Michael wants to make sure the organization of the content is 
not spread out in three different parts.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SIDE DISCUSSION: INDICATING NON-NORMATIVE EXAMPLES
Eliot Kimber noted that the spec does not provide adequate indication for non-normative examples. In ISO, a "note" is 
used to provide non-normative examples. This means all examples are deemed to be normative unless they are expressly 
designated as non-normative by enclosing them in a note. The spec must be tightened up for this distinction. "How one 
might implement DITA" is non-normative and should be indicated as such.

Michael Priestley agreed that the spec could do a better job of indicating this distinction, but was less than convinced 
about using the "note" convention.

Gershon Joseph asked to take the discussion offline with the author group. If we can get consensus from the author 
group to adopt a convention, we should draft guidelines and aim to implement them by the second draft.

Don Day requested that the author group provide minutes of their meetings.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
DISCUSSION 6.2: KEY CONCEPTS FOR THE ARCH SPEC
Gershon Joseph announced that JoAnn Hackos has added new concepts for the arch spec. Action item is for the group to 
review these new concepts as soon as possible (within a few days of June 9). Important: when you review them, please 
insert your name and the date in the wiki so the authors can follow up. If the review comments come in after the 
requested deadline, they will be considered for the second draft.
                                
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------        
7 .BRIEF DISCUSSION ON EMERGING TECHCOMM AND MASHUP SC EFFORTS
If you're interested in participating in the Emerging Techcomm SC, contact Gershon Joseph
If you're interested in participating in the Mashup SC, contact Seth Park

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
8. ITEM: MEANINGFUL VALUES FOR TYPE= ON XREF AND TOPICREF
Item is still open



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
9. ITEM: SECTION DIV IN LI?
Last week the TC discussed this and determined that it was out of scope for DITA 1.2. The motion was to move this 
feature request to 1.3; the motion carried.
Eliot is the primary driver for this request, though he was not present for last week's meeting. Don asked whether there 
was anything else to discuss at this time.

Eliot said it was sufficient to move the feature to 1.3, but that there was very little substantive discussion of the feature 
itself. Rather, the discussion centered around models that have implications on other modules. This feature does not 
break anything because it constitutes a relaxation of the spec, not a constraint.

Paul Grosso highlighted some of the issues that this change might have for styling and composition. Michael Priestley 
and others indicated that this should be an offline topic.

The decision from last week stands: this issue will be discussed for 1.3

* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00038.html (Kimber and following thread)
* http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/25904/12021.html (original proposal, thanks Robert)
* Action: Gershon to add item to DITA 1.3 list

10. ITEM: REFERENCING A BOOKMAP FROM A MAP (RESUMED THREAD)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00020.html (Grosso) 
Paul Grosso asked, "When you reference a bookmap from a map, what should you expect?" The discussion centered 
around the preservation of semantics (summarized below), and the goal is to provide a description of the expected 
behavior in the spec

Michael Priestley stated that he did not agree with Jeff Ogden's conclusion (citing an email thread). Michael feels that 
chapters should not retain their "chapterness" when the bookmap is reference from a map. Doing so means that the 
result of the inclusion is non-valid because it means nested chapters, which is not allowed by bookmap. If you want to 
retain the "chapterness", you should relax bookmap to allow nested chapters.

Paul stated that if lose "chapterness", you lose information.

Time was up, so the decision was to discuss further via listserv.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
ADJOURN 
Don Day called the meeting to a close.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
ACTIONS
1) Review Key Concepts from JoAnn (See item 6.2) -- All
2) Add link to latest arch spec to wiki FrontPage -- Don Day
3) Create an "interim review page" -- Kristen Eberlein
4) Provide minutes of author group meetings -- Author group
5) Initiate listserv discussion w.r.t referencing bookmap from map -- Paul Grosso
6) Respond to said listserv discussion -- Michael Priestley (All are invited)



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 16 June 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Seth Park.

1. ROLL CALL 
- Quorum met
see the meeting page for detailed attendance information: http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/event.php?event_id=22259
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS BUSINESS MEETINGS:
see http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00032.html (9 June 2009) 
Motion made by Don Day to approve the meeting minutes as posted; seconded by Bruce Nevin

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT: OASIS DITA ADOPTION TC 
Gershon Joseph provides updates regarding

A) Articles written by Adoption TC members:
    * DITA 1.2 Feature article entitled, "Keyref Overview -- DITA 1.2" by Sowmya Kannan; posted to 
http://dita.xml.org/resource/keyref-overview-dita-12; It will be announced broadly in the coming days/weeks.
    * Considerations when choosing DITA tools, including CMS, editors, and publishing environments
    * "Spot analysis" outlining pros and cons about moving to DITA. This is actually a set of articles and presentations to 
help potential users get support for DITA in their organizations. There are three primary focus areas:
        - Business focus
        - Author focus
        - IT focus
    * Work in progress articles: "Task modeling" and "DITA 1.2 Linking Improvements". Several other articles have 
been suggested but not yet assigned to writers. If you're interested in writing for the Adoption TC, please contact 
Gershon
    
B) TC members are developing a test suite of content that will be useful in evaluating DITA tools

C) Updates w.r.t. the DITA Adoption Focus Area, which is a subcommittee of the DITA Adoption TC.
    - The most active member for maintaining the dita.xml.org site has left the SC. Gershon issued a call for help. 
Anyone interested in assisting with this activity should contact Gershon Joseph or Kristen Eberlein.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. ITEM: REVIEW MASTER TOPIC LIST--GERSHON (JUNE 15 CLOSE FOR INPUT THIS ITERATION)

A) AUTHORING TEAM SPECIAL MEETING MINUTES (see http://lists.oasis-
open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00095.html) 
    * On target to release the first draft today. 
    * Kristen Eberlein will release CHM and TOCJS review versions late this evening; absolute deadline for content is 
10pm EST.
    * Gershon indicated that there has been a lot of activity and recognized the outstanding efforts of the author group.

B) UPDATES ON JOANN HACKOS' KEY DITA CONCEPTS
These concepts are to be discussed up-front, though they may still be further explained in other, relevant areas of the 
spec.



Gershon will follow-up with JoAnn regarding these concepts. Some specific discussion included:
    * "inheritance" -- Group was not clear on what the intent of this concept is. Nancy Harrison wrote about attribute 
inheritance as it applied to her publishing topics.
    
    * Nancy also included transclusion information in her topics, which generated discussion about the proper place for 
keyref and href. Michael Priestly was concerned that keyref could be buried in an inclusion topic, though keyref can 
have broader applications. Su-Laine Yeo suggested a heading entitled, "Content assembly and linking" that would 
provide appropriate navigation to keyref and href information. The suggestion was accepted by the participants.
    
    * "Internal link" -- it was suggested that this concept could be covered in "link processing."
    
C) UPDATES ON "INTRODUCTION TO DITA" TOPICS
    * Gershon requested help from the TC for these topics before they were marked "ready for review." The call for help 
was answered by Eliot Kimber and Don Day; Gershon Joseph offered to serve in an editorial role.
    
    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5. ITEM: SPREADSHEET LOCATED IN SUBVERSION REPOSITORY
see http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.2_specifications%3A_Authoring_and_editorial_guidelines

Gershon discussed recent updates and outstanding activities. Many of the topics that were not flagged as "ready for 
review" were actually ready. Gershon requested that authors spend their time focusing on the development of topics and 
not worry about the spreadsheet being out-of-date. After the topics are committed to SVN, please update the spreadsheet 
accordingly.
  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6. REVIEW PROCEDURE
Reminder for authors/reviewers: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00011.html

Kristen Eberlein and Gershon Joseph reminded the author group of the review procedure.
    * For simple typo/grammar issues, it is acceptable to communicate the change by editing an html page (with clear 
formatting to indicate the modified regions) or using a Microsoft Word / Open Office Document with "track changes" 
feature.
    * For issues that require substantive rework or discussion, capture the issue in the wiki. Guidelines for the wiki:
        - From the top-level author guidelines page (http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/dita/DITA_1.2_specifications:_Authoring_and_editorial_guidelines), find the section called "Review #1: 16-
30 June 2009". There, you will see a link to the wiki page for the first review. Each major section has a wiki page linked 
from the review wiki. To indicate an issue, create a heading with a title equal to the topic title of the topic that contains 
the issue. Describe the issue under the heading.

Don Day requested that a clear disclaimer be added to each of these wiki pages. He is concerned that someone may find 
these pages via a web search and assume that the information is authoritative. Kristen Eberlein agreed to add these 
disclaimers.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
7. ITEM: MEANINGFUL VALUES FOR TYPE= ON XREF AND TOPICREF
see http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00033.html

Item remains open

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
8. ITEM: REFERENCING A BOOKMAP FROM A MAP (RESUMED THREAD)
see http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00020.html (Grosso)



It was determined that a resolution could not be made on the call. Michael Priestly suggested a special call, which will 
take place on Tuesday, June 23 immediately following the TC call. If you are interested in joining this discussion, plan 
to stay on the call after the official call adjourns.

The TC intends to revisit this item on the June 30 call.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9. ITEM: NEED CLARIFICATION OF THE MEANING OF SCOPE="PEER"
see http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00048.html (Kimber) 

Eliot Kimber explained that the architectural specification should explain what is intended when a map references a map 
with a scope="peer". This has publication implications, especially for keyref resolution.

(Note from minutes taker: my notes were sketchy here, so I contacted Robert Anderson after the call to fill in the gaps. 
The following is from that exchange, not transcribed from the official call.)

Robert Anderson clarified: 
"We recently clarified that scope="peer" on a map reference means that the map itself is a peer, and thus a separate 
inaccessible item (similar for scope="external"). For reference -- here are the minutes where we discussed and voted on 
that behavior, item #4:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00030.html"

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
10. NEW ITEM: CLI BRIDGED SW AND PR DOMAINS
see http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00086.html (Nevin) 

Bruce Nevin described the desire to reuse semantics from the syntax diagram structure and some of the obstacles of 
doing so. The call ran out of time before giving adequate discussion, so this item remains open and will be discussed at 
the next TC call.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
ADJOURN 
Don Day called the meeting to a close.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
ACTIONS
1) Authors continue working toward 10PM EST draft 1 cut-off
2) Contact Gershon or Kristen if you want to help with the DITA Focus Area SC (by authoring or helping with the 
website)
3) Gershon to clarify intent of some "key DITA concepts" (see comments on wiki)
4) Kristen to add draft disclaimers to review wiki pages
5) Plan to attend the June 23 post-TC-call if you are interested in the "map references bookmap" issue
6) Don to add the "map references bookmap" item to the June 30 agenda
7) Kristen to add the clarification of scope="peer" when a map references a map
8) Don to add the "CLI bridged SW and PR domains" item to the June 23 agenda 



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 23 June 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Present: Robert Anderson, Stan Doherty, Jim Earley, Paul Grosso, Chris Kravogel, Bruce Nevin, Seth Park, Su-Laine 
Yeo, Kristen Eberlein, JoAnn Hackos, Gershon Joseph, Michael Priestley, Don Day, Craig Keyes, Steve Studer, John 
Hunt, Nancy Harrison, Darryl Tewes, Anne Rockley
Regrets: Rob Frankland, Elliot Kimber

Quorum is present.

2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00118.html (Seth Park, 16 June 2009) 
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Kristen Eberlein; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
* OASIS DITA Translation Subcommittee is reviewing a best practices article about glossaries.
* OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee is scheduled to report on 30 June 2009.

Two new subcommittee have been proposed: OASIS DITA Mashup Subcommittee and OASIS DITA Technical 
Communication Subcommittee. The Mashup SC has a planning call scheduled on 30 June; contact Seth Park for more 
information. Gershon Joseph drafted a charter for the Tech Comm SC and asked for comments and potential members. 
Darryl Tewes, Chris Kravogel, and Bruce Nevin expressed interest

DITA Mashup SC planning call: * http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/dita-users/message/14618 (Seth Park) 
DITA Technical Communication SC proposed charter: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00144.html 
(Gershon Joseph)

Action (23 June 2009):
---------------------- 
Gershon Joseph to refresh the charter proposal package for the OASIS DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee 
in accordance with the OASIS policies and procedures section on subcommittee resolution votes.

4. ADMINISTRIVIA
Don Day will not be present on 7 July 2009; Gershon Joseph will chair the call.

5. REVIEW MASTER TOPIC LIST
Kris Eberlein uploaded a draft of the architectural spec in both CHM and TOCjs format:
* http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/32957/archspec.chm (16 June 2009)
* http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/32968/archspec_tocjs.zip (17 June 2009)

Gershon thanked authors for meeting the first deadline, as well as Stan Doherty for completing his work on the review. 
He encouraged other TC members to participate in the review, which is scheduled to end 30 June 2009, and to add their 
comments to the Wiki page. You can access the Wiki pages for the review from http://wiki.oasis-



open.org/dita/TechReview1.

Don Day reminded Gershon and Kris to update the review section of the DITA Wiki before each week's TC call.

Chris Kravogel asked whether the Language Specification was frozen; Robert Anderson replied that comments should 
be sent to him. Nancy Harrison commented that she had included material from the Language Spec in the Architectural 
Spec and needed to communicate with Robert about that. Kris Eberlein commented that she had added draft comments 
to sections of the Architectural Spec where she saw overlap between the two documents, and that she thought that 
duplicate material should be single-sourced between the Language Spec and the Architectural Spec. Robert Anderson 
commented that the TC had previously discussed combining the two specs into single document packages: base, tech 
comm, and learning and training. He had given up on working on this, since it didn't seem fruitful until there was a draft 
of the Architectural Spec. Robert further added that this strategy was heavily discussed by the TC previously; the only 
concern raised was whether it would make the document more difficult to use. They decided that there was no way to 
know without prototyping and  that could not be done until there was content for the Architectural Spec.

Don Day raised the point that someone has offered to publish the DITA 1.2 specification as a book. Gershon 
commented that the XLIFF specification has architectural information first, followed by language reference material. 
John Hunt raised the point that the Learning and Training Subcommittee needs to be included in such discussions; Don 
commented that *all* subcommittees needs to be involved. Robert Anderson pointed out that the Language Spec 
already is delivered in several version, in preparation for the specification reorganization. Robert Anderson reiterated 
again that the TC should review the previous discussion of a year or more ago (which should be documented in a e-mail 
thread) before rehashing the discussion. Robert Anderson to compile a list of the previous e-mail exchanges and post it 
to the list, if possible.

Action (23 June 2009)
---------------------
Gershon Joseph or Kris Eberlein to add discussion of how to deliver the DITA 1.2 specifications (Separate Language 
and Architectural Specifications? Combined Language and Architectural Specification?) to the specifications 
subagenda. 

5. ITEM: MEANINGFUL VALUES FOR TYPE= ON XREF AND TOPICREF
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00033.html
Action (26 May 2009): Eliot to do a write-up.
Left open for next week.

6. ITEM: REFERENCING A BOOKMAP FROM A MAP
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00020.html (Grosso)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00145.html (Call scheduled for after today's TC meeting)
Resume TC discussion on 30 June 2009. 

7. ITEM: CLARIFICATION OF THE MEANING OF SCOPE=PEER
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00048.html (Kimber)
Robert Anderson commented that Elliot Kimber had accepted comments made during the 16 June 2009 TC meeting, 
and that this item should be noted as being closed.

8. NEW ITEM: CLI BRIDGE FOR THE SOFTWARE AND PROGRAMMING DOMAINS
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00086.html (Nevin)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00110.html (Nevin--rollup for today's discussion)
Bruce Nevin summarized that some elements are available only in software domain and other elements are available 



only in the programming domain. A CLI product bridges those two domains. If someone is documenting keywords for a 
CLI using the programming domain, they must use the <syntaxdiagram> element as a container, since all that is 
available in <syntaxph> is <keyword> and <arg> -- no subcontainer elements such as the various group elements that 
are available as children of <syntaxdiagram>. Bruce further noted that he had heard from some people who had backed 
off from using the programming domain because of this.

Don Day asked whether TC members saw a possible best practice that could be applied to this situation using the 
current markup. Gershon commented that Cisco is still struggling with this issue. General consensus that it is out of 
scope for DITA 1.2; it should be taken up by the Tech Comm SC for the DITA 1.3 release.

Bruce further commented that this item overlaps with the interest of the Business Documents SC in having less 
specialization in the basic topic types. Anne Rockley commented that the Business Documents SC was investigating the 
possibility of having a generalized version of the topic types which then could be used as a basis for specialization. 
Although many of the current topic types are quite oriented towards technical communication, business documents use 
the same topic types; they just don't need as complex of a semantic structure. (Anne further added that she had decided 
to attend today's call because of the formation of a Tech Comm SC which would be taking responsibility for the 
maintenance of the concept, task, and reference specializations.)

Action (23 June 2009)
---------------------
Bruce Nevin to add an item about CLI bridge for the software and programming domain to Wiki page for DITA 1.3 
items.

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 30 June 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Present: Robert Anderson, Stan Doherty, Jim Earley, Rob Frankland, Paul Grosso, Elliot Kimber, Chris Kravogel, 
Bruce Nevin, Seth Park, Dana Spradley, Kristen Eberlein, Gershon Joseph, Michael Priestley, Don Day, Jae Sheddy, 
John Hunt, Eric Sirois
Regrets: Su-Laine Yeo, 

Quorum is present.

2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00164.html (Eberlein, 23 June 2009)
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Stan Doherty; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
John Hunt, Chair of the OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee, gave an update. The SC has had its third 
anniversary; meets on third Thursday. The  samples workgroup, led by Troy Klukewich, meets on the first Thursday. 
The June meeting included information from Elliot Kimber about his use of the Learning and Training draft 
specialization. There are several other pilots underway at IBM and Oracle.

Machine Industry SC is on the schedule for next week.

4. ARCHITECTURAL SPEC
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200803/msg00028.html (Draft of conformance 
info) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00161.html (spec chunking proposal, Priestley)

Gershon gave an overview of progress on the architectural spec. Gershon will schedule an authors call for Thursday, 2 
July, at 10 AM PT. Conformance statement may find a home in the overview document. 

Actions (30 June 2009):
----------------------
1) Gershon Joseph to find a home for the conformance statement.
2) Kris to work with Robert to prototype a "merged" version of the language reference and architectural spec.

5. ITEM: MEANINGFUL VALUES FOR TYPE= ON XREF AND TOPICREF
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00171.html (Kimber proposed text)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00176.html (last in thread)
Discussion ensued about whether this was a bug or a new feature. Discussion to continue on the list, concern that 
changes would affect existing implementations.



6. ITEM: REFERENCING A BOOKMAP FROM A MAP
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00020.html (Grosso)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00151.html 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00160.html (latest) 
Michael and Jeff are in the process of refining the language. Very close to closing on this item. Elliot expressed a 
concern about the language. Paul Grosso reported that Jeff Ogden was OK with Michael's latest wording.

Gershon Joseph moved to add three paragraphs in the latest e-mail to documentation; seconded by Robert Anderson; 
approved by acclamation.

7. NEW ITEM: TOPICHEAD DOES NOT ALLLOW KEYS
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00143.html (Kimber)
Elliot gave a brief overview. Since keyref was designed, the TC has clarified the following:
1) Meaning of cross-references to elements in the map, including <topichead> elements
2) Qualified the meaning of chunk, such that when you state chunk="to-content" on a <topichead>, the topichead should 
act as if it is a reference to an actual topic.
So now one ought to be able to define keys on a <topichead> element. Robert Anderson expressed agreement; Don Day 
stated that he thought this was a DTD consistency issue.

Don Day moved that the TC accept Elliot's recommendation as a bug fix to the DTD; seconded by Robert Anderson; 
approved by acclamation.

Meeting adjourned.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 7 July 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Seth Park.
Meeting chaired by Gershon Joseph.

-------------------------------------------------------
1. ROLL CALL
Present: Gershon Joseph, Seth Park, Michael Priestley, Bruce Nevin, Darryl Tewes, Kraig Keyes, Eric Sirois, Jim 
Earley, Dana Spradley, Su-Laine Yeo, Chris Kravogel, Eliot, Peter Shepton, Stan Doherty, Chuck Allen. (see 
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/event.php?event_id=22262&day=1246960800 for official record)

Quorum is present.

-------------------------------------------------------
2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00025.html (Eberlein, 30 June 2009) 
Motion made to approve minutes (Gershon); seconded by Eliot Kimber; motion carried by acclamation.

-------------------------------------------------------
3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
Due to time constraints, Chris Kravogel recommended that the Machine Industry report move to next meeting. 
Semiconductor Information Design SC is also on the schedule for next week. Gershon will check with Bob Beims to 
confirm.

-------------------------------------------------------
4. SPEC CHUNKING PROPOSAL
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00161.html (Priestley) 

According to Gershon Joseph, Kristen Eberlein has been investigating the ramifications for combining the different 
DTD modules (core vocabluary, tech comm specializations, and learning & training specializations) into a single 
language spec. Kristen was unable to attend the call, but Gershon relayed Kristen's leaning towards a combined spec, 
which would enable cross-linking where appropriate. JoAnn Hackos agreed, saying that even if a user does not intend to 
use all of the modules, at least he/she would be able to see the entire DITA 1.2 vocabulary and be aware of the modules 
that he/she is not using.

Michael Priestley recommended that the language specification follow the DTD packaging strategy and provide:
 * One document per standard module type:
     * Core DITA vocabulary
     * Tech comm plus core
     * Learning & training plus core
  * One document with all standard module types
  
This proposal eventually passed. 

Paul Grosso expressed concern in making this decision without ample community feedback. He asked that this decision 
be clearly communicated in the minutes so that other members can be aware of the decision and express their concerns. 

Readers are encouraged to note this decision.

Notable discussion is summarized in the following:



JoAnn suggested that some users of the learning & training specializations are also writers who need the tech comm 
modules, therefore a lang spec that did not include all three primary vocabulary types would not be sufficient for those 
users. 

Michael said that we cannot possibly create a lang spec for all possible domain configurations, so we should provide 
support for the configurations that are used by the topic shells in the out-of-the-box DITA 1.2 DTDs. 

Eliot Kimber (paraphrase): This calls into question whether we should be documenting shells. Any meaningful 
implementation of DITA requires the creation of custom shells whereby required domains are integrated. We cannot 
document every possibility. In DITA 1.1, there were no standard modules (except bookmap), but now we have several 
standard modules. 

Side note: Michael Priestly suggested that there is a large community of users who use DITA shells as they are 
delivered; however this discussion did not impact the discussion-at-hand.

Gershon and JoAnn will poll the DITA Adoption TC to understand how people are actually using domains and shells. 
This might inform the way the DITA TC documents the language spec. 

Michael reminded the participants of a tool that was created to assist in the integration of domains into a shell. General 
consensus was that such a tool could simplify this issue. Robert Anderson contacted the tool creator to determine the 
status/maturity of the tool.

-------------------------------------------------------
5. MEANINGFUL VALUES FOR @TYPE ON XREF AND TOPICREF
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200905/msg00033.html

There is still ongoing communication on the maillist regarding this topic. We will continue discussion and attempt to 
resolve this topic next week.

-------------------------------------------------------
6. VALUE LIST OF NOTE
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00172.html (Kravogel) 

The upcoming release of the ANSI Z535 standard will no longer have two caution types. Therefore, Chris Kravogel 
recommends that we remove the proposed "caution1" and caution2" values from the list of values supported by 
//note/@type. 

The ANSI change is expected in 2010. For users that must support ANSI cautions until that time, they can still use the 
present workaround, which is to use a combination of @type and @audience.

With this change, DITA 1.2 will introduce only two new @type values: "warning" and "notice".

A motion to accept the recommendation was made by Chris Kravogel; it was seconded by JoAnn Hackos. The motion 
passes with no objections. See Action Items section below.

-------------------------------------------------------
7. REDUNDANCY IN "CONTAINS" AND "CONTAINED BY" SECTIONS OF ARCHSPEC TOPICS
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00148.html (Nevin) 

Bruce Nevin asked for time to investigate further. After the call, Bruce replied to the email thread (http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200907/msg00073.html), wherein he confirmed that Robert Anderson 
had already fixed the issue.



-------------------------------------------------------
8. TOPICHEAD DOES NOT ALLOW KEYS
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00143.html (Kimber) 

Michael Priestley confirmed that the omission of @keys was probably an oversight. Consensus is to consider this a bug 
and fix it. See Action Items section below.

-------------------------------------------------------
Meeting adjourned.

-------------------------------------------------------
Action Items
* Gershon to check with Bob Beims to confirm SIDSC report for July 14 meeting.
* Gershon to add "domain integrator" tool status update to July 14 meeting agenda.
* Gershon to add "meaningful values for @type on xref and topicref" to the July 14 meeting agenda.
* Chris Kravogel to modify the langspec for the supported values of //note/@type
* Robert Anderson and Eric Sirois to update the DTDs for supported values of //note/@type and //topichead/@keys
* Eliot Kimber to update the Schema to reflect decisions for //note/@type and //topichead/@keys
* Eliot Kimber to verify that the //topichead/@keys decision is reflected in the langspec.



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 14 July 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Present: Paul Grosso, Kristen Eberlein, Gershon Joseph, Rob Frankland, JoAnn Hackos, Elliot Kimber, Chris Kravogel, 
Seth Park, Su-Laine Yeo, Robert Anderson,  
Bruce Nevin, Michael Priestley, Darryl Tewes, Dana Spradley

Quorum is present.

2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00077.html (Park, 7 July 2009) (Seth Park, 7 July 2009) 
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Bruce Nevin; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
* OASIS Machine Industry Subcommittee 
Chris Kravogel reported on current work of the subcommittee. The SC is meeting every two weeks and meeting on 
proposals for DITA 1.3:
* Technical data: Bases values and tolerances. Has a test DTD.
* Filtering attributes and conditional processing: More generic solution that currently exists, which SC thinks is SW-
centric
* Troubleshooting and diagnostics
* Spare parts

4. ANNOUNCEMENT
Robert Anderson has uploaded new DTDs; waiting for Eric Sirois to upload new version of schemas.

5. ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATION: Overall review and Jim Early's review assignments
Officially closed review on June 30. Gershon sent out a request for new reviewers to replace Jim Earley; 4-5 people 
responded. We now have reviewers for all topics, although some specialization topics have only one assigned reviewer. 
Because of the new reviewers, we need to revise deadlines.

6. ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATION: conref.dita
Seth Park posed several questions about the conref file on the e-mail list:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00102.html (Park)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00104.html (last in thread)
Michael Priestley clarified the issue.

7. ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATION: Archspec "linking" section
Seth Park posed questions about linking on the e-mail list:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00106.html (Park)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00108.html (Priestley)



Seth is proposing covering the material in three topics:
 1. ID attribute and its different roles
 2. Linking
 3. Implications of when a link is established, with related links to topics on conref, keyref, href
Michael Priestley asked for additional clarification about the third suggested topic.

Seth: Referencing. I am thinking of linking and referencing as two different things. You establish a link and the 
behavior of the link is contingent on a whole range of things: the element that contains the link, the attribute that 
provides the link, the configuration of conaction if you are using conref, the keyref mechanism. These are behaviours of 
the reference once the link is established.

Michael: I tend to think of linking and referencing as synonomous, except linking often is interpreted as 
explicithypertext linking -- behaviour rather than  pure reference. Can see separating material into:
 1. IDs
 2. How to reference IDs, including syntax
 3. Processing implications (content reuse versus hyperlinking)

Gershon suggested that Seth ping Nancy Harrison about whether she would like help about making these changes.

Kris requested that these discussions get recorded on the Wiki pages.

8. ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATION: Conformance and interoperability
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200907/msg00079.html (last in thread)
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200907/msg00080.html (DocBook definition)

Discussion ensued about vocabulary, focusing on the current use of "design patterns". 

Several alternatives were proposed and discussed:
 * syntactical and organizational requirements
 * implementation pattern
 * design specification
 * template
 * modularization design specification
 * implementation specification or implementation requirement

Eventually an agreement to use the term "coding specification" emerged.

9. ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATION: Conformance statement
* Draft of conformance info: http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200803/msg00028.html
* PDF of conformance info: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/27616/conformance1.2-
jcoV2.pdf

The statement should be in the next draft. People should discuss the statement on the e-mail list; it should be on the 
agenda for next week.

Action (14 July 2009)
---------------------
Kris Eberlein to upload the DITA file for the conformance statement to Subversion and send it to the list for comments. 

9. ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATION: Deadlines



Gershon suggested moving the schedule out two weeks. JoAnn Hackos and Kris Eberlein expressed a concern that the 
revised deadlines need to be workable for the Technical Content, Machine Industry, and Learning & Training material 
for the architectural spec.

Chris Kravogel asked where the Machine Industry material would go; Kris Eberlein stated that she had assumed (based 
on last week's minutes) that the Machine Industry material be part of the Technical Content documentation. Chris 
Kravogel stated that he thought that made sense.

Gershon decided to move the deadline discussion offline. JoAnn Hackos suggested scheduling a meeting to discuss 
Technical Content and Learning & Training content.

10. MEANINGFUL VALUES FOR TYPE= ON XREF AND TOPICREF

Gershon suggested:
    * Moving the @type syntax to DITA 1.3
    * Cleaning up the current @type description in the DITA 1.2 specification
Agreed

Action (14 July 2009)
---------------------
1) Gershon Joseph to add this item (Meaningful Values for type= on xref and topicref) to the DITA 1.3 Wiki page
2) Elliot Kimber to suggest changes to the Language Reference, based on the "Meaningful Values for type= on xref and 
topicref" discussion.

Meeting adjourned.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
21 July 2009

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met at 08:00am PT for 60 minutes.

Roll call

 > We have quorum.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 
 * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00155.html (Eberlein, 14 July 2009) 

  > Accepted by acclamation.

Subcommittee reports : OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee

 > Seth Park addressed the TC:
 > We are trying to find other folks using it. At this time only Freescale is using 
 > it. It's meeting all of our needs. Need others to use it before we sign off 
 > on it.
 > Don suggested maybe a test activity to simulate the interchange of info 
 > using the prepackaged toolkit processing and editor scenario (prototype) may 
 > help to get the necessary validation. 
 > Seth will take Don's suggestion to Bob.

 > Seth mentioned he is keen to use some 1.2 functionality in this work, e.g. 
 > conaction, so is thinking of delaying the SC's work until 1.2 comes out. 
 > Don suggested going ahead with a POC in the meantime before 1.2 comes out.

 > Next week is OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee.

Business:

ITEM: Architectural specification

 * Progress of first review

   > Gershon updated the TC on progress.

 * Conformance statement:
   * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200907/msg00123.html

   > Jeff's suggested conformance statement:
     * http://tools.oasis-open.org/version-control/browse/wsvn/dita/conformance.dita



   > OASIS guidelines for writing conformance clauses:
     * http://docs.oasis-open.org/templates/TCHandbook/ConformanceGuidelines.html

   > ACTION: TC members to review the conformance statement for consideration next meeting. 
   > Post comments and concerns to the list. 
   > Revisit next week.

 * Tentative revised schedule
   * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200907/msg00163.html

   > Kris reviewed the assumptions posted in her email.
   > JoAnn expressed concerned over the various packages of the written spec as 
   > opposed to just having a single doc.

   > Michael: A single PDF of the entire spec would be huge (guessing over 1000 
   > pages). Suggest having a core PDF and a complete PDF. Then we can consider 
   > whether it's worthwhile having additional divisions of content.

   > Kris suggested delivering the full prototypes as part of our 2nd review and 
   > then we can decide whether they are suitable to move forward with.

   > The TC agreed to move ahead with 2nd review with the packages and scheduled 
   > proposal per the above email.

New ITEM: DITA Technical Communication SC resolution for creation
 * Proposed charter:
   * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200906/msg00144.html

 > Gershon read the charter and mentioned he and JoAnn are willing to be chairs.

 > Don moved to make the motion to form a DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee.
 > Kris seconded. No objections.

 > DECISION: Form a new DITA Technical Communication SC.

 > ACTION: Gershon to work with Mary to move this activity forward.

Announcements/Opens

 > Su-Laine mentioned the list of translation attributes in the spec that has
 > not been updated with the new 1.2 changes.

 > Kris requested another authors meeting to ensure we address review comments 
 > appropriately.

 > Paul mentioned difficulty in locating the review Wiki pages.
 > ACTION: Gershon to add link to front page to Wiki to comments page.

Meeting adjourned.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
28 July 2009

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met at 08:00am PT for 60 minutes.

Roll call (Regrets Eberlein, Park)

 > Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 

 * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/33518/DitaTcMeeting-2009-07-21.txt (Gershon, 
21 July 2009)

 > Minutes were accepted by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed) 

 * OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee (Ann Rockley) 

 > Ann Rockley: We've been concentrating on simplified topics. Finals edits this 
 > week and hope to post it next next week for review. Our next item we plan to 
 > address is metadata, since there's lots of metadata out there.

 > MP: Would this be constraints on the existing specializations?

 > AR: No. Omit some of the domains since they don't apply. Leave concept alone. 
 > Make task element names more specific to business environment. Reference is 
 > the one we're doing major work on, and we expect it to be a recommended specialization. 
 > The TC may choose to use the simplified topic as a basis for specialization 
 > instead of the current topic.

 > MP not sure how that would work technically.

 > AR: We'll put out a white paper that discusses what we feel, and that will be 
 > followed by the technical aspects.

 > MP requested the article is reviewed with the TC before the recommendations 
 > are publicized widely.

 > AR agreed to do this.

 * OASIS DITA Technical Communication SC (NEW! Status on setup?) 

 > Gershon mentioned that he'd sent an email to Mary asking her to kick off the 
 > SC formation process. Waiting to hear back from her.



Business: Continue first focus on architectural specification 

* ITEM: Architectural specification 
  * Spreadsheet located in Subversion repository 
  * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.2_specifications%3A_Authoring_and_editorial_guidelines contains 
information about contributors, deadlines, editorial guidelines, Subversion clients, and more. 

  * Progress of first review

  > Gershon reported that all draft one reviewers have now submitted their comments.
  > Draft one review period is now officially closed. The authoring team needs to 
  > move forward on the work towards second draft. This has slipped a week due 
  > to Gershon and Kristen not having free time for it. Gershon will try to set 
  > up an authors meeting early next week.

  * Conformance statement: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200907/msg00123.html 

  > Gershon proposed to leave this open for more comment.

  > MP: There are no capitalized words in the spec yet. So the spec is not in sync 
  > with the conformance statement.

  > PG: Spec should be marked up in a way that allows us to format it any way we 
  > like. Spec should be in sync with the conformance statement.

  > EK: XSLT 2.0 spec renders the word "should" in small-caps.

  > PG and MP agreed we must go through the spec to ensure the words "must", "should" 
  > etc. are correctly used and fix where necessary.

  > DECISION: TC is in agreement to tag the terms now since we anyway need to read 
  > through the spec to ensure the correct words are used.

  > DECISION: The TC agreed to mark up conformance words and phrases as <keyword>.

  > ACTION: Gershon to update the conformance statement to align it with the decision 
  > to not use 2 forms of each conformance statement (e.g. must vs. MUST).

  > Continue next week.

  * Tentative revised schedule: http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200907/msg00163.html

  > Gershon mentioned that the revised schedule we agreed to last meeting is likely 
  > to slip, due to author resource availability over the summer holiday period 
  > and the additional review task of checking the entire spec for conformance 
  > with our conformance statement.

* New ITEM: Eliot's DITA 1.3 Feature Request: Reference to Keys In non-Local Maps"
  * Discuss for addition to the 1.3 list. 



  > Eliot: Requirement is I have to be able to reference in another publication.

  > ACTION: Eliot to add this item to the 1.3 feature list.

  > CLOSED.

* ITEM: Domain integrator 
  * DITA DTD Generator 
    * http://www.elovirta.com/dita-generator/ 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00116.html (Robert's message with more info) 

  > Don asked TC members to try out this tool and let the TC know (via mailing list) 
  > about your feelings on this tool.

  > Move this item into our ongoing checks.

* New ITEM: Implementation Question/Spec Clarification: Implication of redundantchunk="to-content" 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00164.html 

  > MP clarified the expected behavior.

  > Eliot confirmed that the toolkit is behaving correctly according to this behavior.

  > CLOSED.

* New ITEMS: Proposals for Refinements to Learning and Training Modules 

  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00178.html 

  > Don asked TC members to review Eliot's proposals on the L&T modules for discussion 
  > next meeting.

  * Learning and Training Proposal: Make learningBasebody Optional 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00179.html 

  * Learning and Training Proposal: Allow Topicrefs to Nest Themselves 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00180.html 

  * Learning and Training Proposal: New Subelement for lcMatchingPair toHold Feedback 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00181.html 

  * Learning and Training Proposal: New Base Type for Interactions 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00182.html 

>>> Meeting Adjourned <<<



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 4 August 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Present: 

Quorum is present.

2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
*  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/33564/DitaTcMeeting-2009-07-28.txt (Gershon) 
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Bruce Nevin; motion carried by acclamation.

3. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
* OASIS DITA Technical Communication SC
Gershon is waiting for Mary McRae to set up the Wiki infrastructure.
* OASIS DITA Mashup SC
No progress.
* OASIS DITA for the Web 2.0 SC
John Hunt reported that he is working with Mark Lewis, who has e-mailed interested people. They are planning a pre-
meeting.

4. ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATION: Progress of first review
Gershon reported that work is slow, given people's vacation and sick time. Working on updates and generating a single 
document that combines the arch spec and lang spec. Need to have an author's meeting.

7. ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATION: Conformance statement
Gershon has added draft comments and tagging.

8. ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATION: Inheritance vs Cascade: Propagation?
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00021.html (Kimber)
Deferred until Elliot Kimber is present.

9. NEW ITEM: Use of the word "customization"
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200907/msg00012.html (Jeff Ogden)
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200907/msg00010.html (Eliot Kimber)
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200907/msg00142.html (Michael Priestley)
Michael summarized the e-mail thread. Need to make sure that the specification reflects this. Editorial action for Elliot.

10. NEW ITEM: Map element IDs and references to them
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00024.html (Kimber)
Deferred until Elliot Kimber is present.



11. New ITEM: Lockmeta issues (Kimber)
* lockmeta: What is implication of "yes" for map processing/rendition?
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00022.html 
* Default For Lockmeta?
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00023.html
Deferred until Elliot Kimber is present.

12. NEW ITEM: Organization of Tagname Parameter Entities in DTD Modules
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00165.html
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00168.html
Closed, given agreement to make this a 1.3 item. 

Action (4 August 2009):
-----------------------
Gershon Joseph to add this to the DITA 1.3 list.

13. New ITEMS: Proposals for Refinements to Learning and Training Modules
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00178.html
* Learning and Training Proposal: Make learningBasebody Optional
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00179.html 
* Learning and Training Proposal: Allow Topicrefs to Nest Themselves
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00180.html 
* Learning and Training Proposal: New Subelement for lcMatchingPair toHold Feedback
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00181.html 
* Learning and Training Proposal: New Base Type for Interactions
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00182.html

John Hunt gave an overview. Elliot Kimber's recent involvement in the SC -- based on his field experience -- is driving 
changes to fix issues that have arisen in real world implementations. Need to be careful given that people are currently 
implementing.
1) Body element currently is required in each topic type. Removing this could be considered a bug fix, to be consistent 
with the base DITA topic type.
2) Learning and Training map domain: Current design restricts <topicref> elements from nesting, largely to align with 
SCORM. But SCORM is developing -- and the chunking attribute can be used to comply with any need to restrict 
nesting.
3) Current design does not provide a mechanism for feedback about lcMatchingPair
4) Suggests a new base type -- there currently are workarounds for this issue

Need discussion of backwards compatibility and risks for DITA 1.2/impact to 1.2. What is the hit to the DTDs and 
documentation? Continue discussion next week.

Action (4 August 2009):
-----------------------
John Hunt to send an e-mail to the list about the impact to the DITA 1.2 (DTDs and schemas, documentation) that these 
proposals would cause.

Meeting adjourned.





-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 11  August 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Recorded by Rob Frankland

To join the online meeting (WebEx hosted by Cisco)

   1. Go to https://ciscosales.webex.com/ciscosales/e.php?AT=WMI&EventID=116261262&PW=22ee1a12575d4f0d
   2. Enter your name and email address.
   3. Enter the meeting password: dita
   4. Click "Join Now". 

8:00-8:05 Roll call (Regrets Eberlein, Gershon, Need scribe for today.)

Quorum today

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:

      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00028.html (4 August 2009, Eberlein) 

Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Seth Park; motion carried by
acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)

    * OASIS DITA Adoption TC
    * OASIS DITA Translation Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee (Stan Doherty)
    * OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Technical Communication SC
    *

      DITA Mashup SC (pending) Seth - Building charter - on agenda next week - change name to Dita and composite 
environments
    *

      DITA for the Web 2.0 (pending) 
    *

      OASIS DITA for Technical Standards Subcommittee (inactive) 

Business: Continue first focus on architectural specification

   1. ITEM: DITA specifications
          * Spreadsheet and all topics located in Subversion repository
          * Information about contributors, deadlines, editorial guidelines, Subversion clients, and more:



                o    http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.2_specifications:_Authoring_and_editorial_guidelines 
          * Business:
               1. Progress of first review
               2. REVISIT: Conformance statement: http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200907/msg00123.html
                      o Gershon updated DITA topic in SVN on 4-AUG and requested TC to review it
                      o Keywords are now marked up using <keyword> element
                      o QUESTION; Do we need to mark up conformance categories in any way? Gershon thinks we do. They 
are currently in plain text (no markup).
                      o Gershon added additional comments via draft-comment/@author="Gershon" to be discussed at next TC 
meeting. 
               3. Tentative revised schedule: http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200907/msg00163.html
               4. How to deliver the arch spec -- should it be combined with the lang spec?
                      o FOLLOWUP: Kristen delivered updated combined draft for TC to consider. 
               5. Inheritance vs Cascade: Propagation?: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00021.html 
(Kimber) 
                Eliot needs to refactor amd rewrite - Sent to editors via Wiki 
  Does anyone care about this issue? Yes, Paul and Jeff agree that we need to define Inheritance vs Cascade and 
Propagation. 
  Action item: Jeff to remind TC last statement about these terms via list.
  When TC agrees on terms meaning via the list, Eliot to rewrite the affected topics to make it clearer about 
these terms.
  6. Specialization topics complete - Eliot suggests moving element specifc info to element specific doc
  Action item: Move arch spec info to lang spec for element specific information

   2. Use of the word "customization" [thread: some comments on the Draft DITA 1.2 architecture spec]
          * Action: editorial action for Eliot--check and close if possible. 
   Incorporated Danis Bradley's comments on this issue
   Closed
   3. New ITEM: Issue: Map element IDs and references to them
          *  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00024.html (Kimber) 
   Element IDs in map are not required to be unique currently.
   Action: Michael to read over section for this issue to see if he agrees IDs within a map must be unique
   4. New ITEM: Lockmeta issues (Kimber)
          * lockmeta: What is implication of "yes" for map processing/rendition?
                o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00022.html 
                  Union of metadata with map data - map overrides element metadata
          * Default For Lockmeta?
                o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00023.html 
                  Action: Eliot to update Lockmeta description to describe default behavior
    Item closed
   5. New ITEMS: Proposals for Refinements to Learning and Training Modules 
            Move that four proposals be accepted 
     Seconded - Rob Frankland
     passed by acclaimation
     Action: Eliot to send message to Learning and Training subcommittee informing them of this action
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00178.html
          * Learning and Training Proposal: Make learningBasebody Optional
                o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00179.html 
          * Learning and Training Proposal: Allow Topicrefs to Nest Themselves
                o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00180.html
                o NEW http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00027.html (revised by Kimber) 
          * Learning and Training Proposal: New Subelement for lcMatchingPair toHold Feedback



                o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00181.html 
          * Learning and Training Proposal: New Base Type for Interactions
                o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00182.html 

Ongoing checks:

   1. ITEM: Domain integrator (no new information 08.11.09)
          * DITA DTD Generator
          *
            http://www.elovirta.com/dita-generator/
          *
            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00116.html (Robert's message with more info) 
   2. ITEM: OASIS hosting of a Web GUI
          * Review progress 
   3. ITEM: Request for input on DITA 1.2 use:
          * Status of DITA OT 1.5 reference implementation of 1.2 features:
                o http://dita.xml.org/wiki/plans-for-dita-ot-15
                o Note new list below for collecting affirmations of use. 
   4. ITEM: Review 1.2 list for items that should be considered for 1.3
          * Update the DITA 1.3 list on the Wiki (Gershon)
          * Action check: Gershon to add his research into the DITA 1.3 Proposals table. 
   5. New ITEM: Topichead does not allow keys 
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200906/msg00143.html (Kimber) 
   Action: Don Day to remove this resolved item

Meeting Adjourned



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 18  August 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Recorded by Rob Frankland

8:00-8:05 Roll call

Qourom today

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:

Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Bruce Nevin; motion carried by
acclamation.

      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00037.html (14 August 2009, Frankland) 

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)

    * OASIS DITA Adoption TC
    * OASIS DITA Translation Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee (Ann Rockley request below)
    * OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee (Stan, 8/25)
    * OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Technical Communication SC (now in effect!)
    *

      DITA in Composite Environments SC (see charter item in today's business)
    *

      DITA for the Web 2.0 SC (pending)
    *

      OASIS DITA for Technical Standards Subcommittee (inactive) 

Actions:

    * Michael on review of map element id update proposal
    * Eliot on lockmeta updates
    *

      Eliot on L&T content and schema updates, Robert and Eric S on package updates for L&T 

Business: Continue first focus on architectural specification

   1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification (Revised for the August 18 TC meeting)
          * Spreadsheet and (most) DITA topics located in the Subversion repository
          *



            [http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.2_specifications:_Authoring_and_editorial_guidelines|Information 
about contributors, deadlines, editorial guidelines, Subversion clients, and more]
          * Business:
               1. Progress report on architectural spec
                  No new status. Specalization topics done.
               2. Work items:
                      o Scheduling an author's meeting to occur before the next TC meeting
                        Email to be sent about 45 minute meeting this week
                      o Possible replacement for Nancy Harrison (Processing, selected translation topics)
                        Seth Park has volunteered to take over for Nancy- may need help
                      o Uploading Learning & Training arch spec topics into Subversion
                        John Hunt to upload files if not there
                      o Content of "Contains" and "Contains by" sections for Machine Industry topics
                        Robert Anderson has tool to generate these sections. Tool not used for a year. Robert will update tool and 
document it. Robert will also do sections for Machine Industry topics.
                      o Need for (yet another) revised schedule 
               3. Conformance statement
                  Status unknown. Eliot Kimber owns it. Not done. Hopes to work on it this week.
               4. Question about use of images of rendered graphics in specifications
                  Action item: Chris Kravogel to include graphics of hazard images in next draft.
   2. ITEM: Issue: Map element IDs and references to them
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00024.html (Kimber)
          * Close if Michael has reviewed and agreed to ID uniqueness proposal.
            Possible scenario: Map IDs should be unique if possible, duplicate IDs can result in indeterminate results. 
Michael would like result to always be predictable in the processor.
            To be discussed more on email list.
   3. New ITEM: Vote on Resolution to create DiCE Subcommittee
            To determine how DITA interacts with other information systems

            Motion made by Seth Park to approve motion to create DiCE Subcommittee; seconded by JoAnn Hackos; 
motion carried by acclamation.
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00041.html (Seth Park) 
            
   4. New ITEM: Terminology for SC artifacts (Rockley)

              Dita for business docs subcommittee has looked at terms used around task.
              Would like to make sure the term "simplified task" does not make it into current specification. 
              DITA adoption committee will monitor use around these terms.
              Don requested that discussion about the Adoption TC's role for this and other terminology be had on the 
respective email list, and if any new issues are found, bring them up on the DITA TC's list.
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00043.html 

Ongoing checks:

   1. ITEM: Domain integrator
          * DITA DTD Generator
          *

            http://www.elovirta.com/dita-generator/
          *

            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00116.html (Robert's message with more info) 



   2. ITEM: OASIS hosting of a Web GUI
          * Review progress 
   3. ITEM: Request for input on DITA 1.2 use:
          * Status of DITA OT 1.5 reference implementation of 1.2 features:
                o

                  http://dita.xml.org/wiki/plans-for-dita-ot-15
                o Note new list below for collecting affirmations of use. 
   4. ITEM: Review 1.2 list for items that should be considered for 1.3
          * Update the DITA 1.3 list on the Wiki (Gershon)
          * Action check: Gershon to add his research into the DITA 1.3 Proposals table. 

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

9:01 Adjourned



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 25 August 2009 at 08:00am PT for 65 minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00049.html (18 August 2009, Frankland)
> Minutes accepted by acclamation

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed) 

* OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee (Stan, 8/25) 

> Stan: Doing outreach to investigate support for newer standards, including 
> Microsoft Help 3.0, Apache Struts and OSI FreeMarker.
> Looking ahead to DITA 1.3 candidate specializations, e.g. metadata.
> Evaluating what DITA 1.2 has vs. what we need, such as help browse sequences,
> context help ID management, specifying target windows and behaviors, how to 
> provide embedded field level help (e.g. in APIs), how to work with active 
> content (click something and it runs an application or executes collateral 
> supportive to the help system -- how to mark that up in DITA and processing 
> requirements.
> Revise the DITA help technology guide.

Open Actions: 

* Chris Kravogel to include graphics of hazard images in next draft 
> Kris: not been delivered yet; suggested moving this item to the spec business
> section.

* Michael on review of map element ID update proposal 
> CLOSED.

* Eliot on lockmeta updates 
> CONTINUED.

* Eliot on L&T content and schema updates, Robert and Eric S on package updates for L&T
> CONTINUED.

Business: Continue first focus on architectural specification 



ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification (Revised for the August 25 TC meeting, KJE) 

* Business: 

  * Progress report on architectural spec 

    * Author's meeting on 20 August 
    > Kris: We had a large authors meeting to track progress.
    > Authors agreed to update Wiki page with what they've done.

    * Revised schedule 
    > Kris: Want to try to prevent further slippage. Want to get out to OASIS 
    > review no later than December 1st. Need to insist on 2-week review 
    > timeframes.

    > Paul: What if comments come in late?

    > Kris: That and also comments that require lots of work may not be addressed 
    > in this release.

    * All Nancy Harrison's topics reassigned 
    > Kris: Reassigned authors to many topics.
    > Kris: Updated status values for Excel spread sheet 

    > Seth Park is replacing Nancy H with processing topics, so we need a new 
    > reviewer for these topics (Seth was previously the reviewer).

    > Paul: I plan to review the whole thing.
    > Jeff happy to sign up for those items.

    * Outstanding action items: 

      * Uploading Learning & Training arch spec topics into Subversion (Eberlein) 
      > Kris: L&T topics are now in subversion.

      * Content of "Contains" and "Contains by" sections for Machine Industry topics + documenting how to generate the 
sections (Anderson) 

    > Kris: Erik H asked Robert and Eric Sirois to review and edit the 
    > constraints topics to ensure the DTD and Schema specific info is complete 
    > and accurate.

    > Jeff: re packaging, what is it that OASIS will approve?

    > Don: Package that we identify as including the DTDs, schemas and 
    > documentation of that. Everything we intend to be under the 1.2 scope of 
    > content.

    > Robert: We need to include every package that's part of the spec, so if we 
    > have 4 packages all 4 are to be reviewed by OASIS and all 4 are part of the 
    > spec.

    > Don: My understanding is like Robert's -- everything has to pass under the 



    > OASIS microscope.

    > Discussion on overview PDF or HTML doc that is the "starting point" or 
    > container of the entire spec. Jeff to locate the PDF. Others recall this 
    > being HTML, not PDF. The TC will clarify this over the coming weeks.

      * Updating conformance statement (Kimber) 

    * New work items:

      * Reviewer for processing topics (replacement for Seth Park) 

      * Plea from Erik Hennum: "The implementation section of the constraints 
        topic and the equivalent section of the modified specialization topic 
        still cry out plaintively for review by the DTD and XSD implementation 
        authorities (Robert and Eric)." E-mail, 20 August 2009 

* ITEM: Issue: Map element IDs and references to them 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00024.html (Kimber) 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00062.html (Ogden's wrap up) 
  > To be handled via documentation in DITA 1.2
  > To be handled more fully in DITA 1.3.

  > ACTION: Kris to add this to the list of items we need to address in the arch 
  > spec. Note that Wording for maps and topics should be parallel when this 
  > update is made. Also, the update should be based on the final wording that 
  > Jeff suggested (based on Eliot's suggested text). See email thread for final 
  > wording.

  > Jeff: I also had a question how much we want to enforce the warning on 
  > processors?
  > The TC agreed it should be "may" and not "required".

  > CLOSED.

* New ITEM: <shortdesc> in a DITA map 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00061.html (Eberlein)

  > Jeff: I"m leaning towards treating <shortdesc> like everything else.

  > Michael: If you're creating a new copy-to, push shortdesc into the new copy. 
  > I think we should preserve this behavior since it's useful for reuse. The 
  > other place driving the ambiguity is the difference between different output 
  > media -- in PDF it makes sense to push the shortdesc into the topics, but in 
  > HTML it's possible you'd want to modify the link text to use. So you're 
  > potentially authoring different things depending on if output is PDF or HTML.

  > Jeff: We're using shortdesc in map because we don't have shortdesc or 
  > link-preview in the map. So we have one element (shortdesc) we're trying to 
  > do 2 things with.

  > Michael: We have alt titles, but we don't have alt shortdescs. We all agree 



  > that fixing this is beyond scope of 1.2. I'm suggested leaving it as link 
  > preview for everything except for copy-to case. The spec should use "may" and 
  > not "must" to prevent making this a normative requirement in 1.2.

  > Jeff: Then in 1.3 we could add shortdesc-alt are we locked into the dita 1.2 
  > decision we're making now or are we able to make other changes?

  > Kris: Content of shortdesc used in DITA map is used only for link previews 
  > except when a copy-to occurs, but processors can to otherwise.

  > ACTION: Kris to manage this for dita 1.2 spec

  > ACTION: Gershon to add this to dita 1.3 feature list.

  > CLOSED.

* New ITEM: Problem with packaging of glossaries 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00069.html (Nevin)

  > The TC clarified that the packaging has no implication on what is used as the 
  > basis for the simplified topic specializations being designed by the 
  > enterprise business SC.

  > Don: This has changed to a discussion of the policy of specs moving forward as 
  > well as package naming. 

  > The TC was requested to continue this discussion on list.

  > CONTINUED.

* New ITEM: Ordering of lang ref files 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00101.html (Eberlein) 

  > Robert: In the lang spec, given that we have a logical grouping of elements, 
  > should we sort them alphabetically or not? 
  > Michael suggests not, but I sent additional level of grouping shortly before 
  > the call. Suggested to sort by doctype and then by doctype order where 
  > possible and by more used versus less used e.g. forcing specialization 
  > elements at the end rather than alphabetical sorting. I feel logical grouping help to 
  > understand what's available and the alphabetical order does not aid 
  > understanding.

  > Jeff requested we also keep the alphabetical list of elements at the back of 
  > the spec doc.

  > DECISION: The TC achieved consensus with Michael's suggestion, which is in 
  > line with Kris's direction.

  > ACTION: Kris to implement this grouping and ordering of elements in the spec.

  > CLOSED.



*** Meeting Adjourned ***



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 1 September 2009 at 08:00am PT for 60 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00179.html (25 August 2009, Gershon)
> Minutes approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed) 
> None this week.
> Next week the Adoption TC will provide an update.

ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification (Revised for the September 1 TC meeting, Eberlein) 

* Business: 

  * Outstanding action items: 

    * Add hazard-statement graphics to applicable lang ref topics (Kravogel) 

    > Chris: I've created some proposals and sent them to the MI SC to 
    > review them. We meet after this TC meeting and I hope to get a decision 
    > allowing me to deliver final images tomorrow.

    * Documenting how to generate the "Contains" and "Contains by" sections 
      (Anderson, due 1 September 2009) 

    > Robert: The information is there, but the sections I added got 
    > overwritten. I need to add the conrefs back in.
    > Don: Authors, please check that you have the latest version locally from 
    > SVN before you make updates, to avoid overwriting newer versions.

    > ACTION: Kris to contact folks who overwrote others' files

    > Authors who make an edit must check in ASAP after making the changes, and 
    > if they need to keep the file open for a longer period of time, they 
    > should lock the file.

    * Add work item about "Map element IDs and references to them" to 
      applicable Wiki page (Eberlein) 



ITEM: Order for lang ref files 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00101.html (Eberlein) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00154.html (Priestley) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00009.html (Eberlein) 

> Kris: Initially I ordered them alphabetically. Michael suggested that may not 
> be the most logical reading order. My most recent email (last bullet link 
> above) contains links to graphics showing some prototypes for discussion.

> The TC agreed to move concept, task and reference elements up one level and 
> remove the "Topic elements" wrapper from the Technical content map.

> The TC agreed to rename "Map elements" in the Technical content map to 
> "Bookmap elements".

> Jeff: When we say "task" do we mean the task doctype shell or are we talking 
> about the task topic type? We're doing a little bit of both in the section, 
> so we need to be clear in the spec when whether we're talking about one or 
> the other.

> Kris: We're talking about the lang ref, so it should be OK. Suggested 
> shelving this discussion until we're looking at the actual content rather 
> than the TOC alone.

> Kris asked the TC to consider the Base TOC - where should I put "Table 
> elements"? I dumped it under "Topic elements". 
> The TC agreed it's best to keep it where it is.

> The second last container in "Base" is "Other elements" -- can we come up 
> with a better name?

> Michael: Elements common to map and topic are not called out right now.

> Robert: We now have almost all topic elements in map too. So not sure we can 
> do this.

> Michael: We should open a DITA 1.3 bug to limit <desc> to only topics. 

> ACTION:  Michael to add an entry for this bug to the 1.3 feature list Wiki.

> If anyone on the TC has a better name for "Other elements" please suggest one
> on the email list.

> CONTINUED.

ITEM: CTR not universal (was packaging of glossaries) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200908/msg00135.html (Grantham/Kimber) 
  * Sub discussion: Packaging discussion (spawned from "packaging of 
    glossaries") 
  * Sub discussion: Semantics of CTR, role of business documents, etc. 



> Nothing for 1.2 spec. Don to remove from agenda.

New ITEM: @lockmeta and help convergence 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00001.html

> Eliot: The 1.2 spec is not clear on what @lockmeta actually means and in 
> addition what the effective default value is. When reviewing it again last 
> night I posted what I thought was meant, but then Jeff posted from the 1.1 
> arch spec that made it less clear -- indicating the default value is "yes" 
> meaning the topicref metadata takes precedence over the topic metadata, to 
> which Jeff added some additional questions indicating @lockmeta is not fully 
> cooked.
> In the context of help discussion, Tony indicated they have a requirement for 
> controlling the propagation of a specific metadata value. @lockmeta was not 
> intended for this. So the help item becomes a 1.3 discussion. For 1.2 at a 
> minimum we need to ensure the language in the arch spec and lang ref 
> correctly reflects the design intent of @lockmeta. Topic metadata for 
> topicref and topic get merged and that becomes the effective metadata for 
> that topic and topicref -- but @lockmeta does not say this.

> Kris: The current 1.2 spec has a clear statement [I didn't capture the exact phrase Kris read--Ed] "by default, metadata 
in the map overrides... unless lockmeta is set to no" in a topic called "Metadata in maps and topics".

> Jeff: This information is correct. This is the same language that's leading 
> Eliot to his interpretation of the intended behavior. In many cases there 
> cannot be a conflict because the metadata can merge. Only if there's a 
> conflict does the processor need to merge. So we need to make this clear.
> There are some questions that I raised that come out of this: (e.g. is 
> shortdesc a special case?)

> Kris: navtitle and shortdesc are special cases which are documented in their 
> topics, but we don't say it here. Jeff would like us to say this here too.

> Eliot: The lang ref for @lockmeta needs to be updated to match what the arch 
> spec says.

> Jeff: When we say "metadata" we don't clarify what we mean. We should be 
> explicit and state what it includes. 

> Kris: The same topic states clearly where metadata can be applied.

> Jeff: Does it say whether @lockmeta applies to all of them or just some of 
  them?

> Kris: I need to check and track this. Suggested Eliot looks at this topic to 
> check whether it adequately covers his concerns.

> Jeff: The main thing to check is to ensure this is clearly mentioned in 
> the @lockmeta discussion. Eliot suggested as long as there's a xref to this 
> info it's OK, and Jeff agreed to this.

> Stan: There are some specific use cases we rely on in the help SC that we 
> need to check.



> The TC agreed that this is out of scope for 1.2, since the help SC usage is 
> for 1.3.

>CLOSED.

New item: "Introduction to DITA" topics 
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200909/msg00006.html (Eberlein) 
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200909/msg00007.html (Joseph) 
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200909/msg00008.html (Kimber)

> Kris: Eliot suggested moving the topic from the arch spec to the overall doc
  (now that we've merged the arch and lang specs).
> Those of us authoring the spec need to discuss the intro and overview 
  material, but we can have that discussion on the list.

> CONTINUE discussion on list.

>CONTINUED.

*** Meeting Adjourned ***



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 8 September 2009 at 08:00am PT for 60 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00023.html (8 September 2009, Gershon)
> Minutes approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)

* OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee (Steffen confirmed for today)
  > Steffen: The SC is now started. We have had two meetings. Our first formal 
  > meeting was on August 27. Our next meeting is scheduled for the last 
  > Thursday in September. We are keeping monthly meetings. We have 18 members 
  > on out roster. Approximately another 20 people working their way into 
  > joining OASIS and intend to join the SC. We expect at least 10 of the 
  > largest pharmaceutical companies to participate. We are planning an OASIS 
  > webinar on 22 September "Defining DITA for pharmaceutical documents". The 
  > purpose of the webinar is to address a broader audience of the 
  > pharmaceutical companies around the world. We are working on scoping our 
  > work. We want to refine it down to a work breakdown structure so we can 
  > assign writing tasks and deadlines and plan our activities. The group is 
  > focused on interface between DITA and other standards that support 
  > pharmaceutical content.
  > 1) We want to liaise with certain pharmaceutical standards organizations 
  > 2) There will be work to be done in mapping some of these other standards 
  > into DITA. 
  > Also mapping out what the other standards are so we can determine which 
  > ones to map to.
  > Group members want to get as close as possible to an enforceable standard

  > Skip the regular SC rotation for pharma SC one time and pick it up after 
  > their next meeting (expect update about a month from today).

  > Next week the Adoption TC will provide an update.

* OASIS DITA for Technical Standards Subcommittee (inactive)
  > ACTION: Gershon to send Seth the new admin alias.

ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification (Revised for the September 8 TC meeting, Joseph) 



* Business:

  * Progress report on architectural spec
    > Gershon updated TC on progress to-date.

  * Finalize names of the components: The following are the current names in 
    the TOC of the spec:
     
    * Base
      > The TC agreed to change this to "Basic"

    * Technical content 
      > Gershon asked the TC whether this name is accurate. "Tech comm" is not 
      > useful. After some discussion, the TC agreed that it's not very 
      > descriptive, but no better proposals came up. Stay with this one.

      > The TC noted the need to also match the package names to these TOC 
      > section names.

    * Learning and training

  * Outstanding action items: 

    * Add hazard-statement graphics to applicable lang ref topics (Kravogel) 

      > Kris noted she has not received anything from the Machinery SC.
      > ACTION: Kris to ping Chris K.

* Follow up:

  * Action: Eliot on lockmeta updates 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00021.html
    > Eliot has not had time to close.
    > EDITORIAL: The TC noted an editorial direction to ensure the lang ref 
    > and arch spec accurately describe the expected behaviour.
    > CLOSED.

  * Under specification for @refcol
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00024.html (Day)
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00048.html (Kristen reply)
    > The spec is supposed to indicate that any of the items in that column 
    > would be used as a key lookup somewhere else. The assumption was human 
    > readable text would be good enough to do the look-up, e.g. associating 
    > API names with target topics based on string matching plus semantic 
    > scoping. This is a shorthand for wrapping a keyword around the whole 
    > column.
    > ACTION: Gershon to add it to 1.3 list
    > ACTION Robert to ensure this states "reserved for future use."
    > CLOSED.

 * order for lang ref files 
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00042.html (Kristen reply)
   > ACTION: Su-Laine and Kris to continue offline and copy Michael and Gershon.



   > CONTINUED.

New item: "Introduction to DITA" topics 
 * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200909/msg00006.html (Eberlein) 
 * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200909/msg00007.html (Joseph)
 * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200909/msg00008.html (Kimber)
 * continued discussion

> CLOSED.

New ITEM: Issue: glossary.dtd does not conform to 1.2 naming specs (rate as a 1.2 bug?)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00022.html (Kimber)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00034.html (Ogden, "1.3?")

> Insufficient time to complete this item. The following captures the discussion
> during the meeting:

> For consideration: Editorial team to address "glossary" topic error and also 
> update any list of file/module names.

> For consideration: Robert and Eric to update the DTDs/schema with Eliot's 
> suggested fix. New public identifiers should use "Glossary Entry" in their 
> value. The existing (old) public identifiers must remain unchanged.

> For consideration: Gershon to add to 1.3 list.

> CONTINUED. Need to understand impact before making motion for the above 
> changes.

*** Meeting Adjourned ***



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 15 September 2009 at 08:00am PT for 60 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00120.html (8 September 2009, Gershon)
> Minutes approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)

* OASIS DITA Adoption TC (today) 
  > Gershon updated the TC

  > The SC is working on the following items:
  > * selection criteria for users selecting DITA tools
    > * a vendor-oriented doc is planned for later
    > * we hope to develop a test suite of DITA content that users can
    >   use to test the tools they are considering for DITA support.

    > Don noted that the Help TC has a world time clock examples we may be able 
    > to leverage.

    > Gershon will take this note back to the TC.

  > * We are working on the following DITA feature articles:
  >   * Keyref (this one has already been published)
  >   * Generic task type (draft)
  >   * Improved link management (in progress)
  >   * Referencing a range of elements (final)
  >   * Conref by push (draft)
  >   * Acronyms and Glossaries (2 articles, one is a high-level introduction
  >     and overview, the other is a more detailed article that discusses all 
  >     related elements.

  > * SWOT analysis is still in progress.

  > * Planning a Translation Adoption SC

  > Paul raised concern on too many SCs. Long discussion...
  > Don suggestion creating guidelines for scoping and managing the formation 
  > of new SCs and existing SCs.



Announcement: 
* Technical reviewers for specialization book (Hamilton) 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00112.html 

ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification

* Business:

  * Progress report on architectural spec
    > Gershon noted that the authors are making good progress.
    > Deadlines are at risk, since there is still lots of work to be done.

  * Generic Task vs. Task topic type 
    * Need to tighten up spec wording and possibly DTDs/Schema.
    > This was discussed as part of the main work item further down in the 
      agenda.

  * Outstanding action items: 

    * Add hazard-statement graphics to applicable lang ref topics (Kravogel) 

      > Kris sent the images shortly before the meeting and will send 
      > descriptions after the meeting.
      > CLOSED.

* Follow up:

 * order for lang ref files 
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00042.html (Kristen reply)
   > CONTINUED.

ITEM: Issue: glossary.dtd does not conform to 1.2 naming specs (rate as a 1.2 bug?)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00022.html (Kimber)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00034.html (Ogden, "1.3?")

> Eliot: Jeff agreed with me that making the change would not be disruptive. 
> The existing modules would redirect to the new ones.
> The TC agreed to rename the current glossary.* to glossentry.* and create new
> glossary.* files that redirect to the glossentry.* files. There would be no 
> functional change to the current glossary.* files. 

> The TC agreed to mark the old glossary.* as deprecated.

> Jeff: The spec should also list the reason why they are being deprecated.

> DECISION: Eliot's motion was accepted by acclamation.

> ACTION: Eliot to update the docs, DTDs and schema and put all the changes in 
> SVN.



New ITEM: History question: Why does <data> not include <cite>? 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00028.html (Kimber) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00046.html (Hennum) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00064.html (Kimber, reply)
> CLOSED.

New ITEM: Problems with the task model (new question from JoAnn) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00080.html (JoAnn) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00083.html (Kimber) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00097.html (Priestley reply to Steffen)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00104.html (Eberlein, final assessment?) 

> DECISION: Task constraint should be added to DITABASE so that its task is 
> also constrained.

> ACTION: Robert to add task constraint to DITABASE.

> Su-Laine is concerned that the generic task type then wont be available in 
> the ditabase.
> Eliot: DITABASE is intended for conversion, not production.
> Su-Laine: That's exactly why it's more important to support it in ditabase.

> The discussion came back to the automatic shell generator discussion...

> Continue discussion on the list.
> CONTINUED.

New ITEM: Constraints support (spinoff from task model) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00082.html (Hennum, then follow the trail) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00109.html (Kimber, rollup) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00118.html (Ogden, Arbortext adoption example) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00144.html (Yeo, XMetaL adoption example) 

> CLOSED.
> Note: If JoAnn has a more specific question we can take it as an editorial 
> comment)

New ITEM: <text> should be allowed just about everywhere 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00105.html (Kimber) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00128.html (Kimber, agreement to put onto 1.3 list) 

> ACTION: Eliot to add to the 1.3 list.
> CLOSED.

New ITEM: Bug in 1.2 DTDs with xml:lang 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00127.html (Grosso) 

> ACTION: Robert to fix the 1.2 DTDs
> CLOSED.

New ITEM: 1.3 Issue: Use FUll CALS Table 



* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00129.html (Kimber) 
* Don recommends putting directly to 1.3 list 

> ACTION: Eliot to add this item to the 1.3 feature list.
> CLOSED.

New ITEM: 1.3 Issue: Allow <tgroup> With <fig>/Allow 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00131.html (Kimber) 
* Don recommends putting directly to 1.3 list 

> Eliot: Need to allow tables in figures and figures in tables.
> ACTION: Eliot to add this to the 1.3 features list including use cases and 
> scenarios.
> CLOSED.

*** Meeting Adjourned ***



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 22 September 2009 at 08:00am PT for 60 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Seth Park <seth.park@freescale.com>

_________________________________________________
Roll call
* Quorum was achieved.

_________________________________________________
Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00220.html (15 September 2009, Gershon) 
* Motion to approve made by Don Day; seconded by Bruce Nevin; approved by acclamation.

_________________________________________________
Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)
 * Seth reported that the OASIS site and wiki for DiCE is set up; expect to schedule first call within a week's time.

_________________________________________________
1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification (Revised for the September 22 TC meeting, Joseph)

Gershon opened this discussion by expressing gratitude for Kristen Eberlein's work in coordinating various activities 
and working late to build the second review draft.

The second review is now open. This time, it will cover the combined architectural and language specification. Gershon 
requests that reviewers work on topics they have not yet reviewed. The following review assignments were voluntarily 
offered:

Arch spec sections
 * Introduction to DITA: JoAnn Hackos, Stan Doherty
 * DITA markup: Eliot Kimber
 * Processing: Jeff Ogden
 * Specialization: Seth, Gershon, Bruce Nevin
 * Configuration and extension: Seth, Gershon
 * Technical content: Kristen, Don 
 * Learning and training: JoAnn and Bruce
 
Langref sections
 * Base: Paul Grosso
 * Technical content: JoAnn
 * Learning and training: Bruce, and the L&T SC at-large
 * Common attributes: Paul, Eliot, Kristen
 
 While assigning topics, the following discussions ensued:
  * The naming changes w.r.t. glossary affect this section. There should be a global search and intelligent replacement of 
"glossary" to "glossentry". Also, Eliot discovered an undocumented "glossgroup" topic that must be documented 
(http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00238.html).



  
  * Kristen initiated a discussion about moving complex processing and linking information from the language spec to 
the arch spec. Eliot suggested that one of his objectives of this review for him is to make sure the information is in the 
right place.
  
  * Kristen and Gershon asked that reviewers add comments to the wiki and maintain the status spreadsheet.
  
  * Su-Laine Yeo and Kristen have been working on langref topic ordering and will continue to do so, communicating 
offline.

_________________________________________________
2a. New ITEM: Subversion folder for subcommittees

Don mentioned that the pharmaceutical SC requested a subfolder in the TC subversion (SVN) repository. He reports 
that all SC chairs are welcome to create an SC-specific folder within the "subcommittees" folder. For example, the 
DiCE SC created a folder at:
   http://tools.oasis-open.org/version-control/svn/dita/subcommittees/DiCE
 
 The SC is free to chose an organization with the SC-specific folder as they see fit.
 
 The naming recommendations are: use camel case (ex: LearningAndTraining) or abbreviation (ex: SIDSC).
 
 Kristen has general SVN guidelines in the TC wiki:
    http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/dita/DITA_1.2_specifications%3A_Authoring_and_editorial_guidelines#Subversionrepository

_________________________________________________
2b. New ITEM: OASIS issue tracking system

Gershon mentioned the use of the OASIS site issue tracking system, which had not been used (much) previously. Don 
recommended that we investigate how to use it after the 1.2 activities are complete, possibly as a way to manage public 
comments from the pending 1.2 public review.

_________________________________________________
3. ITEM: Problems with the task model (new question from JoAnn, discussion continued from last week)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00080.html (JoAnn)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00151.html (Yeo followed by Ogden)

Su-Laine opened this lively discussion by stating that the practical usecase for using ditabase is the same as the general 
task: migrating content into DITA, with less concern for neat information typing. The general task is more aligned with 
this purpose, as such, she would like to ship the ditabase shell integrating the general task.

Kristen and JoAnn described other usecases of ditabase that do expect neat information typing.

Michael and Jeff described some of the technical and communication challenges to releasing a ditabase shell that 
integrates the constrained task model, most having to do with backwards compatibility.

The TC decided to continue this discussion on the mail list and discuss it on next week's call.

_________________________________________________
*** Meeting Adjourned ***



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 29 September 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Minutes recorded by Kristen James Eberlein.

1. ROLL CALL
Present: Robert Anderson, Rob Frankland, Paul Grosso, Kris Eberlein, Don Day, JoAnn Hackos, Dick Hamilton, Elliot 
Kimber, Bruce Nevin, Jeff Ogden, Dana Spradley, Su-Laine Yeo, Michael Priestley, Eric Sirois, Rob Hanna, Chris 
Kravogel

Quorum is present.

2. APPROVE MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
*  http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/34353/DitaTcMeeting-2009-09-22.txt
Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by Kris Eberlein; motion carried by acclamation.

3.ITEM: Conref constraints--do we have a problem? (was "Problems with the task model")
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00080.html (JoAnn, start of the thread)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00325.html (Priestley's proposal)
* http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/ConstraintsFaq (Anderson)

JoAnn Hackos proposed that task model be a specialization (rather than a constraint) for DITA 1.2. 

Don Day asked "What would be the effect of this change?" Michael Priestley answered that if we went with two peer 
task specializations, both specialized from <topic>, we would need to rename all of the elements for the general task 
model-- for example, <genericStep>, <genericCmd>, etc. (Because the two tasks would not have a relationship, they 
could not inherit elements from each other.)

Jeff Ogden (?) asked what problems would this proposal solve? It would mean that educators would only need to 
explain specializations, not constraints.

JoAnn stated that it would leave constraints as something that individuals -- rather than the standard -- implemented.

Gershon Joseph expressed a concern that duplicating all the elements would introduce confusion and make teaching 
DITA equally confusing; also, he stated that he thinks it is good when a standard uses the technology that it defines; the 
task model implemented with constraints is a good example of how to use constraints. He stated that he did not see an 
advantage in having two task specializations.

Bruce Nevin (?) asked if we did have two task specializations, wouldn't we make the strict task a specialization of 
general tsak in order to maintain ancestry? Elliot Kimber commented that we'd have to do this, otherwise conrefing 
between the two task types would not be possible.

Don reiterated Jeff's question: "What problem are we trying to solve?" JoAnn stated that the ability to conref content 
between the two task information types is critical; she also emphasized that her proposal was meant to open discussion 
about how best to handle the problem.

Robert Anderson stated that the problem will not be common; it would affect people who use the same module (for 
example, task) in an organization with different constraints AND they need to conref at the element level between the 



two modules that implement different constraints.

Rob Hanna stated that he thought the current discussion was not hitting the central issue: the intraoperability of different 
constrained information types without an implementation such as Michael has proposed.

Elliot Kimber rejoined the call, and stated that the reason we have constraints is to solve the backward-compatibility 
problem that we introduced with having a general task information model.

Jeff Ogden stated that if we went with the proposal to have two task specialization from topic, we'd have even more 
restrictions about conreffing between the two task information types. Michael Priestley answered yes, but that would not 
be the problem if we went with the strategy of having strict task be specialized from general task. (But we would be 
stuck with needing to come up with some new element names ...) The third option is to implement his recent proposal. 
Michael also stated that if we went ahead with constraints as currently implemented, he didn't think that many people 
would encounter the reuse scenario that sparked this discussion.

JoAnn reiterated that she thinks a critical goal is to keep conrefs simple and workable; her concern with the proposal for 
weak constraints is that it might make it even more confusing for end users. She doesn't want DITA 1.2 to introduce 
levels of unpredictablility to organization's reuse strategies; it will have a negative affect on DITA adoption.

Jeff Ogden stated that we've actually had this level of complexity already with DITA 1.0 and 1.1. If people created their 
own customized doctype shells that used different combinations of domain specializations, you'd have this problem of 
more complex situations of when and where conrefs would work.

Elliot stated that he's always avoided this problem by always using the same domains for every topic type used with an 
enterprise. The problem that we are concerned about would only emerge if an information architect built local shells or 
specialization with inconsistent sets of domains or constraints -- or if you have two partners that are interchanging 
content, who have inconsistent sets of domains for the same topic type, AND are conreffing from one company's 
information set to the other company's information set.

JoAnn stated that she thinks the problem will emerge with a company that naively implements both task and general 
task because it is there in what OASIS provides; she thinks that this is highly likely and not an edge case. Michael asked 
how, if the TC goes with the weak constraints proposal, such as company would be affected? JoAnn commented that 
while it would permit conreffing, it might also permit other stuff not intended. [JoAnn left the TC call to conduct a 
workshop.]

Rob Hanna (?) asked whether another possibility might be to distribute the strict task only, provide the general task as 
some special download, and to counsel people not to use both task models.

? stated that if we go with Michael's proposal AND counsel information architects to use strong constrains with caution, 
we get the best of all worlds. End users won't need to know anything about constraints.

Discussion of how editing tools would validate constraints, both if we go with Michael's proposal or not.

Su-Laine Yeo stated that she thought we needed to ship both DTDs; the choice of which to use should be the company's. 
And being able to copy-and-paste between the two task types is important, which we wouldn't have if we implement 
two specializations of task.

Elliot suggested that this might be an issue for the Adoption Committee to address. Jeff Ogden said that maybe the spec 
should have a few paragraphs stating that it is not wise for companies to implement both task models carelessly.

General consensus that the TC does not want to implement two specializations of task, per JoAnn's original proposal.

General consensus that the TC should distribute both tasks, with clear warnings in the spec for information architects, 
and explanation of what the results/consequences of using both tasks would be.



Jeff Ogden stated that both the spec and Adoption Committee needs to address the problem. He'll post an e-mail 
summarizing.

Su-Laine stated that she thinks most people are not aware of how many restrictions on conref exist in DITA 1.1, since 
most editors do not check for them.

Jeff suggested that some future TC meetings be scheduled for longer than one hour. Gershon and Chris Kravogel 
expressed a preference for starting the meeting earlier rather than later.

Meeting adjourned.



======================================================
             OASIS DITA Technical Committee
                 Minutes: October 6, 2009
======================================================
0. Don performed roll call. 

1. Minutes: The TC minutes from 29 September 2009 were reviewed
   and approved:
   - Moved: Don Day
   - Seconded: Bruce Nevin
   - Approved: unanimously

2. Subcommittee Reports: 
   a. DICE SC: Seth Park informed the TC that the DICE
      SC was all set up re: OASIS and would meet that afternoon
      for the first time.
   b. Machine Industry SC: Chris Kravogel informed the TC that 
      it would be having a face-to-face workshop on 11/18
      at the DITA Europe Conference. 
   c. Semiconductor Industry SC: To report next TC meeting.

3. Business-Item-1: Resumption of: task vs. general task, constraints, 
   conref, and other related issues 
   - Jeff Ogden has distributed an email that summarized many of the 
     email threads on this topic. There had been some online and some
     offline discussions about Jeff's email. Jeff did not believe that 
     all the issues that he had raised in his summary had actually 
     been addressed in the subsequent discussions.
   - ACTION: Jeff agreed to separate out the unresolved issues in his 
     email so they could be reviewed and discussed discretely at 
     the next TC meeting.
   - Further discussion deferred to next week to allow folks not
     in attendance this week to participate.

4. Item-1: DITA 1.2 specification 
   - No update available.
   - PDF availability: Chris asked whether a PDF version of the 
     spec was in the offing. Don recommended that we let the 
     writers group work load balance their writing and add new
     output transformations only if they can handle it all.

5. Item-2: 1.2 Issue: Glossary Group Topic Type Not Included in ditabase 
   [Minutes summary moved to Item #3 per feedback from Jeff Ogden: SDoherty]

6. Item-3: Clarification Needed: Keyref on <image>
   - The TC reviewed the pros and cons of changing the 1.2 DTDs,
     schema, and spec docs to make specifying an @HREF optional
     for <img>. Vendor representatives indicate that they were
     OK with the minor change.
   - RESOLVED: Implement the change.
     - Moved: Bruce Nevin
     - Seconded: Seth Park



     - Approved: unanimously
     Close this item.
   - ACTIONS:
     - DTD update: Robert
     - Schema update: Eric
     - Spec revisions: Seth
   - Change category = bug fix

7. Item-4: User Feedback - make safecond unbound 
   - Although the initial position on this issue seemed to be that
     it should be moved to DITA 1.3, the discussion quickly focused
     costs and risks associated with implementing it in DITA 1.2.
     > Chris suggested that the change would be tightly contained, 
       backward compatible, and minor in effort. 
   - RESOLVED: The proposed change be make the <safecond> element
     unbound be made DITA 1.2 DTDs, schema, and spec documentation.
     - Moved: Chris
     - Seconded: Bruce
     - Approved: unanimously
     Close this item.
   - ACTIONS:
     - DTD update: Chris
     - Schema update: Chris
     - Spec revisions: Chris
   
8. Item-5: Arch spec topic: keyref 
   - RESOLVED: Eliot moved the @id information in the spec. 
     Close this item.

9. Item-6: DITA decoration catalog 
   - RESOLVED: The issue of whether, how, or when to build a DITA 
     decoration catalog should be moved off the active TC agenda 
     and into the Publishing SC. If there is further interest and
     activity for it there, it can re-emerge as a TC issue.
     Close this item.
   - Correction: Eliot noted that the Publishing SC here must refer 
     to the yet-to-be-proposed-but-talked-about-alot DITA
     For Publishers project [SDoherty].

10. Item-7a: Conref push on a DITA map 
    - DISCUSSION: The TC reviewed the current state of the spec 
      regarding conref push on a DITA map. The current spec does not
      prohibit it, but does not call it out as a working example. 
    - RESOLVED: Add a clarification to the spec stating that 
      conref push should work anywhere that conref pull works,
      i.e. in maps or topics. Close this item.
    - ACTION: Robert to contact Kristen and to send her an 
      email suggesting that she verify that such a clarification 
      is currently in the spec or can be added easily. 

11. Item-7b: Conref push terminology 
    - DISCUSSION: The TC reviewed terminology about conref push 
      currently in or possibly candidates for the spec:
      > target topic / source topic



      > referring element / referenced element 
      > link target / link source
      > conref-bearing element (the topic containing the 
        @conaction attribute)
    - DISCUSSION: The TC recognized that there were two issues here:
      a. Using terminology that captured unambiguously the 
         subtleties of conref push usage. 
      b. Qualifying what we write to make clear in context the
         "switch" that needs to happen in your thinking when you
         describe conref push versus conref pull. 
    - RESOLVED: The Authors group should use the terms "referencing 
      element" and "referenced element" for conref documentation and
      that all writers should update their terminology as needed to 
      be consistent. 
    - ACTION: Gershon and Kristen to make certain that this 
      gets airtime with the Authors Group. 

12. Item-8a: Audience of the Arch Spec
    - DISCUSSION: The TC reviewed and discussed comments about
      the intended audience for the arch spec. Following Joanne's
      thread, it would seem that the choices are:
      a. XML techie -- implementer, architect, vendor 
      b. General DITA user 
    - CONSENSUS: The techie audience is consistent with our DITA
      1.2 audience discussions to date.
    - REVISIT audience next week.

13. Item-8b: Arch Spec Readability
    - DISCUSSION: Joanne had questioned in an email why the Arch 
      Spec was becoming more difficult to read. Rob noted that he
      considered it pretty dense reading. Stan noted that his 
      comments about the "Intro to DITA" chapter were mostly 
      focused on general clarity and readability. Dick Hamilton 
      noted that some non-techie sections should be removed or 
      relocated if to reflect a more techie target audience. That
      may help with readability as well. 
    - Bruce noted that the DITA TC should coordinate sending
      non-techie content to the Adoption TC. 
    - REVISIT readability next week.

Meeting adjourned: 12:04PM/EST

Your humble scribe,
Stan Doherty
stan@modularwriting.com



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 18  August 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Recorded by Rob Frankland

8:00-8:05 Roll call

Qourom today

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:

Motion made to approve minutes; seconded by JoAnn Hakos; motion carried by
acclamation.
    *

      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00070.html (6 October 2009, Doherty, latest update)
          o Q from Don: was the Processing Instructions discussion moved to the 1.3 issues last week? 

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)

    * OASIS DITA Adoption TC
    * OASIS DITA Translation Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee (Today, Seth Park)

      SIDSC has decided to release SIDSC based on DITA 1.2 because of several
features including conref push and keyref. Members have real business
cases that were going to be satisfied with non-DITA preprocessing. SIDSC
also plans to use constraints to suppress base types of integrated
domains, which will ensure that the specialization remains highly
semantic. We plan to ship three versions of the  structure type to meet
different use cases:

--a "Base" SIDSC version will be intended for specialization and be
constrained only by the base DITA type restrictions; 
--a "Standalone" version will require element patterns necessary to
generate documentation and other defined artifacts (header files, 3rd
party software vendors, etc.); 
--a "Documentation" version will require document-centric information
for those with existing XML strategies in-house but require more robust
documentation support.

    * OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee
      Report next week if appropriate

    * OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Technical Communication SC



    * OASIS DITA in Composite Environments SC
    *

      DITA for the Web 2.0 SC (pending)
    *

      OASIS DITA for Technical Standards Subcommittee (inactive) 

Business:

   1. ITEM: Resumption of: task vs. general task, constraints, conref, and other related issues
          *

            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00368.html (Ogden summary)
          *
for reference: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/ConstraintsFaq (Anderson)
# UPDATED SUMMARY    *

      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00061.html (Ogden) or a somewhat easier to read version: 
Summary of task vs. general task, constraints, conref, and other related issues

      Issue 1

       Accept Michael's proposal for DITA 1.2 with weak conref validation of constraints as the default and strong conref 
validation of constraints something that may be implemented, but is not required.
                
             Micheal's proposal allows both weak and strong constraints vis conref constraints- weak is default.
             JoAnn - what is effect on exisitng implmentations (ArborText and Toolkit)
      No conref constraint actually used - so weak has been used
      Additional checking not done - conref from general task to task not done.
      Conref constraint - at authoring time avoids not being able to go either way.
      DITA Open toolkit needs to change - relax current application Just Systems as well.
      Parallel to attribute intro in version 1.1
      JoAnn- Use stict Task forbids use of general Task model. May get unintended conseuences.

      Identify gottchas
      Sue Laine Style sheet must be done correctly to get predictable results
      Weak constraints requires more work on guideines and style sheets
      Requires correct use.

      Item number 7 tries to resolve several of these issues.

      Sue-Laine - Also mention when not to use constraints. Doc constrained against bold is an example. Could drop 
High-Lighting Domain as better solution

      When is it worth it to use constraints - caution Domains also fit this issue. Integration of Doamins also an issue 
here.

      There is a new facility in 1.2 when intergating a domain, does that also require a Domain constraint.

      Does involve constraints.

      Robert sconde - motion carried



Motion made by Jeff Ogden to update spec to reflect this motion and seconded by Robert Anderson.

Actions: Writers to update
 Jeff Ogden and Robert Anderson to review 

 Issue 2 
 Include only a single ditabase document type in DITA 1.2.

Motion made by Robert Anderson to include only a single ditabase with stict task in DITA 1.2; seconde by JoAnn 
Hakos and approved by acclaimation

 Issue 3
  To make some name changes so that it is clearer what each file includes or does.

 Issue 4
 To make a change along the lines of the later suggestion, so that previously existing specializations based on 
task.mod include the strict task constraint and so do not implicitly change when used with DITA 1.2.

Motion made by Don Day to converge proposals 3 and 4 to one that authorizes changing filenames for compatability 
and clarity and was seconded by Kris Eberline.

After much discussion - no resolution or vote.

Next meeting must withdraw this motion since it was not voted on.

                  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00061.html (Ogden) 
   2. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification (Revised for October 13 TC meeting, Joseph)
          * Spreadsheet and DITA topics located in the Subversion repository
          *

            Information about contributors, deadlines, editorial guidelines, Subversion clients, and more
          * Business:
               1. Progress report on spec review
                      o [Eberlein] All reviews are completed as of 12 October except for the following
                      o DITA markup: Kimber
                      o Specialization, Customization: Joseph
                      o Technical content (arch spec): Day
                      o

                        L & T (both arch spec and lang ref): L & T subcommittee (expected completion 10/13), Nevin 80%
                      o Common attributes: Kimber, Eberlein 75% completed 
               2. Update spec author/review schedule (need to push out 1-2 weeks)
               3. Authors meeting this week to ensure all topics are brought into sync
                      o Implementing "referencing element" and "referenced element" terminology
                      o Implementing cascade vs. inherit terminology



                      o

                        Moving content of some <draft-comment> elements -> XML comments; for the next review, we should 
be using <draft-comment> elements only for comments to reviewers.
                      o Ensuring conformance statements are valid, correct and correctly marked up ("must", "should" etc. 
correctly used and marked up)
                      o Can we agree to a time to meet this Thursday? 
          * Follow up:
                o Order for lang ref files
                      +

                        http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200909/msg00364.html (Eberlein)
                      +

                        http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200909/msg00367.html (Nevin)
                      +

                        http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200909/msg00369.html (Ogden) 
                o conref terminology (now split out as an editorial discussion) 

                    
              
   3. ITEM: 1.2 Issue: Glossary Group Topic Type Not Included in ditabase
          *

            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00238.html (Kimber)
          * Resume this week with Eliot present 

   4. ITEM: Audience of Arch Spec
          *

            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00002.html (Hackos) 
   5. New ITEM 6 Oct: Standard DITA processing instructions
          *

            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00022.html (Park) 
   6. New ITEM 13 Oct: documentation of conref restrictions
          *

            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00050.html (Nevin) 
   7. New ITEM 13 Oct: strong/weak constraint proposal
          *

            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00051.html (Priestley) 
   8. New ITEM 13 Oct: Element-by-element recommendations for translators
          *

            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00065.html (Hackos) 

Ongoing checks:

   1. ITEM: Domain integrator
          * DITA DTD Generator



          *

            http://www.elovirta.com/dita-generator/
          *

            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00116.html (Robert's message with more info) 
   2. ITEM: OASIS hosting of a Web GUI
          * Review progress 
   3. ITEM: Request for input on DITA 1.2 use:
          * Status of DITA OT 1.5 reference implementation of 1.2 features:
                o

                  http://dita.xml.org/wiki/plans-for-dita-ot-15
                o Note new list below for collecting affirmations of use. 
   4. ITEM: Review 1.2 list for items that should be considered for 1.3
          * Update the DITA 1.3 list on the Wiki (Gershon)
          * Action check: Gershon to add his research into the DITA 1.3 Proposals table. 

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

9:06 Adjourned



-------------------------------------------------------
      OASIS DITA Technical Committee Minutes
                Tuesday, 18  August 2009
-------------------------------------------------------

Recorded by Rob Frankland

Qourom today

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:

Motion made to approve minutes by Don Day; seconded by JoAnn Hakos; motion carried by
acclamation.

      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00074.html (13 October 2009, Frankland) 

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)

    * OASIS DITA Adoption TC
    * OASIS DITA Translation Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee (Today, Mark Lewis)
 No update today. Reschdule for next week.

    * OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee
    * OASIS DITA Technical Communication SC
    * OASIS DITA in Composite Environments SC
    *
      DITA for the Web 2.0 SC (see proposal in archive)
 Proposal has been posted for review 

      OASIS DITA for Technical Standards Subcommittee (inactive) 

Announcements:

   1.

      Note: Daylight Saving Time ends in Europe one week earlier than in US 

Business:

1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification

    * Spreadsheet and DITA topics located in the Subversion repository
    *

      Information about contributors, deadlines, editorial guidelines, Subversion clients, and more
    * Business:
         1. Progress report on spec review
                o [Eberlein] All reviews are completed as of 12 October except for the following



                o DITA markup: Kimber
                o Specialization, Customization: Joseph
                o Technical content (arch spec): Day
                o L & T (both arch spec and lang ref): L & T subcommittee (expected completion 10/13), Nevin 80%
                o Common attributes: Kimber, Eberlein 75% completed 
         2. Update spec author/review schedule (need to push out 1-2 weeks)
         3. Authors meeting this week to ensure all topics are brought into sync
                o Implementing "referencing element" and "referenced element" terminology
                o Implementing cascade vs. inherit terminology
                o Moving content of some <draft-comment> elements -> XML comments; for the next review, we should be 
using <draft-comment> elements only for comments to reviewers.
                o Ensuring conformance statements are valid, correct and correctly marked up ("must", "should" etc. correctly 
used and marked up)
                o Can we agree to a time to meet this Thursday? 
    * Follow up:
          o Order for lang ref files
                +
                  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200909/msg00364.html (Eberlein)
                +
                  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200909/msg00367.html (Nevin)
                +
                  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200909/msg00369.html (Ogden) 
          o conref terminology (now split out as an editorial discussion)
          o Seth Park questions:
                + processor requirments w.r.t. metadata elements
   Micheal P. May ,should or must? Must not option. Attributes and elements 
   Su-Laine Yeo  Filter on audience attribute and elements?
   Micheal P - Ditaval Attribute focused. 
   JoAnn- only affects Ditaval
   Michael P. Standard based on attributes, but not elements
   Elliot K. For 1.2 Processors may support element based filtering. In DITA 1.3 figure out correct filtering 
on elements.
   JoAnn Hackos Agrees
   Su-Laine Yeo- need backword capability
   Processors may support element based filtering, it must have option to turn it off.
   Processors may offer the option to do element-based filtering independent of attribute-based filtering
   
Action: Seth Park 
Word smith conclusion for spec.  
   Processors may do element base-filtering and DITA may create a standardized element-based filering in 
the future.

Action- Jeff Ofden
Add element base-filtering to DITA 1.3 issues list

  + dtds are normative?
  Yes, DTDs are normative and prevail when a discrepancy between DTDs and 
  other resources occur. However, it is not necessary to cite this fact 
  when referring readers from the arch spec to element-specific 
  properties. Instead, refer users to the lang spec section, and the 
  general note about DTDs being normative covers the unlikely scenario 
  where discrepancies exist between DTDs and the lang spec.

                + conflicting input: what props begot 



  Decision was to consider select attributes (audience, product, platform, 
  etc.) as "fundamental" attributes. That is, they are not necessarily 
  derived/specialized from @props. Action: Seth will remove the clause 
  from the arch spec that suggests that select-atts are specialized from props.

  Schedule - How are members of other DITA committees going to do reviews- review by email not Wiki. 
Email copies to list. For those without access, Adoption TC will forward emails to DITA TC.

   1. ITEM: Resumption of: task vs. general task, constraints, conref, and other related issues
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00368.html (Ogden summary)
          * wiki summary: Summary of task vs. general task, constraints, conref, and other related issues
          * Updated UPDATED SUMMARY
                o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00087.html (Ogden, and following thread) 
          * Despite the title of this item, we covered weak/strong constraints and single ditabase last week.
          * Start by withdrawing previous motion (Don Day--converge items 3 and 4)
          * This item specifically resumes with restored items 3 and 4
          * Motion made towithdraw pending motion by Don Day; seconded by Michael P.; motion carried by
acclamation.

 Jeff Ogden
 Upgrade to 1.2 
 Option 1 Write conversion document with issues spelled out
  Three possible adopters

 Option 2 Move forward with inconsistences

 Michael P. Bandaid solutions all around 

 Jeff Ogden
  Is naming a confuaion issue or is it a bigger problem.
  Confusion and processing issues not predictable
 Eliot Kimber
  All doc types available - shells are issue
  Hurts automatic discovery
 MIchael P. - general task is unconstrained task - not backward compatiable
 To continue discussion next week
 
            items below are continued from previous week: 
   2. ITEM: 1.2 Issue: Glossary Group Topic Type Not Included in ditabase
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00238.html (Kimber)
          * Resume this week with Eliot present 
   3. ITEM: Audience of Arch Spec
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00002.html (Hackos) 
   4. New ITEM 6 Oct: Standard DITA processing instructions
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00022.html (Park) 
   5. New ITEM 13 Oct: documentation of conref restrictions
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00050.html (Nevin) 
   6. New ITEM 13 Oct: strong/weak constraint proposal
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00051.html (Priestley) 
   7. New ITEM 13 Oct: Element-by-element recommendations for translators
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00065.html (Hackos) 
   8. New ITEM: 20 Oct: Proposal to the OASIS DITA TC to form a "DITA for the Web" Sub-Committee
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00102.html (Hunt) 



Ongoing checks:

   1. ITEM: Domain integrator
          * DITA DTD Generator
          * http://www.elovirta.com/dita-generator/
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00116.html (Robert's message with more info) 
   2. ITEM: OASIS hosting of a Web GUI
          * Review progress 
   3. ITEM: Request for input on DITA 1.2 use:
          * Status of DITA OT 1.5 reference implementation of 1.2 features:
                o http://dita.xml.org/wiki/plans-for-dita-ot-15
                o Note new list below for collecting affirmations of use. 
   4. ITEM: Review 1.2 list for items that should be considered for 1.3
          * Update the DITA 1.3 list on the Wiki (Gershon)
          * Action check: Gershon to add his research into the DITA 1.3 Proposals table. 

9:05 Adjourn 



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 27 October 2009 at 08:00am PT for 60 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00116.html (20 October 2009, Frankland)
> Minutes approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)

* OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee
  > Michael Bose updated the TC: 
  > Posting today for TC review a white paper proposing abstract versions of the
  > base DITA topic types. 
  > The idea is to discuss the proposal for possible adoption in future DITA 
  > releases (likely 1.3)

ITEM: 1.2 Issue: Glossary Group Topic Type Not Included in ditabase 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00238.html (Kimber) 
* Resume with Eliot present 

> Eliot: The issue is the glossgroup element type is not included in the 
> ditabase shell. On email, nobody disagreed that this was an oversight.

> DECISION: Add glossary group to the existing ditabase shell. 
> [Jeff moved. Eliot seconded. No objections.]

ITEM: Audience of Arch Spec 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00002.html (Hackos)

> JoAnn noted that the spec's audience includes less technical users. Some 
> parts of the current spec are written more towards this audience than others.

> Gershon mentioned that some topics can't easily be made accessible to these 
> non-technical audiences and suggested the Adoption TC works on text books to 
> address this gap.

> Kris: We can't have the spec be for all audiences. Also, we've now integrated 
> content from lang and arch spec plus various SCs, and each has its own writing



> style. I suggest we handle this in 1.3 to try to hide the fact the spec is 
> being written by multiple contributors. We would need to do much more editing
> than we've done in the past.

> Don suggested the audience definition should be a concern for the 1.3 
> editorial effort. At most for 1.2 take a look at the "intended audience" 
> topic.

> Jeff: We need to flag, while reviewing, topics that we could write better -- 
> any topic that's difficult to read in its current state should be questioned 
> to ask whether that's really necessary and we should address these in the 1.2 
> scope.

> Dick offered to review these topics and provide feedback about "problematic" 
> topics.

> Need to review the new terminology topic and determine what we want to push 
> forward into the wider spec, and what we want to remove or write around at 
> this time.

> Kris mentioned there are review comments that contain conflicting ideas about 
> vocabulary.

> Don suggested a meeting of interested folks to work up a proposal to bring 
> back to the TC.

> ACTION: Kris to set up the meeting and drive this forward.
> ACTION: Add this item to the review tracking items and close this item.
> CLOSED (rolled up into spec review)

New ITEM 13 Oct: documentation of conref restrictions 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00050.html (Nevin) 

> Don suggested passing this on to the editors.

> Jeff: The conref inclusion section should include a comprehensive discussion 
> of this. Doing this is a good idea.

> Bruce agrees the content inclusion topic may be a good place to bring all 
> these issues together.

> Don: Someone needs to read all of the topics Bruce mentioned and figure out 
> how best to move the information into a central location, cleaning up the 
> other topics as they go along.

> ACTION: Bruce and JoAnn to harvest the conref constraints and do the research,
> compile what they can and bring it back to the TC.

New ITEM 13 Oct: Element-by-element recommendations for translators 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00065.html (Hackos) 

> Mark this as a comment rather than an issue. 



> JoAnn asked Robert where in the lang ref this should go. 
> Move to end of agenda items list next week.

*** Meeting Adjourned ***



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 3 November 2009 at 08:00am PT for 60 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00145.html (27 October 2009, Joseph)
> Minutes approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)

* OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee
> Stan will report next week.

* OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee
> ACTION: Don to send Steffen a note asking for an update in 2 week's time.

Announcements: 

1. BusDocs Whitepaper: 
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00134.html 

2. Article about conref push published by Adoption TC: 
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00137.html 

Business:

ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification (revised by Eberlein 3 November 2009) 
* Spreadsheet and DITA topics located in the Subversion repository 
* Information about contributors, deadlines, editorial guidelines, Subversion 
  clients, and more 

* Business: 

  a. Progress report on spec review #2 
     * All reviews are completed except for the following: 
       * Technical content (arch spec): Day 
       > Kris asked if anyone would like to volunteer to replace Don on this
       > review task. Jeff Ogden and Dick Hamilton offered to review this



       > content.

       * L & T (both arch spec and lang ref): L & T subcommittee (expected 
       > completion 10/13), Nevin 80%
       > L&T SC has completed their review.

  b. Need to revise spec author/review schedule due to the following issues: 
     * Constraints proposals and issues 
     * Discussion around terminology 
     * Work being done to restructure conref/keyref/href material 
     > Kris is going to contact authors offline for revised completion 
     > estimates in order to arrive at a realistic revised schedule.

  c. Need for authors to handle the following points (we might need to 
     schedule an authors meeting) 
     * Implementing "referencing element" and "referenced element" terminology
     * Implementing cascade vs. inherit terminology 
     * Moving content of some <draft-comment> elements -> XML comments; for 
       the next review, we should be using <draft-comment> elements only for 
       comments to reviewers. 
     * Ensuring conformance statements are valid, correct and correctly marked 
       up ("must", "should" etc. correctly used and tagged) 
     > Kris will drive this on the list. May need a meeting to discuss.

ITEM: documentation of conref restrictions 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00050.html (Nevin) 
* Nevin update: 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00011.html 

> Bruce summarized the changes in email. 
> Gershon reviewed the topic and found it good (minor editorial changes sent 
> via private email).

> Kris: Eliot, Robert and I had an offline email thread where Eliot 
> volunteered to review Bruce's topic and the relevant existing topics in the 
> spec and come up with a recommendation.

> ACTION: Eliot to review the topic and propose how to move forward with this. 
> CONTINUED -- Revisit next week.

New ITEM 13 Oct: strong/weak constraint proposal 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00051.html (Priestley) 
> Closed 2 weeks ago; remove from today's agenda.

New ITEM: 20 Oct: Proposal to the OASIS DITA TC to form a "DITA for the Web" Sub-Committee 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00102.html (Hunt) 

> John Hunt walked through the proposal.
> The TC discussed whether this SC would be better off as an SC of the Adoption
> TC. The statement of purpose is more adoption oriented, while the list of 
> deliverables is more spec oriented.



> Don suggested perhaps the SC could cover the technical issues first as a SC 
> of this TC and then take the adoption/white paper activities over to the 
> adoption TC.
> Seth feels they should start off in the DITA TC. Kris agreed. No-one objected
> to this.
> John moved to form the SC. Bruce seconded. No objections.

> DECISION: The DITA TC agreed to form a "DITA for the Web" SC.

New ITEM: Domain Integrator 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00129.html (Kimber) 

> Eliot clarified that he was following up on the general action from a meeting
> several weeks ago for folks to test-drive the tool. Eliot found that the tool
> comes close to meeting the needs of providing a shell creating tool. Positive
> assessment from Eliot. 
> Don reminded the TC members to test-drive the tool.
> Eliot noted that the tool only supports creating a shell from the standard 
> modules. There is no support for supporting specialized modules.
> Don asked Eliot to engage the developer via email. We're not sure whether the
> developer monitors the online bug reporting tool.

> ACTION: DITA Adoption TC to add the tool to their list of DITA supporting 
> tools and write a white paper to help users generate custom shells. Gershon 
> to forward this request to the Adoption TC.

ITEM: Resumption of: task vs. general task, constraints, conref, and other related issues 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00368.html (Ogden summary)
* wiki summary: Summary of task vs. general task, constraints, conref, and 
  other related issues 
* Updated UPDATED SUMMARY 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00087.html (Ogden, and 
    following thread) 
* Despite the title of this item, this discussion now only concerns restored 
  items 3 and 4 
* Continue discussion from last week (Ogden, Michael, Eliot, and Seth Park's 
  suggestion) 
  * Re-create general task from topic? 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00117.html (Park) 

> Jeff: Discussion is wrapped up except for existing task specializations if 
> somebody upgrades from 1.1 to 1.2 they will end up with general tasks unless 
> the specializer takes some action. Is this OK or not? I see 3 alternatives on
> the table to address this:
> 1) Abandon constraints as a method to implement generic task, and go back and
> respecialize task from topic and so forth. 
> 2) Violate some of our design pattern rules to try to prevent side-effects 
> that would repair the problem at least for this 1.2 release of the spec. 
> 3) Stick with current course come what may and specializers will have to make
> changes if they don't want the general task behavior.
> Michael and I had a conversation 2 weeks ago about whether there are some 
> alternatives that allow us to repair the problem. I'm OK violating the rules 



> a bit, but Michael was still reluctant but open to the idea to solve the 
> problem. Since then the discussion has been around the details of how to 
> actually do that.

> Michael: The concern I had about automation of the specialization assembly 
> based on file naming conventions is less of a concern. We don't have a strict
> naming convention for domains. I'm still really unsure. If we do this now, 
> will we be able to address it easily in a future release or are we making the
> issue bigger in the longer term?

> Gershon suggested preference for the 3rd option [in Jeff's list] and handle 
> the issue via documentation including having the Adoption TC help us to be 
> proactive about letting the community know that specializations will break.

> CONTINUED. Continue on list. Don to move this item to end of agenda next week.

*** Meeting Adjourned ***



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 10 November 2009 at 08:00am PT for 60 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00024.html (3 November 2009, Joseph)
> Minutes approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)

* OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee
> Stan: 3 updates:
> 1) We continue to work on a new DITA Help technologies guide. Challenges in 
>    trying to find a way to talk about all of the help-related tools in use 
>    today. How to be comprehensive and still objective is a challenge!
> 2) Collaboration / working with other committees touching on similar concerns
>    as we are, e.g. DITA for the Web SC. Going well. Also starting to reach 
>    out to the DITA in a Compound Environment SC. 
> 3) Defining and specifying features we believe as 1.3 candidates -- lang 
>    specializations. E.g. how do we code specific window types, window IDs, 
>    embedded UA, and others.

> Don asked Stan to solicit 1.2 statements of use from help SC members using 
> the new content.

Business:

ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification (revised by Eberlein 9 November 2009) 
* Spreadsheet and DITA topics located in the Subversion repository 
* Information about contributors, deadlines, editorial guidelines, Subversion 
  clients, and more 

* Business: 

  a. Progress report on spec review #2: All reviews will be completed by 13 
     November 

  b. Need to revise spec author/review schedule due to the following issues: 
     * Constraints proposals and issues 



     * Discussion around terminology 
     * Work being done to restructure conref/keyref/href material 
       The schedule below presupposes that the DITA TC resolve all open issues 
       during the November 10 and 17 meetings. If that does not happen, the 
       dates need to shift according to the delay
       1 December 2009 -- Third drafts complete; third internal review begins. 
                          This review will include the OASIS DITA Adoption 
                          Committee and the OASIS Technical Advisory Board. 
       22 December 2009 -- Third review complete; author begin working review 
                           comments.
       13 January 2009 -- Final draft ready to submit to OASIS for public 
                          review and official-approval process kick-off. This 
                          draft must include all substantive content; if we 
                          need to add substantive content after the public 
                          review begins, it will require us to restart the 
                          approval process.

  c. Need for authors to handle the following points (we might need to schedule
     an authors meeting) 
     * Implementing "referencing element" and "referenced element" terminology 
     * Implementing cascade vs. inherit terminology 
     * Moving content of some <draft-comment> elements -> XML comments; for the
       next review, we should be using <draft-comment> elements only for 
       comments to reviewers. 
     * Ensuring conformance statements are valid, correct and correctly marked 
       up ("must", "should" etc. correctly used and tagged) 

> Jeff clarified that everything would need to be ready for next review period,
> including DTDs and XSDs.

> Don: Need to consider that any new items coming up in the coming weeks are 
> going to be dealt with as errata or 1.3 items and won't be addressed as 1.2
> items.

ITEM: documentation of conref restrictions 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00013.html (rollup by 
  Gershon. Closed?) 

> ACTION: All TC members who have not yet reviewed should do so ASAP and 
> respond on list.
> Bruce also needs answers to his questions in comments.
> TC needs to decide whether to replace the original topic with Bruce's one.
> CONTINUED. Revisit next week

New ITEM 3 November: Presence of @id affects processing 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00135.html (Park) 

> Eliot: It's behavior specific for footnotes and is best captured on the <fn> 
> lang ref. It's not an arch spec issue.
> Jeff suggested some wording and Eliot feels that what Jeff did is fine.
> ACTION: Eliot to roll the comments up into the topic (<fn> lang spec topic).
> CLOSED.



New ITEM 3 November: When does applicability apply to key spaced termination? 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00000.html (Kimber)

> Eliot: When you do key spaced construction (figuring out what the set of 
> effective keys is) processor can either filter out all topicrefs that are not
> applicable and then resolve the key definitions OR it can determine which key
> definitions are effective for all unique keys that have conditions and then 
> process. DITA-OT does the first approach mentioned. In editing and CMS 
> context, you may need to use the second approach, since you need to know all 
> the different things a key could resolve to. Need to make clear in the spec 
> that these 2 processing options are there and that the processor can do 
> either. Particular case is a topicref that's applicable to a condition that 
> does a topicref to a topicref that's applicable to a different condition. In 
> this case, whether you filter before or afterwards results in a different 
> resolution. Filtering before may result in no effective keyref definition. 
> My analysis is that all keys should be resolved before doing any filtering. 
> Also, for content referencing and filtering in general, the spec cannot 
> specify an order, because it never has. For the specific case of key 
> reference, which is a new feature and key space construction has to happen 
> before any other processing can happen, we can apply an order because it's a 
> new feature. 
> Eliot feels we must enforce an order in order to ensure compatibility 
> between processors.
> Jeff does not agree that filtering needs to happen after conref resolution. 
> Prefer to filter first to avoid having to process content that's going to be 
> thrown away. Eliot is saying that filtering early gives different results.
> Michael suggested an offline call to discuss further.
> ACTION: Michael to arrange the offline meeting.

> Keep meeting going for 2 hours next week if we have quorum next week (due to 
> DITA Europe)

> CONTINUED. Revisit next week.

New ITEM 3 November: Terminology for DITA 1.2 spec (concrete document type, 
local shell) 
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200910/msg00140.html 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00084.html (Eberlein update, in absentia) 

* Concrete document type 
  * Do we need this term? Is it a widely accepted term? 
  * How is a "Concrete document type" different from a "DITA document type"

* Local shell 
  * Content of <note> elements contentious

* Does the terminology apply to entire spec (including Lang Ref topics) or 
  only specific topics in the spec? 

> Eliot: DITA has to-date virtual document types which are not well defined. 
> These are defined by the @domains attribute. Concrete doc type is a shell or 



> root schema.
> Discussion...
> ACTION: Jeff to set up an offline call to hopefully progress on this item.

New ITEM 3 Nov: Key renaming 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00016.html (Ogden/Kimber) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00049.html (Kudos to 
  Bruce for a brilliant literary insight into the nature of this debate!) 

> Eliot accepted Jeff's suggestion to use "key name" and has been implementing 
> it.
> CLOSED.

*** Meeting Adjourned ***



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 17 November 2009 at 08:00am PT for 60 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call

> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00100.html (10 November 2009, Joseph) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00101.html (minor naming edit, Nevin) 

> Minutes approved as amended, by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)

> None this week

Business:

Next meeting: 24 November 2009
> Note that the TC *will* meet next week.

ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification (revised by Joseph 17 November 2009) 
* Spreadsheet and DITA topics located in the Subversion repository 
* Information about contributors, deadlines, editorial guidelines, Subversion 
  clients, and more 
* Business: 

  a Progress report on spec review #2: All reviews were to be completed by 13 
    November 
    * Outstanding reviews per review status table: 
      * Jeff Ogden : Technical content 
      > Jeff has been distracted by terminology and other issues he has been
      > working in. He plans to complete the review before JoAnn returns from 
      > Europe.

  b Need to revise spec author/review schedule due to the following issues: 
    * Constraints proposals and issues 
    * Discussion around terminology 
    * Work being done to restructure conref/keyref/href material 



    * The following schedule presupposes that the DITA TC resolve all open 
      issues during the November 10 and 17 meetings. If that does not happen, 
      the dates need to shift according to the delay. Is this schedule still 
      realistic at this time? 
  > The TC agreed to push dates off 1 week in the hope we'll close all remaining
  > open items next week.
  > Here is the revised schedule (note that Gershon added an extra week for the
  > review due to the holiday period):
  > 8 December 2009 -- Third drafts complete; third internal review begins. 
  >                    This review will include the OASIS DITA Adoption 
  >                    Committee and the OASIS Technical Advisory Board. 
  > 5 January 2009 -- Third review complete; author begin working review 
  >                   comments.
  > 20 January 2009 -- Final draft ready to submit to OASIS for public review 
  > and official-approval process kick-off. This draft must include all 
  > substantive content; if we need to add substantive content after the public 
  > review begins, it will require us to restart the approval process. 

  c Need for authors to handle the following points (we might need to schedule 
    an authors meeting) 
    * Implementing "referencing element" and "referenced element" terminology 
    * Implementing cascade vs. inherit terminology 
    * Moving content of some <draft-comment> elements -> XML comments; for the 
      next review, we should be using <draft-comment> elements only for 
      comments to reviewers. 
    * Ensuring conformance statements are valid, correct and correctly marked 
      up ("must", "should" etc. correctly used and tagged) 
    * Implementing changes needed to ensure prose complies with the new 
      terminology (DITA Document Type, etc.) 

ITEM: documentation of conref restrictions (ongoing) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00013.html (rollup by Gershon) 

> Bruce: The initial idea was to have a new topic that discusses the various 
> items at a high level and links to the detailed topics. After discussion 
> with Eliot, we decided to rather merge a lot of the content into a single 
> topic. This single topic is what's up for review, and the TC needs to agree 
> to go with the new topic replacing the previous topics.

> DECISION: The TC agreed to go with this plan.

> ACTION: Bruce to update SVN with this change.

> CLOSED.

ITEM: When does applicability apply to key space termination? (ongoing) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00000.html (Kimber) 

> Michael: We reached closure on the list.
> Eliot: We arrived at the understanding that filtering affects key space 
> termination. We also came to the conclusion that we could not set a single 
> rule because of the way a number of users expect filtering to be applied. 



> Therefore we have to live with the situation that different processors can 
> produce different results. Jeff and I arrived at wording for this, we need 
> to decide where to put this. Question – should the spec prefer one behavior 
> over another? We're closing on not making any judgement.
> Jeff confirmed Eliot's summary.

> ACTION: Eliot to update the spec to address this. The TC agreed it should 
> put in an appendix.

> CLOSED.

ITEM: Terminology for DITA 1.2 spec (concrete document type, local shell) (ongoing) 
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200910/msg00140.html 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00135.html (Ogden, rollup from ad hoc discussion) 

> Jeff: We shortened the list and clarified the terms, moving unnecessary info 
> to other parts of the spec where necessary. We see this as guidance to the 
> writers who need to update the terminology topic.

> ACTION: Eliot, Gershon and Kris to update the terminology topic based on the 
> decisions made in the emails that discussed this issue.

> CLOSED.

New ITEM 10 Nov: DITA semantics potentially affected by filtering 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00017.html (Kimber) 
* Any discussion before submitting this as draft into the spec? 

> Discussed as part of item 3.

> ACTION: Gershon to create a new wiki page that pulls in the issues in items 
> 3 and 5 into one place for further work by the TC.

> CLOSED.

New ITEM 10 Nov: Conref of topicref to topicref--relative URLs 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00067.html (Kimber) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00083.html (Kimber, looks like a rollup proposal) 
* (Don asks: Are we at a consensus? Is adding "may" enough? Let's close...) 

> Eliot: Addresses should be resolved against whatever element actually 
> specifies the address in the source, not against any conref result.
> Jeff: I don't want to prohibit it from being against the conref result.
> Eliot: Whatever the address resolved to before conref resolution should 
> resolve to after conref resolution. 
> Robert: What does it mean when you conref a section that has a conref to a 
> local element within that topic?
> Jeff: We started talking about conreffing an element, e.g. xref. Now we're 
> talking about what if the conref element includes a child reference – how do 
> we resolve that child reference? This is the question Robert is asking about.
> Robert: The internal ones are confusing. How are @id values resolved?



> Eliot: Nothing in DITA provides enough info to say what the result should be.
> We don't have a way of saying what the id resolution context is. So it's 
> ambiguous.
> Eliot: the requirement is: references to resources via URL should resolve 
> relative to the location of the reference as initially specified and not 
> with regard to where that reference may end up following conref resolution.
> Jeff: I want to leave it somewhat open-ended so that if the processor can't 
> resolve the relative URI, it can try other things.
> Eliot: My concern about leaving the fall-back open-ended is it throws 
> interoperability out the window.
> Gershon mentioned that both behaviors could be considered as correct by 
> different user groups.
> Eliot: This is why we need to identify such interoperability issues so that 
> tools can provide a means for users to select the behavior they want.

> ACTION: Eliot and Jeff to come up with wording. Then address this as an
> editorial issue.

CLOSED.

New ITEM 10 Nov: key reference error vs warning 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00085.html (Ogden, others)
> Jeff: I think this is almost an editorial item. However we'd be changing the 
> proposal we agreed to in 12007 that we approved. So instead of being requited 
> in the proposal, we're making it a warning.
> Don clarified this is the result of due diligence in implementing the 
> proposal.

> ACTION: Eliot to make the change in the appropriate topic.

> CLOSED.

ITEM: Resumption of: task vs. general task, constraints, conref, and other related issues 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200909/msg00368.html (Ogden summary)
* wiki summary: Summary of task vs. general task, constraints, conref, and other related issues 
* Updated UPDATED SUMMARY 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00087.html (Ogden, and following thread) 
* Despite the title of this item, this discussion now only concerns restored items 3 and 4 
* Continue discussion from last week (Ogden, Michael, Eliot, and Seth Park's suggestion) 
  * Re-create general task from topic? 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00117.html (Park) 
* Resumption: 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00020.html (Kimber) 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00087.html (Ogden)--reset of discussion: the 3 options 

> Jeff: Option 1 follows the rules, but potentially trips up users. Option 2 
> breaks the rules in file-naming, modularity.
> Michael added that option 2 also prevents mixing generic and strict task. 
> Jeff suggested that option 2 also changes the spec to say *should* instead 
> of *must*.
> Jeff stated that whatever decision we make he can live with it. Michael and 
> Gershon also state they can live with whichever decision the TC makes.



> Gershon motioned to take a straw poll:
> -- Robert - option 1
> -- Stan - option 1
> -- Rob - option 1
> -- Paul - option 2
> -- Richard - option 1
> -- Eliot - option 1
> -- Bruce - option 1
> -- Jeff - option 2
> -- Seth - abstain or option 3
> -- Su-laine - abstain
> -- Gershon - option 1
> -- Michael - option 1
> -- Don - abstain
> Results:
> - option 1 = 8 votes
> - option 2 = 2 votes
> - abstain = 3 votes

> Based on the OASIS rules, we need a "Simple Majority" for this type of 
> decision, so this vote carries to generate a TC decision.
> (The OASIS rules are at http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/process.php#voting)

> DECISION: The TC agreed, by Simple Majority vote, to move forward with option 1.

> CLOSED.

*** Meeting Adjourned ***



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 24 November 2009 at 08:00am PT for 60 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call

> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00141.html (17 November 2009, Joseph) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00145.html (18 November 2009, Nevin--corrections to review)

> Minutes approved as amended, by acclamation. (should be "key space determination")

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)

* OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee

> Steffen: The SC has started its activities. We did a public webinar where we 
> introduced the objectives and details of the SC and the webinar was very well
> received. We had over 50 participants. We are still following up on contacts 
> from pharma companies who would like to join our work.

> We are taking some of the existing XML standards in use in the pharma industry
> and we are looking at pharma docs following one or more of these standards and
> mapping them to a DITA format. This gives members practical experience of 
> marking up in DITA. Also, we see how well these standards map into DITA. We 
> are 1) mapping into dita 1.1 using <data>, <foreign> etc. and 2) see what it 
> could look like with a pharma specialization in place (sort of heading towards
> a pharma domain spec plus spec topic types. 

> Another part of our work is developing sample XSLT to transform from the 
> existing pharma standards to DITA and back. 

> We are still working on getting more members enrolled, while we also work on 
> these practical exercises. We prefer working on a practical level rather than
> a theoretical level at this time. This is a learning experience while 
> providing a great starting point to develop our detailed work plan for the 
> SC.

Business:



ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification (revised by Joseph 24 November 2009) 
* Spreadsheet and DITA topics located in the Subversion repository 
* Information about contributors, deadlines, editorial guidelines, Subversion 
  clients, and more 
* Business: 

  a Progress report on spec review #2: All reviews completed!

  b Need to revise spec author/review schedule due to the following issues: 
    * Constraints proposals and issues 
    * Discussion around terminology 
    * Work being done to restructure conref/keyref/href material 
    * The following schedule was agreed upon last meeting. Presupposes that the
      DITA TC resolve all remaining open issues during the November 24 meeting.
      If that does not happen, the dates need to shift according to the delay. 
      Is this schedule still realistic at this time?

> Gershon asked if anyone has issues sticking to this date.

> Eliot is working with the L&T SC to finalize the DTD changes. This has not 
> been completed.

> All DTD and Schema changes must be in place by Dec 7, along with the full 
> spec docset.

> Robert: I'm waiting on task update and learning update. Everything else that's
> been decided Eric and I have included and posted in the most recent drop.
> Everyone confirmed their commitment to completing the DTDs, XSDs and docs by 
> 7 December.

  c Need for authors to handle the following points (we might need to schedule 
    an authors meeting) 
    * Implementing "referencing element" and "referenced element" terminology 
    * Implementing cascade vs. inherit terminology 
    * Moving content of some <draft-comment> elements -> XML comments; for the 
      next review, we should be using <draft-comment> elements only for 
      comments to reviewers. 
    * Ensuring conformance statements are valid, correct and correctly marked 
      up ("must", "should" etc. correctly used and tagged) 
    * Implementing changes needed to ensure prose complies with the new 
      terminology (DITA Document Type, etc.) 

  d Are all authors able to commit to the revised deadline?

> No-one on the call stated any concerns.

New ITEM: conref.dita editorial review 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00138.html (Nevin) 

> Bruce has a number of questions, which are in comments in the topic as well as
> in the email referenced above.

> Q1



> ACTION: Paul to drive the research and discussions to answer Bruce's first 
> question over email.

> Q2 - What happens if none is provided? It can be resolved? The answer is in 
> the keyref spec. Michael is not sure whether keyref should be in the answer, 
> since it makes it sound like keyref behaves like topicref. 
> ACTION: Michael to email clarification text to the list so Bruce can 
> incorporate it into the topic.

> Q3
> ACTION: Kris to help Bruce with the linking issues.

> Q4 - Question to Eliot.
> Eliot has not had a chance to address. 
> ACTION: Eliot to respond via email with clarification for Bruce to 
> incorporate.

> CONTINUED (Revisit next week)

New ITEM: Vocabulary module (terminology question) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00139.html (Self) 
* Seems to be closed. Just need to verify this is a non-issue 

> CLOSED (non-issue)

ITEM: Element-by-element recommendations for translators 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200910/msg00065.html (Hackos) 

> JoAnn: Translation is part of the DITA spec – the spec needs to support 
> translation so vendors know what to do.

> Eliot: The definitions for translation are not normative. They are just 
> recommendations.

> DECISION: Keep this info in the spec, update it for DITA 1.2, and move it into
> an appendix of the lang ref.

> ACTION: Kris to change the maps used to build the doc packages accordingly.

Ongoing checks:

ITEM: Domain integrator 
* DITA DTD Generator 
* http://www.elovirta.com/dita-generator/ 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00116.html (Robert's message with more info) 

> Robert forwarded Eliot's comments to the Jarno (the developer) and he said he
> will implement them.

> Eliot will need to update his current 1.1 specialization methodology and 



> tutorial for 1.2 and mention this tool as well.

> ACTION: Robert to forward Jarno's contact details to JoAnn.

*** Meeting Adjourned ***



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 1 December 2009 at 08:00am PT for 60 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call

> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00170.html (24 November 2009, Joseph) 

> Minutes approved by acclamation. 

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)

* OASIS DITA in Composite Environments Subcommittee (Seth Park)
> Seth: DiCe is on ice. Limited activity towards the end of the year. Will 
> reconvene early next year in an attempt to kick this off again.

* OASIS DITA for the Web 2.0 Subcommittee 
> John to update the TC next week.

Business:

ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification (slightly revised by Don Day, 1 December 2009)

* DITA 1.2 spec work 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00006.html (Eberlein)

> Kris went through the items she listed in the above email:

> Processing topics: Seth has taken over the processing topics.

> Keys, linking and addressing topics: Eliot is actively working on the keys, 
> linking and addressing topics.

> Subject scheme maps: Refer to implementation status 1.2 wiki page that links 
> to this proposal plus the additional comments that came from Erik. Need to 
> be sure the additional comments are also incorporated. This is proposal 12031.
> JoAnn volunteered to write this arch spec topic.

> @collection-type attribute was set to "sequence": Eliot responded on the list



> to keep it. The TC discussed and agreed that the spec is intended to be read 
> from front to back as one large HTML file, so this is indeed the way to go.

> Section on naming conventions and file extensions: Proposal to add something 
> about construction of the public IDs and URIs. Convention used by the TC – 
> maybe put in non-normative appendix?

> ACTION: Eric to add info about the naming convention to the topic where we 
> describe what all the URIs are. The topic is currently in the intro to DITA 
> section.

> ACTION: Kris to change the map to move the DTD and XSD topics that list the 
> files and new naming conventions to the appendix.

> Jeff asked about the DITA MIME-type registration effort.
> ACTION: Don to check with OASIS on status. If it's been registered, we should
> say something about it in the spec.

* Spreadsheet and DITA topics located in the Subversion repository 

* Information about contributors, deadlines, editorial guidelines, Subversion 
  clients, and more 

* Business: 

  a Progress report on spec review #2: All reviews completed!

  b Need to revise spec author/review schedule due to the following issues: 
    * Constraints proposals and issues 
    * Discussion around terminology 
    * Work being done to restructure conref/keyref/href material 
    * The following schedule was agreed upon last meeting. Presupposes that the
      DITA TC resolve all remaining open issues during the November 24 meeting.
      If that does not happen, the dates need to shift according to the delay. 
      Is this schedule still realistic at this time?

  c Need for authors to handle the following points (we might need to schedule 
    an authors meeting) 
    * Implementing "referencing element" and "referenced element" terminology 
    * Implementing cascade vs. inherit terminology 
    * Moving content of some <draft-comment> elements -> XML comments; for the 
      next review, we should be using <draft-comment> elements only for 
      comments to reviewers. 
    * Ensuring conformance statements are valid, correct and correctly marked 
      up ("must", "should" etc. correctly used and tagged) 
    * Implementing changes needed to ensure prose complies with the new 
      terminology (DITA Document Type, etc.) 

  d Are all authors able to commit to the revised deadline?

New ITEM: conref.dita editorial review 
* Check actions (Eliot, Kristen, Paul) 



> Bruce will update the topic based on feedback to-date.
> CLOSED.

New ITEM: Foreign Generalization: Should be moved to a non-normative appendix 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00186.html (Kimber) 

> Michael: One of the main functions of generalization is to allow a team who 
> specialized share content with a preexisting content set. So one can 
> generalize to a content set that uses a preexisting doc type. Foreign content
> will break generalized content any time it's in the same file, unless that 
> doctype includes the markup used by the foreign content. We can either say 
> that any generalization of foreign generalization will break, or support it 
> per the existing spec topic. I agree we need to change the wording to make it
> not file-specific. 

> Out of time -- Continue discussion on list.
> CONTINUED.

*** Meeting Adjourned ***
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===============================================
DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
Date:  Tuesday, 08 December 2009
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

Agenda:
DITA TC Wiki: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage

8:00-8:05 Roll call

> Quorum achieved

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00156.html (1
December 2009, Joseph) 

> Approved

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)
    * OASIS DITA for the Web 2.0 Subcommittee (Hunt?)

> Getting started. Talking with other sub-committees. In discovery
> mode, but making good progress.

Business:
   1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification (edited by Kris Eberlein and
      Gershon Joseph, 7 December 2009)

          * Spreadsheet and spec source files located in the TC's
            Subversion repository
          * Information about contributors, deadlines, editorial
            guidelines, Subversion clients, and more
          * Business:
               1. Home page for review #3: Sign-up sheet, review

http://markmail.org/
http://www.oasis-open.org/maillists/guidelines.php#searchingarchives
http://markmail.org/docs/faq.xqy#searchsyntax
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00172.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00170.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00240.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00174.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/maillist.html#00173
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/threads.html#00173
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/
http://xmlpress.net/
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00156.html
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                  status, download draft, and portal to Wiki review
pages
               2. Unresolved comments from review #2
                      o Kris sent email to the authors who have
outstanding comments
                      o Need authors to commit to delivery date in order
to close draft 3 release 
>
> Kris and Gershon went through the outstanding comments with the
> following results:
> Dita Processing Topics: Stan Doherty volunteered, will discuss
>            offline with Gershon.
> Configuration and extension: Under discussion with Eliot.
> Technical Content: Dick Hamilton will check his comments and update
>            what he can. He will take other comments to the list.
> Learning and training: John Hunt will handle comments by Friday. Two
>            sections are already complete.
> Conformance: Spec doesn't match conformance statement. Jeff will
>            take current statement, cut it down, then work with some
>            volunteers to create. Gershon will help. Other volunteers
>            needed.
> Appendices: Gershon will take this on. Robert will help.
>
               3. Naming convention for strict task and
                  general/generic task
>
> Question: has it been handled throughout? Appears to have been.
>
               4. Current schedule: (see FrontPage)
>
> If comments can be handled by this Friday, current schedule for Review
#3
> should hold, if not, schedule will slip.
>
> Asked for reviewers for 3rd review. Reviewers found for most sections.
> The review page has been updated. Refer to that page for details.
>
> Still need reviewers for:
>  * Language reference: Base all sub-sections
>  * Appendices
> 
> Could use additional reviewers for most sections; members are welcome
> to look at other sections, too.
>
> Kris will update the review list to show appendix titles.
> Content for review will be published by Friday, Dec. 11. Review to be
> complete by January 5. If content cannot be published by Friday, the
> schedule will be pushed out by a week.
>
> Links to chm and html will be posted for review. 

   2. ITEM: Foreign Generalization: Should be moved to a non-normative
appendix
          *
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00186.html (Kimber)
          *
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00028.html (Kimber
proposed wording) 
   3. New ITEM: Normative language specification
          *
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00022.html (Park) 
   4. New ITEM: Terminology issues: Grouping of terms
          *
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00042.html
(Eberlein)
>
> Resolved prior to meeting.
>
   5. New ITEM: Terminology issues: Linking and addressing terms
          *
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00044.html
(Eberlein)
> 
> Resolved prior to meeting.
>
   6. New ITEM: Should we refine the rules for filename generation for
@chunk?
          *
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00063.html (Kimber) 
   7. New ITEM: What are implications of  for keyspace construction?
          *

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200911/msg00186.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00028.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00022.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00042.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00044.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00063.html
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http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00145.html (Kimber) 
   8. New ITEM: Metadata Elements
          *
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00147.html
          (Joseph) 

> Remaining items deferred to next week. None of the open items need to
be closed
> to complete the preparatory work for review #3.

Ongoing checks

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

8:55 Adjourn 

References:
Groups - OASIS DITA TC Meeting modified

From: dond@us.ibm.com

[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00145.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00147.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00170.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00172.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00170.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00240.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00174.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/maillist.html#00173
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/threads.html#00173
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/
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The DITA Technical Committee met on 15 December 2009

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by John Hunt <john_hunt@us.ibm.com>

Meeting convenes at 11:00 AM ET.

1) Roll call
Quorum achieved with 15 members attending, and 13 of 17 voting members. 

2) Motion to approve minutes from 12/8 by D. Day and seconded by Bruce. Passed by acclamation.

3) Sub-committee reports deferred today. 
Next up is Adoption TC on 1/5.

Business:

4) Discussion of 1.2 spec and Draft #3 reviews - K. Eberline

a-e)
We need reviewers for remaining portions of the spec.
See table - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TechReview3.

Key area is review of classification elements.
J. Hackos - Need for vendor review of this important.

We may add an additional review in Jan. for the Classification elements and new introduction that J. Hackos is writing.

Target is to get review complete by Jan. 4, 2010.

Please complete reviews as soon as you can.

Post comments in the wiki review pages - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TechReview3.

Please update the review page with status about expected completion dates for reviews and review status.

f) We need a volunteer to scan Draft 1 and 2 comments.

G. Joseph is updating the master topic list
He has proposed changes to policies about feature proposals for future versions. 

Some discussion on proposal process for future versions.

New concerns raised about complexity and length of some new features and resulting complexity in the 1.2 
specification.

J. Ogden raises idea of 2 levels of approval and having 2 independent implementations for large features.



K. Eberlein and G. Joseph to bring a proposal on proposal process to the TC. 

KE and GJ to provide guidelines for handling review comments.

2. ITEM: Foreign Generalization: Should be moved to a non-normative appendix.

Considerable discussion on this.

D. Day moves a proposal to go with existing coverage in current review draft and agree that the TC will address this 
issue post-1.2. Proposal is seconded and passes with no objections.

3. ITEM - Status of language spec and Normative schema.

Response from M. McCrae is that the prose description takes precedence over the DTD. See - http://lists.oasis-
open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00035.html. 

K. Eberlin and J. Ogden to check spec statements on what is normative to ensure that it meets this condition and suggest 
any necessary revisions.

Items 4: Should we refine ther ules for filename generation for @chunk?
Revolved: No, not at this time.

Item 5: What are implications for <navref> for keyspace construction?
Resolved: Reviewers of this portion of the spec need to check that spec is correct. 

ITEM 6: Metadata Elements
Deferred 6 to next meeting.

No Meetings on Dec 22 and Dec 29. Next meeting Jan 5, 2010.

Meeting adjourns 12:02 PM ET.
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